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Only a few U.S. airlines shut down
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Airline pilots launched a
worldwide 24-hour strike early
today, forcing the cancellation
of service by 19 foreign flag
airlines. However, only a few
U.S. carriers \had to ground all
flights immediately.
In the United States, only
Eastern Airlines, Southern Airways and Northeast Airlines
among the larger carriers shut
down service as pilots defied a
temporary federal court injimctioh against participation in
the strike by members of the
U.S. Airline Pilots Association.
Some of America's largest
airlines announced their pilots
were not taking part in the
work stoppage . There were no
immediate reports of major
schedule disruptions at any
U.S. airports.
The strike, which took effect
at 1 a.m; CDT was called by
^

the International Federation of
Airline Pilots to dramatize its
belief that more stringent
measures are needed to discourage airplan e hijackings. .
"It's under way, " a spokesman for the ALPA said shortly
after the 1 a.m. deadline. He
acknowledged it would be hard
to assess the impact of the
strike during the early morning
hours when fewer flights were
scheduled. However, service on
Trans World Airlines, American Airlines, Northwest Airlines,7 Delta Airlines, United
Airlines arid Western Airlines
was reported to be running nor- anally.
Foreign airlines were more
uniformly out of service. Those
listing no flights today .included
Irish Airlines, Scandinavian
Airlines System . Air France,
Sabena Belgian World Airlines,
El Al, Air Canada , Alitalia ,

Lufthansa, Swissair and Air
\New Zealand.
Czechoslovakia said air traffic would be halted for one hour
to protest air piracy and memorialize the death of a Czech pilot killed in a hijacking last
. '• week. ' Airports in Hong Kong, Manila , Tokyo and Berlin reported
minimal disruptions , but air
service in London was thrown
into confusion. 7 A Pan Am
spokesman in New York said
the airline was experiencing
problems in two airportsVienna , where ground crews V
were walking out in sympath y
with the protest and the Panama City airport , where cars
were said to be blocking ramps
leading off the runways. /
Frank Borman , vice presi- A . - :;
dent , of Eastern Airlines, said
the cancellation of all 1,500 of
its daily flights would cost the

line about $2.5 million in revenues.
More tlian one million pas- .
sengers around : the world are
estimated to travel daily by
plane. There are 50,000 airline
pilots worldwide and about 31,Q0O employed by U.S. air carriers.;. ..
Chief Justice Warren E. Berger refused Sunday to lift a
temporary injunction barring
tlie work stoppage. His action
returned the case to the federal
appeals court.
Other airlines which predicted normal service today
were Ozark ,. National , Allegheny and Braniff.
: Here in brief was the situation in airports around the
world shortly after the strike .
began::
—Israel: 450 pilots from Israel's National Airline, El Al,

and the internal line Arkia,
pus 500 aviation workers,
stayed off the job, closing Lod
International Airport , scene of
two recent terror attacks.
—Johannesburg, South Africa ; All international flights
by South African Airways were
cancelled, but domestic flights
were running on schedule.
—Berlin : Pan Am, the main
civilian carrier for commercial
jet service linking West Berlin
with West German cities, , was
scheduled to fly as usual.
—Oslo: Some 1,500 pilots of
SAS and the domestic Norwegian Airlines stopped work and
all scheduled flights were suspended.
—Manila: The Philippines
Airlines Pilots Association reversed an earlier decision to
strike and said it would continue normal operations.
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Planes smash
North Vietnam
air defenses
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Secretar y of Health , Education and Welfare , - j |
ICOC Elliot
Pf*
riO|oBS
L. Richardson , termed the recently pass- %
ed higher education bill a "monument to Al Quie" at a |
Rochester testimonial dinner for the congressman Saturday j f
night — story, page 3.
M
Un»>iHA4itA Thousands evacuated low-lying areas and |%
nUETIlidllB islands along Florida's Gulf Coast today. $
but others in the path of Hurricane Agnes refused to flee ]|
before the storm which has claimed eight lives — story, j |;
.
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jetliner in Britain
operated by British European
Airways , plunged into a field
near a busy road two minutes
after taking, off from London's
Heathrow Airport . The plane
was full , many of the passengers having booked seats to
beat the international pilot's
strike today.
Britain 's aerospace minister,
Michael Heseltine, visited the
crash site and said later "both
light recorders on the plane
have been recovered and their

O'Brien issues blast

Nixon security
expert arrested
at Demo offices

By DICK BARNES
and
H. L. SCHWARZ III
Disclosure that a salaried
Nixon - campaign security
expert was one of five men
arrested durin g a break-in
at the Democratic National
Committee h e a d q u a r ters has prompted Democratic accusations of "political espionage " and Republicans denials of involvement.
Democratic N a t i o n a l
Chairman Lawrence F.
O'Brien said Sunday thc afJM . raised "Ihe ugliest
questions about the integrity
of the political process that
I have encountered in a
quarter-century of political
activity. "
O'Brien fired off a telegram lo Atty. Gen, Richard
Kleindienst urgin g "an immediate and full-scale investigation" by the FBI to
determine "what organization or individuals are behind this incredible act of
political espionage ."
A Justice Department
.spokesman .said, however ,
Ihe FBI had alread y begun
an investigation as a "routine matter. "
Former Atty. Gen, John
N. Mitchell , chairman of
the Committee for Reelection of the President , said
in a .statement that, the five
m^n were "not operating
either on our behalf or with

our consent."
The White House refused
comment a n d referred
newsmen to the campaign
committee.
The statements came alter The Associated Press
found the name of James
W. McCord Jr., one of the
five seized inside DNC headquarters early Saturday ,
listed in campaign-spending
(Continued on page 5, col. 2)
Report Nixon
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Worst on British soil

By COLIN FROST
LONDON (AP ) -A British
jetliner crashed Sunday just
after talcing off for Brussels,
killing all 118 persons aboard .
It was the worst air crash on
British soil, and the dead included 34 Americans.
Among the victims were at
least 12 British physicians on
their way to a professional congress and several top leaders of
Irish industry.
. ,Th e three-jet Trident airliner ,

¦
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Tke living said farewell to the dead Sunday g
t rarclfCII
PafOUfoll jn
•§
a simple memorial service in a Rapid If
gymnasium — story, page 5,
high
school
& City, S.D.,
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party
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The
Wisconsin
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reformist efforts to oust an incumbent from thu >|
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il rational committee — story, page 9. ' ¦ ¦:•• '' - ' ";•¦ '•
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*! Tka uiinnAf Winonan Dennis Cleveland Sunday wrap- %
I I JIB W innei ped up his second Westfield . Open title |
$ with an 18-hole score of 71. Three players shared second i
I
I place with scores of 73 -r- Story, page 12.
¦%%

NO WAY HOME . . . A ticket agent for Lufthansa Airlines, which is honoring a one-day airlines pilot strike, trys
to arrange a flight for Mr. and Mrs. Peter Englhardt of
Munich Germany. The couple were on their way home from
a vacation in Hawaii wheih their jet made a stop at Los
Angeles International Airport and left them without a . flight
home for at least 24 hours. (AP Photofax)
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information will be fed into
computers to help the official
inquiry into the disaster."
Most of the Irish victims
were members of a delegation
of industrialists going to Brussels for talks at the headquarters of the Common Market.
Among them were Con Smith ,
president of the Confedeiation
of Irish Industry; Michael
Sweetman, an economist and
writer who was director of the
Irish Council of the European
Movement; Ivan Webb, chairman of the Council of the Irish
Employers' Federation ; and
Guy Jackson, an executive of
Guinness Brewery who played
on Ireland's Davis Cup tennis
team.
The doctors were tra veling to
an international homeopathic
congress, Among them were
Dr. Thomas Fergus Stewart , an
authority on homeopathy, and
hi s wife Dr. iliz:.beth Stewart.
He was superintendent of a hospital in Glasgow, Scotland.
The worst previous air crash
in Britain occurred 21 years
ago when an Avro Tudor loaded
with Welsh footbal 1 fans
crashed , killing 81 persons.
The crash Sunday was the
third in five days in which
there was a heavy loss of life ,
Ninety died Wednesday when a
Japan Airlines DCS crashed in
India , and 81 persons were
killed Thursday when a Cathay
Pacific Convair went down in
South Vietnam's central highlands.

SEARCH THROUGH WRECKAGE . . .
Firemen and rescue workers search through
the wreckage of a British European Airways
Jetliner which crashed Sunday at Staines,

More than tSO
feared dead in
storms in China

HONG KONG C AP) -r- More
than 150 persons were feared
dead today after three days of
torrential rains, floods and
landslides on Hong Kong island
and the adjoining Kowloon peninsula.
Avalanches roared down two
hillsides Sunday night, wiping
out an area of squatter buts on
Kowloon and demolishing three
apartment buildings in a chain
reaction on Victoria Peak, on
the island.
Floods, landslides and rock
falls were caused in the British
colony by the three-day storm
that dumped more than 25
inches of rain on thc area.
The chain reaction on the
Peak started when an old,
unoccup ied, two-story structure
on an upper-level road collapsed onto a six-story apartment building on the nest level
down. This building had been
ordered evacuated earlier when
torrential rains undermined
part of its foundation , but it
was not known whether all residents had moved out.

Court tosses
out wiretapp ing
BULLETIN
WASHINGTON Iff) — The
Supreme Court today declared illegal the government's wiretapping of suspected domestic "subversives " without a warrant.

England. The plane plunged to earth shortly
after taking off from London's Heathrow Airport, killing all 118 persons aboard. It. was
Britain's worst air disaster. (AP Photofax )

CROWDED AIRPORT . . . Passengers
crowded around TWA ticket counter waiting
for plane departure from Logan International
Airport , Boston. The passengers were trying to beat the Air Lines Pilots Association

scheduled one-day shutdown to dramatize
their protest against what they feel is inadequate international cooperation in stopping aerial piracy .and extortion. (AP Photofax)

Rogers faces committee
on arms limitation pact
WASHINGTON (AP)
Secretary of State William
P. Rogers g o e s before
the Senate Foreign Relations Committee today as
Congress op>ens hearings on
the Moscow irms-lirnitation
agreements.
Scheduled to accompany
Rogers to Capitol Hill was
Ambassador Gerard C.
Smith , chief U.S. ne gotiator
during nearly three yean of
strategic arms - limitation
talks with the Soviet Union.
The Secretary of State
has described the treaty
limiting antiballistic-missile
systems ABM and the fiveyear agreement, on strategic
offensive arms as "the
most important step in arms
limitation ever taken by
this country. "
The agreements were Ini-

tialed in Moscow May 26 by
Nixon and Soviet Communist party chief Leonid I.
Brezhnev. The documents,
along with accompanying
understandings and interpretations , were submitted
to Congress last Tuesday.
Senate Democratic Leader Mike Mansfield , viewing
the agreements as "a stand
oil in which we migh t have
come out a little bit ahead ,"
says he would like to beat
the Sept. 1 goa l Nixon
has urged for congressional
approval.
The tre aty, subject to ratification by a two-thirds
vote in the Senate alone ,
would limit each side to two
ABM sites of 100 missile
launchers each. The United
States has one 90 percent
complete at Grand Porks,
N.D., anrl the Russians have

one in place around Moscow.
The offensive - weapons
agreement limit s intercontinental - ballistic - missile
IGBM launchers to those in
place or under construction
in each country. L.S. officials estimate the Russians
have 1,618 compared to 1,054 for the United States.
Russian submarines would
be limited to 62 with 95(, missile launchers against a
ceiling of 44 subs and 710
missiles imposed on the
United States.
The Senate Armed Services Committee wil begin a
hearing on thc military imlications of the agreements
Tuesday with Secretary of
Defense Melvin R. Laird
and Adm. Thomas H.
Moorr, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff , as
the first witnesses,

SAIGON CAP) - U.S: fighterbombers knocked out mora
than 140 pieces of air defense
equipment, including 76 surface-to-air missiles, in the
southern half of North Vietnam
in the most successful raid of
its kind in the Vietnam war,
the U.S. Command announced
today.
The United States also ended
a four-day suspension of bombing attacks in tht Hanoi-Haiphong area following the departure of Soviet president Nikolai
Podgorny from the North Vietnamese capital.
In South Vietnam, President
Nguyen Van Thieu ordered a
new drive to take, territory lost
in the Communist offensive,
ahd nearly 3,000 government
marines pushed ahead with a
new sweep south of the demilitarized zone. The marines were
reported meeting moderate to
heavy resistance and fighting
"bunker to bunker. "
The U.S. Command said
American pilots flew more than
300 strikes Sunday in the southern half of North Vietnam , and
many of the targeti . were air
defense installations between
the DMZ and the port of Quang
Khe, 65 miles to the north.
There was no word yet on the
targets today in the Hanoi-Haiphong area , but U.S. military
sources said the air war was
"back to normal ," and U.S.
jet s were again hitting North
Vietnam 's industrial heartland .
"We're back north of the 20th
parallel," said one source.
From Thursday through Sunday, American bombers had hit
the North with the heaviest
raids since the resumption of
full-scale bombing on April 6.
But to avoid hitting Hanoi while
Podgorny was there, all oi the
more than 1,400 strikes were in
the southern part ol the country, below the 20th parallel of
latitude and well south of tho
capital.
Podgorny told newsmen in
Calcutta that "everything went
as I wanted " during his visit to
Hanoi , and he was "very happy
with the outcome. " Ht said the
Vietnam peace talks in Paris
would resume soon.
Thieu claimed in an Armed
Forces Day radio addres s that
the North Vietnamese offensive
haa failed and Hanoi' s troops
were demoralized and hogged
down.

• • •
Moscow demands peace talks

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Moscow ' Radio demanded today that the United Stales
"immediately and unconditionally " halt military actions
against North Vietnam 's ports and resume "constructive
talks " in Paris. The broadcast also said the Soviet government would continue to supply "all necessary aid" to Hanoi' *
war effort.
Thp Soviet, blast put a damper on anticipations of new
peace moves from the communist side generated by a flurry
of diplomatic visits to the Far East. Henry A. Kissinger was
due in Peking. Soviet President Nikolai Podgorny completed
a visit to Hanoi , and North Vietnam 's representative in secret talks with Kissinger , Politburo member Le Due Tho , returned to Hanoi after talks in th« Chinese capital .
The Moscow Radio broadcast was the first Soviet acknowledgment of Podgorny's trip to Hanoi , It said he had
conferred there with Xuan Thuy, thc chief of the North
Vietnamese delegation to the Paris peace talks , and with
Le Due Tho.
Podgorny himself had heightened the expectations of
some movement, toward peace when he told ncwsm«n in Calcutta Sunday that, the Paris peace talks would resume "soon "
and that "the Sbvie-t Union will do everything possible for a
de-escalation of th» "Vietnam war ."

North Vietnam gave no concrete evidence of any change
so far. A weekend Hanoi broadcast demanded once more
that the United States cease bombing North Vietnamese territory and blockading its ports.
The Soviet statement on Podgorny 's trip, which was also
published in Tass, thc official news agency, said the Vietnamese communists' seven-point peace program — which
the United States rejected—- "constitutes a constructive basis
for settlement" of the Vietnamese situation .
Following a weekend stop-over in Hawaii , Kissinger left
Guam early today for Shanghai and Peking. The U.S. presidential adviser was due tonight in tbe Chinese capital for a
new round of talks with Chinese loaders both on furthering
the normalizat ion of Washington-Peking relations and on "issues of common interest." It was a foregone conclusion that
Vietnam was among those Issues.
Tho Paris talks on Vietnam were suspended indefinitely
May 4 when the U.S. side accused the communists of failing
to negotiate seriously.
Four days ago, the United States rejected another communist request to resume the meetings. William J. Porter,
the chief U.S, delegate, aald continued fighting in South
Vietnam showed the communists still do not want to negotiate.

The weather

McCauley to attend
national confe rence

Death of
local woman
termed suicide

"-Rep.. SI. 'J. McCauley, Winona, will attend the National Action Conference on Intergovernmental Science and Technology
Policy at Harrisbtirg, Pa., from
"Wednesday until Friday.
Among sponsoring organizations are the House Committee
on Science and Astronautics and
national governors' and legislators' conference committees
on science and technology.
Rep. McCauley Is the only
member of the Minnesota House
of Representatives who is a
member of a national legislative committee.

possibilities of state and local
government participation in allocation of federal research
moneys and an information system that would make such research more accessible to states
and local governments.

POLICIES wiU be formulated
The death of a 54-year-old
that spell out some public techdeterWinona woinan has been
nology programs for the states,
mined as a suicide by Winona
according to McCauley.
County Medical Examiner, Dr.
"Public technology must b«
Mbert Tweedy,
mobilized and channeled in such
,
Mrs. Thelma M. Haugen
areas as power plant siting, en151S W , 5th St., was found dead
vironmental protection and enin her home at 12:24 p.m. Sunhancement , housing, healtfi
day by her son Gene Haugen,
care, law enforcement and ecoWEATHER FORECAST . . . Rain and showers accom- Minneapolis , Minn. According
planning," McCauley
nomic
SCIENCE
AND
technology
to Dr. Tweedy, Mrs. Haugen
panying Hurricane Agnes are forecast for east coast states
stated.
are essential to the country's
today. Showers are also forecast for the southern Plains and left a suicide note for her son
progressin areas such as crime
upper Great Lakes, Cooler weather is expected frora : the with some checks to pay some
¦;.
prevention and control, transnorthern Plains to the central Rockies and for the North- bills. . :
portation, pollution control and
she
alof
pills
The
overdose
rest
of
the
east. Fair and dry weather is forecast for the
others, Hep. McCauley said. But
sent
have
been
legedly
took
country. (AP Photofax)
he lost control of his car. The vehicle veered
ONE PERSON INJUREli . A- '. Roger
states and local governments
to a La Crosse , Wis., laboratory
to the right side of the road and then crossed feel that federal research and
Harbour, 21, St. Paul, Minn., was admitted
for analysis.
?
over the median into the northbound ditch. development programs fail to
to Community Memorial Hospital this mornLocal observations
The former Thelma May
was admitted to the hospital for provide data on practical reHarbour
a.m.
a
one-car
accident
at
6:40
ing
following
in
Pennborn
Parker she was
OFFICIAL WEATHER BUREAU OBSERVATIONS for sy lvania Feb. 7, 1918, to John
observation of a head injury. The accident re- sults of new technologies , he
on Highway 6i at the Black Horse tavern.
the 24 hours ending at noon today:
and Valma Buck Parker. She
mains under investigation. (Daily News added.
According to the Minnesota Highway Patrol,
Maximum temperature 82, minimum 61, noon 82, no preci- lived at Minneapolis, and WilLocal governments would like
when
Harbour was southbound on Highway 61
. photo )' . :
ROCHESTER, Minn. — Delpitation.
to move immediately on such
liamsport and Philadelphia ,
egates to the League of MinneA year ago today:
problems
as
economy,
the
wain
1968.
Pa., moving to Winona
High 85, low 63, noon 80, precipitation .03.
ter and air cleanup, mosquito sota Municipalities convention
She was a member of Central
Normal temperature range for this date 80 to 59. Record United Methodist Church.
MONDAY
control and the like but the here last weekend called for
high 98 in 1953, record low 45 in 1882.
long-range orientation of feder- elimination of state limits on
Survivors are : two sons, S.
Sun rises tomorrow at 5:23, sets at 8:53.
by cities and
al programs seems too slow, spending increases
1972
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19,
and
Sgt. Gordon , Raleigh, N.C,
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villages. 7 .
McCauley
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Data
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fedGene, Minneapolis, Minn.; one
(Mississippi Valley Airlines)
A resolution adopted Friday
eral research projects aren't
Barometric pressure 29.79 and falling, wind from the grandchild , and one sister,
often available to other govern- afternoon asked repeal of the
southeast at 5 mph, cloud cover 12,000, scattered visibility Mrs. Edwin (Mary) MargerTwo-State Deaths mental levels nor are they eas- law passed last year that proWinona Deaths
At Community
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10 miles. /
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Funeral services will be at
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Home
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Hours:
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The purpose of the conference
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7
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orial Hospital after an illness Chula Vista, Calif., Memorial science programs, McCauley state tax bill which sought to
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MILLVILLE, Minn. (Special)
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ries witl it not only the responThe Rev. William Hull , Wat- ner, Sept. 21, 1914, at Milwaukee. He has died. She had — Mrs. Pauline Ki Glabe, 76,
sibility to assess local needs
kins Un ited Methodist Home.
lived in Winona four years Millville, died Saturday followDischarges
but also the authority to raise
Mrs. Men Fortsch and baby , where she was a member of ing a heart attack.
revenue to meet those needs."
the Cathedral of the Sacred
She was born April 13, 1896.
Lewiston, Minn.
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Heart.
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,.
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delegates also included; making
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To Chamber of Commerce

Assessorexplainsreevaluations

Winona County Assessor Da- erty that had its valuation property has not been affected
by the revaluation , but a new
vid Sauer met with tbe Winona raised 15 percent.
Area Chamber of Commerce Sauer tola7 chamber members method of figuring the tax , enthis morning to explain the con- that commercial and industrial acted by the 1971 Legislature,
troversial revaluation of real
estate currently being conducted in the county and throughout
the state.
The issue has arisen from a
state recommendation that listed market values on residential
and farm properties — the fig"
ure from which real estate taxes
are figured — be raised 10-15
In the face of rising taxpayer opposition to increased
percent to bring them in line
real estate valuations , the Winona City Board of Review will
with real values, which have
face a full agenda this week as it gets down to the business
of hearing individual taxpayer complaints.
recently been pressed upward
Winona County : Assessor David Sauer said today that the
by inflation .
city
board will face about 56 taxpayers when it meets TuesThe revaluation matter has
day and Wednesday. The board has its timetable filled from
angered taxpayers throughout
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. both days , Sauer said.
the county recently, but Sauer
The taxpayer response follows the mailing of about 5 ,'925
told the chamber that , contrary
notices of increased residential market va luation , the figure
to the assertions of a number
on which real estate taxes are based.
of people, the revaluation won't
There are just over 6,000 residential properties : in the
necessarily raise taxes.
city, Sauer said , indicating that almost everyone has been
affected by the state recommended valuation increase , which
OVERALL, the county s valuis being conducted to bring listed market valuations in line
ation is going up about 15 perwith actual values.
cent , Sauer said. "If everyone
Sauer emphasized that the city board has a ful l agenda
levied the same amount , the
and warned that taxpayers appearing without an appointment
mill rate, would, drop 15 perwould not be heard .
cent," Sauer said , and taxes
The city 's Board of Review is made up of Mayor Norman
would stay the same for a propIndall ; Councilman Barry Nelson and City Clerk John Carter.

Board of Revi ew
has full agenda

MINNESOTA SOUTH DISTRICT LUTHERAN LAYMEN'S
CONVENTION . , . Attending the convention held at St. Martin's Lutheran Church were, from left: the Rev, Kenneth
Kreuger, assistant pastor of St. Martin's; Russell Heuten,
member of the Board of Governors, Austin, Minn.; Ben
Jutzie, executive director, International Luther League, St,
Louis, Mo.; Donald Haack, president of Minnesota South

LLL; Martin Lieske, president, Minnesota South District of
the Lutheran Churcb, Missouri Synod, Minneapolis, Minn. ;
Ed Butler, lay member, LLL; Dr. Raymond Maag, counselor in education, Minnesota South District , Minneapolis,
Minn. ; the Rev. Donald Bender , Hart , Minn., Lutheran Church ;
Kenneth Schumann, Lewiston, Minn., and Pastor A. U. Deye,
St. Martin's,

Plain vj ewman renamed
LLL disfrict president

The 30th annual convention ol
the Minnesota South District Lutheran Laymen's League, held
at St: Martin's Lutheran Church;
Winona , Saturday and Sunday,
had 78 delegates at the business session, and 300 attending
the banquet , closing the activities Sunday evening. The convention theme was "For Christ
and Country."
The delegates held a business meeting of the officers- Saturday evening. The convention
business isession was Sunday
morning. Included in the business session was the election
of officers .
Don Haack, Plainview, Minn.,
was reelected president of the

Southern Minnesota District.

OTHER officers elected were :
Kenneth
Busch , Hardwick,
Minn., reelected vice president ,
Southwest Region; Louis Honebrink, Mayer, Minn., reelected
vice president North Region;
William Matson , St. Paul , Minn.,
elected vice president , Twin
Cities Region; and Franklin
Folkert , Plainview , elected district secretary.
Dr. Walter Stuenkel, president
of Concordia College, Milwaukee, Wis., was the speaker for
the Sunday morning Communion
service.
Following the theme of the
convention he spoke on "American Men Free in Christ" , with

Plamview School
proj ects get OK
PLAINVIEW, Minn. - The
Plainview Board of Education
approved an apparent low bid
of $ifl,706 for the construction of
parking lots and playgrounds by
the Sullivan Construction Co.,
Rochester, Minn., at the board's
June 12 meeting.
In other business, the school
board approved:
The official report of election
judges thata Dean Harrington
received 79 votes, LaVerne
Walch 30 and Beiijamin Marshman 26 during recent elections;
Salaries totaling $7,100 for seven teachers involved in the
World of Work project for work
done this summer and the next
school year;
A tentative agreement with
the Wabasha School District to
cooperate in a trainable mentally retarded class at Kellogg,
Minn ., next year.
In other actions , the board :
Formally recognized the Plainview Education Assn. as the exclusive bargaining agent for
teachers ;
Appointed Merlin Mielke and
Eileen Kronebusch for two-year
terms and Robert Emerson and
Curt Pickavance for one year
terms on the Continuing Education Committee;
Hired Pickavance and Ed Bodurtha as summer library work-

ers ; ¦;' '• ' .
Authorized Supt. Harlan Tlustos to negotiate the sale of the
temporary classroom building;
And accepted the resignation
of high school instructor Janet
Halama , hiring Wayne Void, as
elementary teacher; Kathy Void
as secondary teacher and cheerleader adviser ; John Norlander
as secondary teacher and head
basketball coach; and Kurt Jen- THE BANQUET Sunday evesen as secondary teacher and ning, attended by nearly 300
people had Herbert Pingle, WiScience Club adviser.
nona , as master of ceremonies,
Ben Jutzi spoke of the chalTwo Milwaukee
lenge each Lutheran Layman
must be willing to accept ,
men charged with
namely intensified prayer and
marijuana possession dedication to the cause of
Christ, willingness to work for
CHICAGO (AP) - Two Mil- the league, and exercising saccharged
with
waukee men were
rifice in giving for the spreadpossession of marijuana after , ing of the message of salvation
police said , they attempted to
claim two suitcases containing in Christ.
Donald Haack , Plainview ,
an estimated $40,000 in marichaired the convention
Minn.,
juan a at O'Hare International
and Kenneth Schumann , LewisAirport.
Police said they arrested ton , president of the Winona
John Stick and Allan E. Hill, Zone was chairman of the arrangements committee. Next
both 20, at the airport.
The suitcases arrived on a year the convention will be held
flight from Los Angeles, offi- in Hamburg, Minn. This year's
cers said. They had been international convention will
alerted to the shipment by au- convene in St . Louis, Mo., July
15-20.
thorities in Los Angeles.

HERITAGE: SUNDAY . . . The dedication of the new worshi p center nt McKinley United Methodist Church Sunday
was combined with heritage Sunday. Fifty-year members,
pictured in fron t row from left : Mrs. Stanley Coe, Mrs.
Robert Fleming, Miss Cleda Shirk, Mrs. Ralph Hancock ,
Claude Austin , Miss Beth Millam and Albert Steege. In rear ,
from left : Mrs . Herbert Nichols , Keith Millam , Mrs. W.
Ilein , Miss Alma Huge , Mrs. Erma Karsten and Mrs. Harriet
Stahmann. (Daily New photo)

DESPITE the valuation increase, Sauer said , "we feel
that our valuations are not up
to market value."
The residential revaluations ' ,'
are figured on a higher replacement cost schedule; Sauer said,
and not just an across-the-board
percentage increase. For this
reason , he explained , some increases are quite a bit more
than others , but the overall city
residential ..average
ranges
around 10-15 percent.
In doing the revaluation , he
said , his staff discovered quite
a few mathematical errors committed when the city was reassessed in 1969. In those cases,
he said , the new valuations may
be quite a bit more than the
average.

Nixonagainst
bills on upper
riverarea

Gal 5:1 as the Bible text.
Mindful of Father 's Day Dr.
Stuenkel stated that men, who
have accepted Jesus as their
Savior from sin , have learned
the truth of the statement of
Jesus: "If the Son (Jesus) shall
make you free, you shall be free
indeed. " American men, free in
Christ, will also be loyal citizens of their government. This
makes for a double citizenship,
in God's ¦kingdom and in our
country. ' ¦' ¦.¦

IN the afternoon session Winoiia Mayor Norman Indall welcomed the conventioneers .
Pastor A. U. Deye, St. Martin 's, gave the keynote address , "For Christ and Country", in the absence of Dr.. Martin Lieske, president of the Minnesota South District of The Lutheran Church - Missouri Synod.
Russell H e u t o n , Austin ,
Minn., governor of Region 7 and
Ben Jutzi of St . Louis . Mo., executive director of the league
participated in the "Open
Mike".
The league has 154,000 members with a $4,5 million budget.
Its main projects are The InHour,
ternational Lutheran
now in its fortieth year , and
"This is the Life" television
show. A Lutheran Hour rally
will be held at Mets Sports
Center, Bloomington , Minn.,
Sept. 17, when 20,000 people are
expected.

has the effect of an automatic
IVz percent raise in taxes for
all com mercial a nd industrial
real estate.
That law, he said , was enacted to m ake up the loss of personal property tax income created by another law.
Sauer said "very few'* residential properties in the city
did not get an increase.

WASHINGTON /AP) — The
Nixon administration today opposed bills to establish a five-:
state Upper Mississippi River
National Recreation Area .
Spokesmen for the Interior
Department and Array recommended deferral of action by J
Congress on bills calling for a
650,000-acre recreation area in
portion s of Illinois, Iowa , Minnesota, Missouri a nd Wisconsin.

GREETS CONVENTIONERS . . . Mayor
Norman E. Indall , pictured in center, greets,
at left, the Rev. Donald West, Immanuel
Lutheran Church , Plainview , Minn :, and at
right ,. Dr. Wauter Stuenkel, president of Con-

cordia College, Milwaukee, Wis., attending
the 30th annual Minnesota South District
Lutheran Laymen 's League convention, held
at St. Martin 's Lutheran Church here Saturday and Sunday. (Daily News Photos )

Richardson praises
Quie as Invaluable'

By JIM JOHNSON
Daily News Staff Writer
ROCHESTER , Minn. _ During a Saturday night address
before more than 300 supporters of First District Rep. Albert
H. Quie, Secretary of Health ,
Education and Welfare (HEW)
Elliot L. Richardson offered the
congressman high praise and
commented on administration
foreign and domestic policy.
The $20-a-plate testimonial
dinner followed a similar event
ii; St. Paul Friday night where
Labor Secretary James Hodgson addressed the audience,
Secretary Richardson arrived
here late Saturday morning on
the same airplane carrying Sen.
Hubert Humphrey to a weekend
of relaxation at his home in
Waverly, Minn. After a tour
of the Mayo Clinic facilities and
an afternoon tennis match, the
secretary spoke before the
Kahler Hotel assemblage , terming Rep. Quie, ranking minority
member of the House Education
and Labor Committee, "an invaluable ally in the fights on
Capitol Hill. "
'THE principal reason that
I am here," he said , "is because Albert Quie is the most
effective and able member of
any committee that I have had
to deal with ." Describing the
recently passed Higher Education Opportunities Act as the
most far-reaching piece of legislation in thc U.S. tod ay , the
secretary said "the hill is a
monument to Al Quie. "
He credited Rep. Quie with
having more impact on the
shape of the bill than any other
single individual in the nine
weeks of conferences before the
bill took final shape , and told
the audience , "You have done
all America a favor by sending
Al Quie to Congress. "
Major points in the act include monetary assistance for
all post-secondary school students, direct financial aid to all
institutions of higher learning,
and the support of occupational
education
Itichordson , in discussing foreign policy, said that the president' s recent tri ps to Peking
and Moscow revealed a different perspective of world affairs
than newsmen hostile to the administration 's position on international affnirs have suggested,
"PEKING and Moscow are
now seen by the news media as

not such dangerous powers,"
said Richardson , "and they think
that the President has come
around to the view that we can
all saf ely relax. 1 '
"This is not at all what the
President perceives," said Richardson. The President , he explained , realizes that there are
changes occurring in the world
power centers — political , economic and nuclear — and realizes that "failure to accommodate them is at our peril. "
These accommodations , the
secretary said , arise in the reduction of nuclear weapons ,
European troop strength and the
easing of tensions in the Middle
East and Indochina. Through
accommodation
wilh
world
power centers, he said , will
come a more stable balance in
the world and a lessening of the
risk of confrontation , with greater hopes for world peace.
"Despite external friendly appearances ," said Richardson ,
"the achievements brought
about by the President' s recent
trips could not have come about
if the U.S, hnd demonstrated
weakness nnd 'copped-out on
international relations by abandoning its commitments in Indochina. "
Detailing the operation of the
HEW , the secretary charged
that "the social experiments of
the Great Society failed ," referring to (he Johnson administration , "because the efforts
were directed from Washincton. "

"THE bureaucrats hnv e to he
wrenched from the machinery ,"
he said , and local communities
have to determine Iheir own
needs if the HEW is to efficiently respond to human needs.
"Power to the people ," said
Richardson , is part of the "new
federalism " concept of thc administration , and under the government's desire to decentralize
power, the people should determine their own needs.
Tho secretary pointed out that
the HEW serves as a publicaccountability focal point , to assure that the whole national
social services program does
nol become less lhan the sum
of its component parts.
Rep. Quie stated , after receiving photographs of thc
President on his Moscow and
Peking trips from n pnrty lender, that "nobody else in thc
'.S. could havo accomplished

the Moscow-China visits , and
termed the- welfare legislation
of the Nixon administration ,
"thc most revolutionary since
the mo's.'r
Rep. Quie summed up the evening to applauding supporters
by saying , "I was never more
proud to he an American than
today. "
TWO-YEAR CONTRACT
FOND DU LAC, Wis. (AP ) Members of District 10, International Association of Machinists , Saturday ratified a twoyear contract with Mercury
Marine Division of Brunswick
Corp., district business agent
Dick Prosser announced.

James G. Watt , acting director of Interior 's Bureau of Outdoor Recreation , said BOR supports the objectives of the bill
to conserve and develop the
Upper Mississippi'ii scenic, recreation and historic values.
He told a House Interior subcommittee, however, that the
objectives could be achieved
through :
—A cooperative agreement
between the Army engineers
and Interi or for management of
recreation resources on the federal lands involved.

—Existing state and federal
authority to acquire land , and

—State land us< planning to
prevent adverse development.
Brig. Gen. Kenneth B. Cooper, deputy director ol the Army
engineer civil works office , said
the bills should he put aside
"until Congress completes action on land use policy legislation and the legislation has
been given a chance to work in
the Upper Mississi ppi River
area. "

He said the land use bills
would authorize federal grants
for state planning and "give
particular attention to areas of
critical envi ronmental concern ,
such as the lands along the Upper Mississippi River."
Such bills await Senate and
House action.
Meanwhile , he said , Interior
and the Army "will coordinate
with each other in thc management and development of the
existing federal lands for recreational use."

Dairy Princess for
Houston Co. named

CALEDONIA , Minn. (Special)
— The 1972 Houston County
Dairy Princess, receiving her
crown in coronation ceremonies at St. Mary 's Auditorium , is
Miss Jaclyn Tweeten, 18, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Tweeten , Spring Grove , Minn.
Miss Tweeten was sponsored
by Mcadlowland Dairy Association , and included in the gifts
she received as princess was
n diamond rose pendant .
Attendants are Madge Sapleton , 17, daughter of Mr. and
Mr.s. Sean Stnpleton , Caledonia ,
and Jean Moiling, 18, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs . Lloyd Moiling,
Caledonia .
Miss Jean Meyer , daughter of
Mr. awl Mrs. Lloyd Meyer , Caledonia , wns named Miss Congeniality . There were IB girls
in the competition.
Thc crowning, by Sandra
Schiltz , 1971 princess , highlighted a f ami ly style roast beet banquet , featuring the facetious
p hilosopher of the coulee region, Sidney Scovillc , La Crescent , Minn., with dinner music
by Mr. and Mr.s. Howard Thies.
More than 400 people were nt
the banquet and coronation.
Judges for the princess contest were Mrs . Geraldine Daley,
Preston , Minn., Pete .Boynton
and Russoll Wirt. Lewiston.

.1, Twerlen

M, Stapkton

J. Moiling

J. Meyer

FILMIN G IN JULY
NEW YORK (AP) - Clint
Eastwood will star in "The
Hi gh Plains Drifter, " a Western on which filming will begin
in July.

LINDA LOUISE HAGAN
Miss Minnesota

Miss St; Paul
is crowned new
Miss Minnesota
AUSTIN, Minn . (AP) — Finding better luck the second time
around , Linda Louise Hagan ii
the new Miss Minnesota,
the 22-year-old Miss St. Paul
was crowned during ceremonies Saturday night in Austin.
She was an entry in the pageant last year as Miss Hastings, but failed to place as a
finalist.
The brown-haired , blue-eyed
beauty is a University of Minnesota student majoring in animal sciences. She's the daughter of Mrs. and Mrs. Eldon Hagan of Hampton , Minn.
First runnerup was Miss
Bloomington , Dawn Ruehle;
second runnerup Miss Ely, Andrea Zbasnik; third runnerup
Miss Austin , Joeline Malenke,
and fourth runnerup Miss Milaca , Ann Louise Christensen.

Man treated for
self-inflicted
gunshot wound
A 41-year-old Winona man
was treated and released from
Community Memorial Hospital
Sunday following an accidental
shooting incident,
According to John Scherer ,
acting chief of police, Clifton
Hart , 92fi W. Howard St., was
target shooting at the west end
of Prairie Island Sunday afternoon when he accidentall y shot
himself in the right ICR with a
.22 calibre revolver. The bullet
entered the outside of hi.s ripht
leg below the knee and came out
at the ankle .
Hart wa.s taken to the hospital where he was treated and
released.

No injuries
in three-ca r
city accident
No injuries resulted from a
three-car accident nt 10:1!) p.m.
Saturday on Harriet Street.
According to police , Timothy
P. Currnn , 4410 7th St., Goodview , wns southbound on Harriet Slreet when ho struck a
car parked in front of 403 Harriet Street owned by Bernard
F. Boland , 463 Harriet St. Tho
impact of the collision forced
thc Boland car into a parked
car owned by Fred S. German ,
1054 '^ W. Broadway, which was
parked in front of Boland' s
cnr.
Damage to the left side and
rear of the 1965 Boland sedan
is $500; to the 1962 St. German
station wagon $600 and to tho
front of tho 1967 station wagon
$500.
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TUESDAY, JUNE 20

Slated Communication 7:30 p.m.
Robirt C. Tramaln, W.M.

Rock group in
trouble over
pairs of panties

Playwight has stagej;if^fiif

[Television highlights
. Today . . . .

NEW YORK (AP ) - Alice
Cooper, the five-member rock
group, has gotten into a flap
with Customs officials over
750,000 pairs of ladies p'anfies.
The group packaged their latest , record album , "School's
Out," in disposable panties that
failed to pass the Federal
Trade Commission's Flammable Fabrics Test.
Consequently, Customs officials don't want trie Englishmade panties to enter the country.
Ashley Pandel, an official ol
Alice Cooper, said the fi rst
York management firm for
Alice Coopesr , said the first
shipment of 250,000 pairs already had beeu shipped to
record manufacturing ;• plants
¦where the albums are being
packaged. Another shipment of
500,000 rea ched Philadelphia
about a weei ago.
However , distributors hope
they have a solution to the
problem—a spray which renders /the parities fire resistant.

BLACK COMPOSER—Four profiles of black composers
in America are performed by the Dallas Symphony Orchestra .
7:00. Ch. 2.
PEBPETUAL PEOPLE PUZZLE—A variety of song,
dance, satire, drama animation featuring Gwen Verdon ,
Howard Cosell, Lee Grant and others. 7:00 p.m., Chs. 6-9-19.
BASEBALLr—The Los Angeles Dodgers vs. the Pirates
at Pittsburgh. 7:15, Chs. 5-10-13.
SONNY AND CHER—Lome Greene, Chad Everett and
Tony Mordente guest star. 9:00, Chs. 3-4-8.
Tuesday
JERRY BEED—Grammy winner Jerry Reed debuts in
the old Glen Campbell slot. Guests are Arte Johnson and the
Lennon Sisters. 6:30, Chs. 3-4-8.
MOD SQUAB—Pete, Lind and Julie are trapped in a
rat-infested mine, the prisoners of a man who is cra2ed
by the war death of his son. 6:30, Chs. 6-9-19.
LEONARDO : To Know How to See—Sir John Geilgud
narrates this biography of the Renaissance genius. 8:30, Chs.
5-10-13.
Marcus VVelby—The issue is about a young retarded girl
and the question is whether she should marry. 9:00 , Chs. 6-9-19.

Television movies

National Health
Enterprises to
buy nursing center

NEW YORK - Everybody knows that we writers
are notoriously lovable and
shy, while actors are egoti stical hams. Nobody could
ever picture an actor resisting an opportunity to
''say-a few words."
Joe Stein, the unpretentious little gray-haired author of "Fiddler on the
Hoof ," is a neighbor of
mine. H a r d l y anyfcody
inows that he's the millionaire who wrote both the
stage show and the movie.
^Naturally he never menlions it. The other day I
''found .- him terrified that he
might have to get up and
make a few remarks when
the Hal Prince-prodjuced
show achieved Broadway 's
longest, run
¦ ¦(since Sept. 22,
1964). •¦ ¦ ' .- .

MILWAUKEE (AP) -National Health Enterprises Inc.
of Milwaukee says it intends to
acquire 41 of the 45 nursing
centers operated by Extendicare Inc. of Louisville, Ky.
The transaction , to be completed in August, would make
National the country's; largest
nursing-home organization with
8L facilities representing 11,OOC
beds, the corporation sa id.
The 41 centers to be acquired
are in Alabama., California , Indiana , Kentucky, Minnesota,
Michigan , Wisconsin , Te nnessee
and South Carolina. .
National, founded in 1952 ,
said the acquisition includes
Extendicare 's Family Heritage
Nursing Homes in Beaver
Dam , Appleton , Manitowoc t
Neeriah , Black River Falls,
Wisconsin
Rapids
and
Schofield. . ..

A ": Today :
;; "BECAUSE THEY'RE SO YOUNG "—Tuesday Weld stars ;
as a schoolteacher who battles juven ile delinquency. (19€0).
3:30, Ch. 4.
"AS YOUNG AS YOU FEEL"-Monty Woolley stars in
this comedy where an elderly employe attempts to impersonate the company president. (1952). 3:30, Ch. 6,
"BADMAN'S COUNTRY"—A V/yatt Earp western in
which a new la-wman is forced to decide between marriage
Incumbent returned
Former Green Bay
and his badge. (1958). 3:30, Ch. IS.
to hosp ita l board
"THE SHERIFF OF THE FRACTURED JAW' -Jayrie
Mansfield and Kenneth More head the cast in this comedy
planner named to
BLACK R3VER FALLS, Wis. of the Old West. (1958). 8:00, Chs. 6-9-19.
)
(Special — Four incumbents
"A GLOBAL AFFAIR"-Bob Hope stars in this internadirect HUD office
were re-elected to the board of
tional
hassle about a baby left at the U.N. (1964). lO:30, Chs.
¦
Hiver
Memdirectors of Black
3.R '
MILWAUKEE (AP) — A fororial Hospital at the annual
"TEMPLE OF THE WHITE ELEPHANTS "-iSean Flynn mer Green Bay city planner
meeting ; Wednesday.
and Marie Versini are cap tured by a tribe that worships was named temporary director
Eeelected were Gibson Gile, White Elephants. (1963). 10:30, Ch. 11.
of the Milwaukee office of
Merrillan: Dr. D, L, Strand"CUTTER'S TRAIL"—John , Gavin is an outraged mar- Housing and Urban Developberg, Alm-a Center; Bruce shall who is trying to track down some outlaws . who nearly ment (HUD) , the federal agenOdeen, fringe area of Black destroyed his town. (1970). 10:50, Ch. 4.,
cy 's Fort Worth , Tex., office
' ¦¦ ¦'•. Tuesday*
River Falls, and Lewis Epstein,
said.
Millston, Louis Gardipee was
Leonard E. Church , deputy
. "ABOUT M31S. LESLIE"—Shirley Booth is a middle-aged
elected to replace Edger Olsoc woman who remembers a love affair. (1954). 3:30, Ch. 4.
regional administrator of the
who was n.0t a candidate for
"THE BOTTOM OF THE BOTCLE"-'-Van Johnson stars Fort Worth regional office of
reelection.
in this drama about an ex-con.; (1956). 3:30, Ch. 6;
HUD, will take over the Mil.Because,' ol pay increases, re"CAPTURED"-Leslie Howard heads the cast in this waukee operation until officials
tirement plan for employes and
in can agree on a replacement for
drama about the adventures of a group of Allied soldiers
¦¦
declines in census at the hos- German prison camps. (1933). 3:30, Ch. 19.
v ' ¦' ¦
Leo Mortensen.
pital, the net income dropped ,
"TWO FOR THE MONEY"—Two cops quit the force
Church Was an assistant city
resulting in only about a $5,and become private detectives to hunt for a mass murderer. planner in Green Bay in the
(1971).
Chs.
67:30,
000 profit for the hospital.
Stars Robert Hooks and Stephen Brooks.
1950s . ;
Improvements d u r i n g the 9-19.V
"ON THE TOWN"—A musical about three sailors who hit
year included purchase of a
computer machine for process- Manhattan on their 24-hour leave. Stars Gene Kelly and Frank
Milwaukee woma n is
Sinatra. (1949): 10:30, Chs, 3-8.
ing patient ledgers, accounts
"THE STORY OF MANKIND"-Hedy Lamarr and Ron- named to food group
payable, inventory and payroll,
ald
Colmah star in this version of Hendrik Van Loon's book
and installation of the new
MADISON, Wis. (AP ) — Gov.
about great events in history. (1957), 10:30, Ch. ll.
$24,000 hospital communication
Patrick
J. Lucey has appointed
"A GLOBAL AFFAIR"—Bob Hope stars in this interna-:
system.
tional hassle about a baby left at the U.N. (1964 ) , 10:50, Ch. 4. Erna Carmichael of Milwaukee
to a six-year term on the Coun. 'SSfrSKOO ENDS _ .
cil on Food Standards.
A member of the 1971 goverMany evacuated
nor 's Task Force on Consumer
Affairs, Mrs. Carmichael has
been the consumer marketing
agent for the University of Wisconsin extension ih Milwaukee
since 1963.
Lucey reappointed John Nelson of Waukesha
'
¦ ¦
¦
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Florida braces
for hurricane

APALACHICOLA, Fla. (AP)
— Thousands evacuated low-lying aireas and islands along
Florida's Gulf Coast today, but
others in the path of Hurricane
Agnes refused to flee before the
storm which has claimed eight
lives, A '
Apes was moving northward
over the Gulf of Mexico at
about 12 miles per hour . At
midnight Sunday the eye of the
storm was located . about 250
miles south of Panama City in
the Florida Panhandle.

and see what happens "' after
putting plywood over his windows.
About 20 residents bf
Dog Island , a tiny spit of land
two miles off the fishing village
of Carrabelle , refused to leave
their stilt-legged homes Sunday
night and watched the last ferry to the mainland wallow
away through heavy seas .
One person was killed and
about three dozen persons were
reported injured by twisters
that Jit the state , damaging
several buildings and about 80
Bearing sustained winds of 80 mobile homes.
m.p.h. and gusts in excess of
100, Agnes is expected to make
landfall near Apalachicola in
the Panhandle early this afternoon , the National Hurricane
Center said.
Earlier in the weekend , she
claimed seven lives as she
raked the western ti p of Cuba , BUFFALO, N.Y . (A P) - Au
and a woman died in La Belle, thor Taylor Caldwell has marFla., on Sunday when a tornado ried William Everett Stancell , a
spawned by the storm demo- rtired Florida real estate developer.
lished several mobile homes.
More than 1,500 persons were Miss Caldwel l, 71, and Stanevacuated during the night on cell, 72 , met on a round-thethe Gulf Coast hundreds of world cruiso in January. They
miles south of here , from the were married Saturday in a
Venice area and keys off Sara- brief ceremony ¦held in the parsota , civil defense officials re- lor of the author 's home.
ported.
Miss Caldwell' s second husBut some residents of the band , Marcus Rcback , died in
Florida Panhandle were refus- 1970. Stnnccll i.s a widower.
ing to- leave their homes and
The author has written sevplaces of business .
eral best sellers. Her latest,
book is
The manager of Fnivcr 's res- Kincs. " "Captains and the
taurant in Panacea , John Trotman , said ht) would "just wait

Tay lor Caldwell
to wed real
estate developer
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Sinata decides
not to take lead
in 'Little Prince '

LONDON (AP ) - Frank Sinatra has decided not to lake
the starring role in Ihe movie
"The Little Prince. "
Harold Davison , Sinatra 's European business representative ,
said that the retired singer had
been in London to discuss star'
ring in the film , hut had decided against it .
Sinai ra had been offered the
lending role in "Tlie Little
Prjncc ," written hy Alan Jay
Lerner nnd Frederick Loowe ,
tlie team that wrote "My KaliLady. "
"But there were (oo many
problems lo be worked out in n
satisfactory fashion ," Davidson
said.
HKTURNS HOME
HOUSTON , Minn. (SfneiaDMrs. C, C, Anderson , Houston ,
returned home Wednesday aft
or several weeks at Jvlcthodisl
Minn .,
Hospital , Itoehcslor,
whore sho hwl undergone hip
surgery.
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Earl Wilson
"Which ," he pointed out,
"could be January 1973, or
January 1977, or et'en January 1981, I prefer that rumor and started it myself."
The Copacabana, closed
for the summer, is reportedly set to reopen Sept. 14
with a "strong lineup" .' .. .
Teddy Kennedy was partied at 21 by the literati
saluting his book, "In Critical Condition," about the
nation's health . . . Ella
Fitzgerald cheered Billy
Eckstine's classy show at
the Plaza Persian Room especially his tribute to Billie
Holliday and Louis Armstrong.
Miami Beach Police Chief
Rocky Ftonerance, with 650
cops (plus FBI, Secret Service, etc.) predicts "peaceful conventions" and says
he'll recognize "the rights
of dissenters to dissent and
be protected" . . . Playwright Jason Miller , Jackie
Gleason 's son-in-law , went
on stage in his own show,
"That Championship Season," when Charles Dtirn^
ing was sick. He acted with
a script , but seldom needed it . ." . TWA's Gordon
Gilmore got the Pubhc Relations
Society's Distinguished Service award.

M ve got : bad stage
fright ," Joe confessed as
we sat looking dowi. on the
town at the Top . of. the Park
on the 43d floor of the
O & W Bldg. "1 don't-know
how actors get out there in
front of audiences night after night?"
Thirty years ago he and
Alan Jay Lerner were writing Hildegarde 's r a d i o
show. Anne Sosenko , the
producer , asked Joe to take
a script across , the stage.
I have to wak out there on
the stage? 1 can't do ill"
he trembled.
"I feel the same now ,"
he said puffing a small cigar. "But I guess actors are
as bewildered sitting in
front of a typewriter."
Alan Jay lerner , of
course, wrote the 7 long-running "My . Fair Lady," and
Joe's "Fiddler " tepped
that; neither "will . ever be
accused of bragging. Joe
Stein didn't even know how
long "Fiddler" had run.
"You stop counting. I' m a
writer , not a statistician. "
"What great lines did you
write for ffildegarde?" I
asked.
"Good evening."' . "..
"Think you could ever
write another show that'd
run so long?"
"I never thought this one
would run so long."
"What will you do about
the big tax?"
"Pay it."
'"There's a- rumor the
show might close in a few
weeks."
"That's a very unthriliing
rumor . There's. another rumor that it'll run as long
as the Nixon administration.
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AT 7%L NOON
Monday thru Saturday

3 GREAT PROGRAMS
WHICH ARE

l^
^ m SO INFORMATIVE!
Satisfy your noon time
appetite for news , news
commentary, weather and
sports information by
listening to this line-up!

12 NOON - PAUL HARV EY
• News & Comment

12:15 P.M. - WAYNE VALENTINE
• Local News At Its Best

12:30 P.M. -CHUCK WILLIAMS
• Reports From the Sports Desk
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A MIXED GROUP
ATLANTA , Ga.. (AP) — For
the first time, tw° women and
three black persons have, been
elected to the United Methodist
Judicial Council, the church's
"supreme court" in ruling on
ecclesiastical legal questions.
Their election came -at the
church's governing convention
here. 7 ;.
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TODAY'S BEST LAUGH:
Vic Arnell says he loves his
wife so much that "every
week I run our wedding
movies ¦— backwards, showing me walkbng away a free
man."
WISH I'D SAD) THAT:
The high cost of living may
eventually prove Columbus
was wrong. The world will
be flat.
REMEMBERED QUOTE:
"Charity begins at home,
and generally : dies from
lack of outdoor exercise."
EARL'S PEARLS: Taffy
Tuttle insisted her speed
reading course had had
amazing results: "For instance,!
finish my alphabet
soup in half the time,"
"When I went to Hawaii,"
writes Tom Adams of
WIOD, Miami , "my wife
said, 'You know how I worry -when you fly, so be sure
to call me the second you
arrive. But not during "Se- ¦;.
cret Storm" or "Love of
Life." ' " T h a t 's earl, broth7 \.er. . .
,. ' ¦

S0FT M'KK ii Garlic Bread !| I
I %lk ^i

Tonight tomorrow oh TV
J-

Show Biz Quiz; Who were
known as "The Sweethearts
of the Air"?
Ana. to Friday 's: Kay
Kyser headed the College of
Musical Knowledge.
Jack Paar, -asked ii he'd
anothesver consider liosting
¦
er "Tonight". ' • ' type show,
said, "I would — when
night turns to day" .
Sammy Davis drove in frora
the Concord HotW still in
his golf clothes, to attend
the friars' tribute to Cab
Calloway . . . If Elvis- Presley seemed less pelvic at
the Garden, maybe it was
because he'd fallen from a
hors«3 a few days before ,
pulling a ligament. (He reportedly grossed $730,000
with the four shows.V
Secret Stuff : A film star
making a comeback lad to
be sobered up between
scenes to keep the movie
going .'- . . Perry Como took
the brace off Ms ailing knee
and played a few holes of
golf. . ' . ' .. . Godfrey Cambridge, on doctor's orders,
dropped 63 lbs., to a comparatively svelte 225. He
says, "When I get down to
180, I'm selling."
There were only two of
the Supremes onstage at the
Copa — Mary Wilson was
ailing . ¦ . Now there's
something to counteract
that "Smile" button - a
new button , with dowriturnerj mouth, says "Frown!"
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Reform of Democratic
$1 million in
party moves smoothly
aid received

By JOHN BECKLER
WASHINGTON (AP) - While
most Democratic politicians
are absorbed in the fight to
pick a presidential candidate , a
far-reaching plan to reshape
their party is moving smoothly
aliead.
The plan would establish a
national Democratic party in
which members would formally
enroll and ¦voluntaril y pay dues,
and a national policy confer
ence to map party programs
between conventions.
It would mak e the party
chairmanship a full-time, well
paid post , triple the size of the
national committee to make it
more representative, and bring
grass-roots Democrats into the
leadership structure ,
"We're trying to maie the
party bigger than its candidates," says Rep. James G.
O'Hara , D-Mich ., chairman of
one of the two reform commissions that -drafted the proposal.

"Now -it is so oriented to the
presidential election that when
we lose the party becomes
bankrupt and when we win it
becomes moribund."
A key aim is to put £he party
on a stable, permanent financial base.
Despite the explosi-ve force
with -which such a reform
would hit the Democratic party
it has attracted little attention
and less opposition.

That may all change this
week, however , as the plan
goes before the Rules Committee of the Democratic National Convention at a meeting
beginning Thursday £n Washington.
The Rules Committee will be
asked to clear the proposed
party charter for presentation
to the 1972 convention in Miami
Beach next month , and any opponents will have a chance to
express their views.
The most controversial provi-

Ogrod's presence and that of
lis alternate . Dr. Neville Connell of Washington , D. C, is a
significant departure from past
AMA contentions, a reflection
of a reform fovement afoot to
give the nation's 50,000 interns
and residents a voice in AMA
affairs.
"I think it's imperative that
young physicians be involved in
a meaningful way in the affairs
of the AMA," Ogrod said in an
Advertisement

What Yon
Should
Mow About
Hearing
AidsChicago, 111. — Available now !
A free book containing the questions most often asked about
hearing problems and hearing
aids .
This free book answers t.he
20 most common questions in
easy-to-undersland language. In
ll , you will learn the answers
to such questions as: Is there
any way I can toll if I am losing
my hearing? What is a hearing
test like ? And will a hearing aid
help me liear as well as I used
lo?
The book is full of facts and
illustrations detailing everything
most people want to know about
the different types of hearing
loss and the different kinds ol
hearing aids on the market.
The fact-filled book is offered
free to all who write Dept. 5946,
Beltane Electronics Corp., 4201
YV. Victoria St., Chicago, 111.
6(ifi46.

interview , ' There are too many
decisions being made by the
AMA affecting our training and
the way medicine is going to be
practiced 15 years from now
when we'll be the doctors in
private practice."
Ogrod , who was graduated
from Stanford Medical School

Report Nixon —

Rapid City says farewell

By SID MOODY
Help in Ages Past" and the bow even tiough we couldn't Lt, Jim Holmes of the Fire DeRAPID CITY, S.D. (AP) - whole assemblage concluding in see it in the darkness."
partment, which lost three
The living bade farewell to the "The Battle Hymn of the Remen; and Muriel Waukazoo of
sion in the plan is the one thaf
"This is a time to grieve and the United Indian Community.
dead Sunday in a simple me- public."
would establish ,' a new Demomorial service in a high school
"Death , sorrow , grief and also a time to dedicate our- T w e n t y-fiye Indians wer«
cratic party .'. Only officially engymnasium.
separation have stalked our selves to the. building process among those killed.
rolled members 61 tbe national
The people who half-filled the Black Hills community this which has alreadv begun," said Before leaving for Washingparty could participate in electhe past week in power and propor- Mayor Donald Barnett.
ton after the ceremony, Mrs.
tions for delegates to Dem o- RAPID CITY, S.D. CAP) - 6,200-seat gym included
mighty:
a
the
humble
and
Nixon met briefly with a cross
"Tonight
our
city
is
bursting
tions
never
known
to
us
becratic conventions or the off- The American Red Cross, alweeping young mother with an fore," said the Rev. Burnell A. with pride because we have the section of 17 workers In . ' this
year policy conference.
ready $1 million in debt before
The plan calls for creation of the Rapid City flood disaster, infant in her amis to Mrs. Lund, pastor of the Trinity Lu- First Lady with us. Mrs. Nixon city's rescue effort.
a national membership and li has received support from Richard M. Nixon , somberly theran Church and principal represents the true majesty of
"You volunteers bave been to
speaker in the mass memorial our Nation io Rapid City," the wonderful
nance council which would be President Nixon for a nation- dressed In black.
," she told 19-year-old
mayor
added.
for
the
216
known
victims
of
the
responsible for directing cam- wide fund-raising drive.
. It was a subdued but moving
Mike
Brunick,
back-packed
A chest-high wreath of carna- into the floodedwho
paigns to sign up members and The organization has begun a sceme of America: the munici- June 9 flood.
areas, bringing
tions
and
chrysanthemums
procollect dues cn a state-by-state campaign to raise $5 million in pal band playing "The Lord 's "Our challenge seems to be
out at least eight people.
basis. States would be assigned the wake of the Rapid City Prayer ," the community choir ... will we persist in looking vided by tiie Salvation Army
quotas for linancial support of tragedy, which is expected to bolstered by any other towns- downward and backward or and bearing a banner inscribed She also talked briefly with
the national parly, and those take an estimated $3 million in people who wanted to sing with will we truly honor these de- "From the People of the United Joy Medley, a major in the Salvation Army here. She helped
failing to meet their quota Red Cross aid.
them intoning "Oh God, Our parted ones by maturely press- States of America" was laid in direct that organization's maswould lose voting privileges in Phil Gaddis, a Red Cross
ing forward and looking up Into front of the podium ¦by a num- sive relief program , despite th«
the national committee.
the hills whence cometh -bur ber of dignitaries.
spokesman in Rapid City, said
loss of her husband , also a maIn the drafting sessions of the today the organization already
help?"
They included Gov. Kich- jor , in the flood.
Commission on Rules and tie has spent over $250,000 in the
Rabbi Stanford Adelsteln, an- ard
Kneip;
Major
Gen. '.'. Meanwhile, the inopup of $100
Commission on Party Struc- Black Hills area struck by a
other
of
the
officiating;
clergyDuane
Corning
of
the
South
Da- million in property damage
ture, which jointly wrote tie killer flood a week ago.
men,
echoed
the
spirit
of
reconkota
National
Guard
which
lost
continued as did the search for
,
charter, the membership and "We've hardly scratched the
struction in the stricken Black four men in rescue operations ; bodies, including any possible
dues proposal . drew fire from surface," said Gaddis.
Hills city of 43,000 when he Col. George Bennett , command- victims from yet ¦; another
liberals who said it would shut In a telegram to E. Roland
said: *•'Even at the end of . this er of. Ellsworth Air Force Base cloudburs t that took two lives
out the poor and the independ- Harriman , Red Cross . '¦ chairhorrid storm , there was a rain- nearby, which lost 14 airmen: Saturday.
ent-minded.
man, Nixon commended the
group , for its response to the
flood.
Nixon said he "fully supports " the Red Cross fund RAPID CITY , S.D. (AP ) drive and said he was confident Two more deaths were attributcitizens nationwide will come to ed to heavy rainfall in Rapid
the group 's aid.
City during the weekend as a
Gaddis said the Red . Cross second cloudburst hammered
presently has 135 staff mem- the flood-ravaged black Hills
bers from across the nation resort town.
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in 1970, said nis presence in the
Mayor Don Barnett declared
House of Delegates is only a
martial law for a brief time
first step.
arid ordered the evacuation of
"The most important thing is
low-lying areas. Many wary
we must first establish ourresidents went to their roof tops
selves and then begin dealing
fearing a reoccurrence of the
with the problems facing inprevious weekend's flashflood
terns, residents and young docthat killed 216 and left thou'
¦;. Community Memorial Hospi- sands homeless.
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the request of the American ing off the hills west of the city ,
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cleared. Barnett said the emerThe survey is being conduct- gency was over.
ed by the National Center for Police said a panel truck carHealth Statistics, U. S. Public rying six persons plunged into
Health Service for the pur- a ditch filled with rain water ,
pose of collecting statistics to drowning two men. They were
provide the basis for health identified Sunday as Dan Macplanning and policy develop- Arthur, 19,: Riverdale, 311., and
M
McCord , in his 50s , reportedly ment by government, industry Michael
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and
community
agencies.
In
adretired two years ago as chief
in.: ::
of security at the Central In- dition, hospital utilization infor- Authorities also added two
mation will be provided to suptelligence
Agency's
nearby plement data currently avail- identifications to the death list
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curity agency out of a small of- better meet patient needs.
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Center for Health Statistics . All nia gathered today at a junior
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Battle of the
''months ago," the committee's MEETING ASKED
Participants will camp on the
financial report filed with the
General Accounting Office June BELOIT, Wis . (AP) - Jani- campus of Mountain View Colof the activi10 lists salary payments in tors have called for a joint lege where most
¦ ¦
April and May of $1,209 eacih to meeting with Turner school dis- ties take place. ' ,
Activities incluoe a traditiontrict officials to discuss grievMcCord.
It also shows four other pay- ances and threatened unfair la- al pow-wow, art s and crafts esments for various expenses to bor practice charges stemming hibits, films, speeches and allJames McCord or McCord As- from a $58,640 one-year con- night gospel singing. A music
sociates during the same peri- tract awarded by the school celebration Sunday at Dallas
od. The most recent was $303.58 board to a private maintenance Fair Park will conclude the
conference.
firm.
for a "TV cable" on May 25.

for Rapid City

Heavy rains
in Rapid City
take two lives

277y' ear-old do d^
named to A M Ap o&iion

By BILL STOCKTON
SAN . FRANCISCO (AP) - A
27-year-old doctor has made
medical history by becoming
the first member of the American Medical Association's powerful Hous* of Delegates to represent the nation 's interns and
budding specialists.
Dr. Eugene Ogrod, training
to be an internal medicine specialist at the Sacramento, Calif ., medical center^ took his
seat Sunday among the 240 other members of the House of
Delegates as the AMA opened
its annual convention. The average age of members of the
Bouse of Delegates is 50.

To those who died in flood

Hospital here
to participate in
discha rge survey

Retired chief of
security at CIA
(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from page 1)
reports filed by trie Nixon
committee June 10.
Tie reports listed McCord
ias receiving a salary and
other expenses for April
and May as ''security coordinator" for Nixon's main
campaign committee.
McCord was being held
Sunday in lieu of $30,000
bail; charged with attempted burglary. .
The other four also were
charged with attempted burglary. They were held on
$50,000 bail each.
When seized by plainclothes policemen, who were
called by a private security
guard , the men were wearing rubber surgical gloves
and were armed with expensive electronic and photographic equipment, plus
what police described as
elaborate burglar lits.
Police were called to the
Democrats' offices in the
wee hours Saturday morning after a security guard
noticed that a door leading
from a basement garage in
the Watergate complex of
offices, hotel rooms and
apartments had been taped
so it would not lock.

__

American Indians
meeting in Dallas
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90 percent chance of recovery

Wallace gets some good news

By FRANK CAREY
SILVER SPRING , Md. (AP)
— George C. Wallace'? doctors
have handed him a superb Fathers' Day present : word that
he has a 90-per-ceni. chance ot
being able to move about with
assistance within sir months.
Following delicate surgery
Sunday to remove from his
spinal canal a bullet that has

left him paralyzed from the
waist down , the Alabama gov
ernor's physicians indicated he
will be able to attend next
month's Democratic National
Convenlion.
But they said there is less
than n 50-50 chance he will ever
be able to walk normally again,
Chances are better , they im-
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plied , that Wallace will be able
to partially conquer his paral
ysis to the extent that he could
walk a few steps with the aid of
braces and crutches.
They stressed an even-morelikely prospect: that Wallace
will be able to stand unassisted
and to move about with the
help of crutches and braces
"by swing ing along, rather
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than walking, " even i£ the paralysis persists. This would
mean he would not have to
spend the rest of his life in a
wheelchair.
These possibilities were outlined at a news conference several hours after completion of I
the 90-minute operation to remove tho bullet.
Wallace was shot several
times May 15 as he concluded a
rally at Laurel , Md ., in his
Sucst for the Democratic presiential nomination.
Dr. Stacy Rollins , the Holy
Cross Hospital neurosurgeon
¦who headed the seven-man operating team , snid Wallace's
teiephonecord—tho
spinal
cable-ltke rope of nerve fibers
that transmits nerve messages
between the brain and tho rest
of the body—was bruised but
intact.
While foreseeing that Wallace
most likely wiU bo spared
wheelchair existence afler intensive rehabilitation training
during the next six months ,
Rollins said "a vvhcelchair
would be an appropriate thing "
for the governor's now-virtually
certain appearance at the
D e m o c r a t i c National Convention in Minmi Beach next
month.
Ami , how long—trom n physl
cal standpoint—could ho remain at the convention if he
goes?
"If he is nominated , he could
stay as long ns need be,"
smiled Dr. Hamilton Hutchinson of Montgomery, Ala., the
governor 's personal physician,
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It's a great time
to Duy the great car.
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Tlie open road was never more Invlilng.
Your authorized-Cadillac dealer was never more obiigirrg.
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GOP hopes to
keep it live ly

Gross earnings tax
should go info
the roundhouse

WASHINGTON - From President
Nixon downward, the GOP high
command confronts an odd problem
in its methodical preparations for
the coming party convention in Miami Beach.
To be sure, the Republicans want
to offer the starkest possible contrast —¦ of an orderly party going
about its orderly business — to the
wild struggles and Cries in the
nighttime that are likely to have
been put on and uttered in that
same city by the prior Democratic
convention. They definitely do not
wish, however, to have a rally of
their own so very decorous and so
totally buttoned up as to provide
only a tame and boring spectacle
for the all-seeing tube of television.
TV's fans are habituated to, and
demand, a bit of violence and blood
— if in this connection only metaphorical blood — and so something
must be done about this.

Tax revaluation in Minnesota has been getting
a pretty lively press lately. And fittingly, since it
affects the properties of a very large segment of the
state's population.
Somewhat overshadowed by all this are current
moves by the state Constitutional Study Commission toward revision, or perhaps elimination, of the
five percent gross earnings tax levied on railroads.
This levy, which has been part of the state
constitutional fabric for a century or more, is paid
in lieu cf all other taxes. Railroads , -unlike nearly
all other industries and,individuals , pay no state
or local taxes on their property or . their incomes.
The state tax department estimates that railroads would have paid about $22.8 million in taxes
last year had they been subject to the same rules
as everybody else. As it was, however , they paid
about — $14.3 million.
Reasonable people most likely will conclude that
since other taxpayers are feeling the pain of rising
collections it's time for a new look at railroad tax
liabilities. The theory of highly preferential taxes
for railroad companies seems hardly less obsolete
nowadays than the cowcatcher or the trackside
water tower;
None of these gross earnings tax receipts is
shared by local governments, it should be noted.
Railroad real estate is imtouched by the rising rates
and assessments that plague neighboring landowners but it nevertheless enjoys pretty1 much the
same protective and service benefits for which other
parcels are smartly taxed.
The only known exception to the non-sharing
rule is the city of Brainerd which recently was
able to lobby through the legislature a special bill
giving it a piece of gross earnings revenue as reimbursement for its sprawling but untaxable expanses of railroad property .
Owners of : homes and farms throughout the
state have recently seen their real estate valued upward on tax rolls by 10 or 20 percent or more. Income tax rates have also been raised sharply by
the state. Consistency indicates that the trend
ought to prevail in all parts of the tax base.
But while a simpte legislative majority can cause
these rates to go up, nothing less than a constitutional amendment is needed to change the gross
earnings tax system.. Hence the interest of the
study commission which has been conducting hearings on the matter.
It's not solely a black-or-white situation , of
course. Doubling the tax taken from railroads undoubtedly would bring immediate demands for
freight rate increases and service cutbacks that
even state regulatory bodies might find hard to
deny. Rural areas may be penalized in particular.
If the change comes — and it's probably inevitable—sufficient caution must be exercised to
make sure that communities and commerce dependent on railroads are protected against losses or
further deterioration of service that's already deficient in many areas. — F.R.U.
.

Labor slippage
The Labor Department's latest figures on productivity and labor costs per unit of output — for
the first quarter of 1972 — show a slippage from
last year's performance.
This development did not come as a . surprise
to some economists. But it should be a warning
that the economy is not yet forcing itself to compete vigorously with foreign manufacturing .
A year ago, American industry was moving up
on its foreign competitors. For the first half of
1971, the performance was particularly promising.
The unit labor cost in the U.S. for that period rose
2.9 percent , but the increase of foreign industry
was twice as much — 5.8 percent.
Per unit labor costs for the first three months
of this year , however, increased at an annual rate
of 6.3 percent. Productivity, measured in terms of
output per man-hour , rose 2.1 percent. Labor costs,
in short, are rising at a faster tempo than productivity.
If the "inflation psychology " of thc 1960s could
be converted to a "productive psychology " for the
1970s, many of the nation 's trade and international
payments problems could be resolved. That switch
has not yet occurred. — Stevem Point, Wli., Journal.
¦

Curse God, and die .—Job 2;9.
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When Moscow turrls tap

BRUSSELS — Western Europe
is increasingly concerned a b o u t
prospects not only that its strategic
defenses, as devised in the North
Atlantic alliance, but also its economic , stability may be directly
threatened by Russian advances in
the Mediterranean.
For some years maintenance of a
sizable Soviet fleet in that , famous
inland sea, coupled with Moscow's
political penetration in many peripheral lands, has worried NATO
leaders.
They see their armed forces already outflanked from the north
where Soviet air and naval strength
respectively have a 7 to 1 and 4 to
.1 superiority. Since the 1967 ArabIsraeli war, when the Kremlin decided to accelerate its Mediterranean drive, NATO has become equally alarmed about prospects of being
outflanked from the . south.

GROWING SOVIET influence). In

C. L Sulzberger
sector."
v
Some day Mosco-w may be in a
position to turn off the tap and virtually shut down West Europe's industry. However , there is nothing
inherently improper in Russian advances in the Middle East This is
a normal consequence of Soviet
achievement of a superpower status reflected in economics- and politics , as much as ' strategic, planning.

the Mediterranean basin is consonant with an ancient Russian dream.
It is also the same kind of thing
in reverse that was more crudely
achieved by Britain and France when
they were superpowers and sponsored unabashed imperialism.
The fact is that West Europe is
becoming immutably more dependent iipon Moscow 's goodwill for
maintenance of its own economic security and progress.
New York Tim es News Service

"THERE IS NOW therefor * - rlslc
of the Soviet Union , and even China ,
playing a very strong role in the
Middle East and becoming major
oil traders, Europe has no advantage in having the communist countries lay hands on vital resources . . .
"In April 1972 a pact of friendshi p and cooperation was signed between the Soviet Union and Irn<|
which nifiy bring Iraq inlo II IR
sphere of Soviet infl uence. There is
nn obvious link between thi.s political pac t and cooperation on nil
mailers and Ihe upshot is to bring
the Soviet Union to the .shores of
H IP Persia n (lull , improve its communications with Syria and Egypt
and further encircle Turkey; in
short , Sov iet presence In the Middip JEnsl is strengthened considerably.
"Tims Soviet Mediterranean policy i.s no longer lim ited lo a naval
uresencn which is but one aspect of
in over - all plan which th rea trim
iVeatcrn positions in an essential

Washington and largely absent from
the headlines as well. While his current foreign missions have substantial purposes, they are also designed to take the heat off him for a
while - the heat of the klieg lights,
that is.
THIS DOES NOT mean that ht ft

going to be forever played down ;
quite the contrary. There is the
strongest of prospects that Connally. will at length wind up — assuming Mr. . Nixon 's re-election, of
course — as Secretary of State. Secretary William P. Rogers is expected to retire after the election, if only
briefly. He is ultimately destined to
appointment to the Supreme Court.
As to Spiro Agnew, not for tbe
first time nor yet the tenth time
will he be the lightning rod or, alternatively, the assigned whipping
boy for the administration. Those
dissident Republicans who in the
past have relieved their aggressive
tendencies by attacking him will be
free at Miami Beach to have yet
another go at hirn. This will suit
them well enough, particularly since
they will not be able- and in any
case would not dare , to attack the
head man who is Richard Nixon:
. . Tt ,will not be frightfully upseN
ting to the convention's managers,
considering their need to put a bit
of what is called pizzazz into the
proceedings.
FINALLY, THERE is the matter

of the hippies and Yippies who are
preparing to descend upon Miami
Beach in their bearded thousands.
This essentially grisly prospect
does not overly dismay the GOP
functionaries ; they are going to be
meeting across the causeway from
where the "protesters" will presumably be marshaled.
United Features Syndicate

Lindsay-an
image lost

THE HOPE, OF course, it ihsi

the trend toward East-West detente
will reduce the threa t of crisis and
thus mitigate the danger of strategic imbalance. However, it may be
recalled , all talk of arranging a Mutual and Balanced Force Reduction
between the North Atlantic and
Warsaw pacts is at present limited
to search for a formula covering
only the vital central sector , not the
northern and southern flanks.
Now Western statesmen add to
their strategic pessimism in the
Mediterranean another worry —
Europe's peacetime dependence on
Soviet .goodwill , thanks to its reliance upon Middle East oil ,
A report on "Europe and the
Mediterranean ," just endorsed by
the Assembly of Western European
Union , stresses that Moscow is gaining a position when , at will , it
can close the fuel spigot on which
this area 's economic advance depends. This report says in part:
"The Soviet Union has been able
to adapt its oil policy to the claims
of the Arab countries . . . the Iraqi
government decided to seize the
very rich Rumaila oilfield and set
up a national firm to exploit it. In
this, active help was received from
the Soviet Union which provided the
national Iraqi firm with technicians
and took over the marketing and
distribution.
The report contends Moscow was
encouraged to'press its Arab oil penetration "because it can already see
the threat of a Chinese policy looming up . . . The United States will
be affording China assistance in oil
technology which will allow it to
modernize its methods and train
technicians who could provide a start
for its oil policy in the Middle
East. . .

WHAT, THEN , TO DO? Obviously, no drama can be worked up
concerning first place on the Republican ticket; nobody is going to
make iany believable challenge to
Mr. Nixon 's renoinination. . There is,
however, always Vice President Agnew, the ordaine d .bane of some liberals who consciously and powerfully resent his views and subconsciously perhaps even more resent his
tough and undeniabl e literacy. He
can toss the badminton bird of polysyllabic , assault -wi th . the best of the
liberal eggheads — and a man of
his views isn 't supposed to be able
to do that.
. Accordingly, there will be some
touch of suspense centering around
Spiro Agnew : Will he be "'dumped,"
or won't he? The words "impossible" and "never " should never , be
used: about politics; or, anyhow, almost never. Nevertheless, on every
existing circumstance it may be
stated in total confidence that Agnew will never be dumped — not
f or John Connally or anybody else.
It is no accident , parenthetically,
that Connally is now absent from

[ William S. White ]

By FRANK LYNN

NEW YORK — Ten months after
his conversion to the Democratic
party arid two months after his presidential, candidacy collapsed , Mayor
John V. Lindsay is so unpopular,
according to Democratic politicians,
that candidates in the June 20 Primary are avoiding mayoral endorsements or identification with Lindsay.
In several races, the mayor has
become a primary campaign issue,
with candidates trying to hang the
Lindsay label on each other or vying
in criticizing the administration.
THE HOSTILITY to the mayor,

Bmi
McN.uihi S«ml. 1 lnc

GU.\ ME DOES HOT PAYI

openly dscussed by politicians obviously not fearful of any retaliation , has set back Lindsay's plans
to use his normally powerful ofiice
to play a maj or role in the state
Democratic party and lay t h e
groundwork for a run for governor
or U.S. senator in 1974.
Well aware of his low standing

Uruguay-democracy frayed
By JUAN DE ON IS

MONTEVIDEO , Uruguay - Attacks by the Tupamaro revolutionary guerrilla movement , counter-violence by the right wing and a combination of inflation and stagnation
are fraying thc durable fabric of
Uruguayan democracy.
More than 30 people have been
killed by guerrillas or by the security forces since Juan M. Bordabcrry, a young conservative cattle
rancher , look office as president
March 1
Twenty were killed in one threeday period in April. The Tupamaros
assassinated four , including a navy
commander and a former Under
Secretary of the Interior , and in
turn lost eight members in encounters wilh security forces. Soldiers
also killed eight persons at a communist parly clu h after an army
captain had been shot.
VIOLENCE ON thli seal, has not

been known in Uruguay since pitched battles between mounted irregulars of Ihe Colorado and Blanco political factions during the late lOlli
century ended ln a Colorado victory
in 1003, followed hy decades of toicmnl , peaceful politics in this agricultural country.
The bloodshed , and th* discovery
of Tupamaro plans lo e xtend their
guerrilla activities to rural areas ,
have made security Ihe dominant
issue nf Bordoberr y 's first months
in office.
On April 15 Congress at Bordnbeny 's urging declared a "state of

internal war " under which the armed fo rces can arrest and con fine
guerrilla suspects' under military
law, make searches without warrant ,
censor the press and radio , and command tlie police.
More than 500 Tupamaros and collaborators — they include many university students , some professors ,
government clerks, professional people and a few military officers and
policemen — are being held in military prisons. These are supposed to
be more secure than the national
penitentiary , from which lOfi Tupamaros, including most of the top
leadership, made a spectacular escape through a tunnel last September.
Despite dm loss of some leaders ,
the Tupamaros have used such dramatic actions lo keep the initiative.
Meanwhile , thc mood In the agitated capital clearl y differs Rreatly
from lhat in the placid rural areas,
which vote conservative nnd produce
(lie beef , wool nnd hides that are
Uruguay 's vilal exports.
BUT THE

RURAL

economy li

in bad .shape, which is one of the
main reasons Urug uay i.s In serious
financ ial trouble.
Agricultura l figures tell of stagnation. The beef herd of 8,500,000 cattle in 1970 wns Ihe same In sixe as
Ihnl in 100(1, while sheep for wool
have declined from 2(i,000, 000 in 1900
lo 20 ,000,00 now.
With twice as many people , Uruguay is. exporting less meat and
wool lhan in the iiinelcen-twcnties.
No other major exports have been

developed , although income from
tourism has grown to ahout $5 million a year.
For 60 years the urban-oriented
governments of Uruguay have been
following the theories of President
Jose Battle y Ordonez , a democratic socialist and Colorado party
statesman. He used the state 's economic power to transfer a largo
share of thc export pro fits of farmers to finance a big bureaucracy,
numerous state enterprises , subsized industries , free education and
an enormous welfare system.
Inflation became a serious problem when welfare spending and deficits in state enterprises grew
much faster than government revenues.
As the economic crisis deepened ,
thc Colorado and National parlies,
which have shared power for 70
years , scrapped the weak , Swissstyle National Executive Council of
nine members in favor of a oneman presidency.

OSCAR GESTIDO , a retired general and a Colorado party member ,
wa.s elected in J !)(>(> , but he died Jess
than two monl lis afler taking office.
His vice, president , Padiecn Areco,
took over and during his first year
in office inflation raised the cost
oi living 13B percent.
it was at this point that the Tupamaros erupted on the political scene,
Willi socialist revolution their goal
and the Cuhnn regime of Fidel Castro their inspiration.
New York Times A/cwvs Service

among fellow Democrats, the mayor is maintaining such a low politi'
cal profile that he has not endorsed
any presidential contender nor even
passed the word that he would be
interested in one of the 30 appointive posts as a Democratic national convention delegate .
Although many New York Democrats are jumping aboard the bandwagon of Sen, George McGovern,
the heavy favorite to win the overwhelming majority of New York 's
delegates in the primary, the Mayor has been silent.
A Lindsay endorsement of McGovern before next Tuesday is possible and maybe even likely, but it
is apparent that the McGovern
forces are not eager for the mayor's
blessings,
Many New York politicians disagree. "It would help McGovern
from a national point of view, but
it . wouldn 't help in the c ity," said a
Democrat close to the mayor.
THE MAYOR appeared to be trying to retrieve some lost political
ground this week as he plunged into
crowds , shook hands, signed autographs and ate an Italian hero sandwich at groundbreaking and ribboncutting ceremonies in Brooklyn. The
mayor , who has been accused of being only Manhattan-oriented , even
wore a button proclaiming "Brooklyn power,"
The mayor is is almost certain
to go to the national convention but
it is not clear whether he will go
as a delegate. He has reserved 15
rooms at Ihe Diplomat Hotel , where
the New York delegation will be
slaying, and several Lindsay aides
arc working on convention arrangements for the state delegation.
New York Times News Service
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Feelings of alienation risfe

In this era of anxiety and doubt, feelings of alienation
among the American people lave risen sharply from 40 to
4,7 percent — just in tbe past year. These figures are drawn
from an index of questions dealing with individual perceptions of their own power and importance as well as of Uie
essential justice of our economic and political system. Significantly, among voters who say they intend to cast their ballots for Richard Nixon next November, the number who are
alienated come to no more than 36 percent. This compares
with 53 percent among those /who are for George McGovern.
Among those whose Presidential preference is George Wallace, alienation rises to a still higher 56 percent.
THESE RESULTS substantially document the phenomenon of the spring primary season, in which the most spectacular runs were made by McGovern and Wallace, each of whom
campaigned on an "anti-estanlishment" platform. The current levels of public alienation are higher than at any time
since the Harris Survey began to measure it back in 1966.
Here is the trend on the key components of the Harris
<
alienation
index: based on responses to this question:
"I want to read off to you a number of things some
people have told us they have felt from time to time.
Do you tend to feel that (READ LIST) or not?"
FEELINGS . OF ALIENATION
'71 '71 ¦*68 ¦ '66
¦ ¦ • •:¦¦
A % %' . ' '; '%¦ ¦¦:% ¦
.
The rich get richer and poor . get poorer. 68
62 54 48
What you think doesn't count -very much. 53
44
42 39
The people running the country.'don 't
really care what happens to people
like - yourself. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 0 41 36 28
People ^who have the power are out to take
advantage of you, ..........;...;. ...38
33 X
X
You feel left out of things around you. 25
20
12
9
X-Not asked
For all of the five key dimensions in this alienation index ,
the increases between 1971 and 1972 have been substantial.
Fur thermore, these feelings have been accelerating during
the past year at a faster rate than ever before.
As the following results indicate, the highest degree of
disenchantment is found among blacks, persons with the
lowest incomes and the least education, those who live in
the big cities of the nation, persons who are 50 years of age
and over , and union members. By and large, it can be said
that thds alienation
is deepest in urbanized , industrialized
¦
-America: . ¦
ALIENATION BY KEY GROUPS
. " • Percent ' ."
Alienated
¦
¦ • ¦;¦ ¦
¦
¦ ¦¦ . ' • ' ¦' - - yy . ¦ ¦
AX A:
Nationwide ........ .... ......................... .47 ¦
Blacks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...........;...........;..64 . "'.
8th grade education or less ....................60
Big city residents .,: .........................53
Union members . . . . . . ., .' .....;...,.......... ,. .53:. '. ' ;
50 years of age and over ..................... . .52
Under $5,000 income : .:. . ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ., . . .52
The impact of personal feelings on our electoral politics
that, something is deeply wrong with America can best be
seen when the alienation index is broken down according to
voter preference for Eichard Nixon , George McGovern , or
George Wallace: ;
ALIENATION SERIES BY POLITICAL PREFERENCE
Total Prefer :
' Mc- . '.:¦ ¦

Voters Nixon Govern Wallace
The rich get richer and
poor get poorer. ......... .68
What you think doesn 't
count very much .. ...... .53
The people running the country
doh'treally care what happens to
people like yourself .... 50
People who have power are out
to take advantage of you. .38
You feel left out of things
around you. . . . , :. .......25

56

. /6

78

47

55

63

35

60

64

27

43 .

49

17 ':'

30

27

Average alienation . .........47
36
53
56
Although Senator McGovern and Governor Wallace appeal to very differen t groups regionally, by income, or education, nonetheless ihe supporters of both men share a common
sense of being ignored by the individuals and institutions in

Harris Survey
charge of the country. Both have clearly benefited in their
vote-getting ability by casting their appeals on an "antiestablishment" basis.
THE SENSE of alienation is broadest concerningeconomic
complaints as represented in the nearly 7 out of 10 who agrea
with the statement that "the rich get richer and the poor get
poorer." But perhaps even more intense is the social and
political isolation expressed in admissions such as "what you
think doesn't copt very much" and "the people running the
country don't really care what happens to people such as
yourself." This revival of the "forgotten man" runs deep in
America today.
Taken together, the McGovern and Wallace supporters
easily come to a majority of the electorate. If their alienation were the sole basis for their casting their ballots next
November, then surely the mandate would be for sweeping
change in the country. However, President Nixon has blunted
some of the incipient protest by such moves as taking aa
anti-busing position popular among the anti-establishment
group and by reversing himself on the issue of price controls. Vice President Agnew, moreover, has been echoing the
language of the disenchanted blue-collar worker in his
speeches around the country.
But should : the economy fail to continue its upturn , or
should the war in Vietnam take on more gloomy overtones
in the midst of pinching inflation, then the underlying mood
of alienation might well benefit the "out" candidate in next
November's election. For this inner discontent eating away
at the American electorate will continue to be a potentially
volatile force in the 1972 Presidential race.

WASHINGTON - The: Democratic party is holding a fire
sale on some surplus items left
over from the primaries. The
catalogue includes the following .
Two hundred forty-six books
on Sen. Edmund: Muskie with
such varied titles as "From
Maine to Pennsylvania Avenue," "A Day in the Life of
President Muskie," "The Nixon - Muskie Debates," "FrontRunner from New England ,"
"Quotations from Chairman
Ed," "I Was Muskie's Football
Coach ," "Lincoln Walks Again "
and "Mrs Muskie's White
House Cookbook."
ALSO INCLUDED in the catalogue are 10,000 straw hats with
"Vote For Lindsay," hatbands;
100,(XK> "Lindsay -: Love Him
Or Leave Him" bumper stickers, 250,000 campaign buttons
which say "The People Want
John" and 3,670,000 feet of film
of John Lindsay eating pizza ,
Polish ham , kosher salami
and soul food
Available iii the same package are 50 one-minute TV spots
of Lindsay walking through the
ghettos.
On page 43, the catalogue
lists for sale 300,000 pamphlets
entitled "Why I think I Should
Be President" by Henry Jackson with an introduction by Joseph Alsop, a cardboard reproduction of a Boeing SST on a

tary Earl Butz that farm in- request. And Anderson is await
come will set new records this ing a response from the President on his request that the reyear.
gion be declared a disaster
"When we get down to specif- area .
ics, the truth is that the Nixon- "The important thing is acButz farm program has been tion, " Hughes told them. "It
strong on public relations but doesn't do any good to just proweak ih helping farmers to- pose things."
ward a fair level of income for
their fantastic level of productivity ," Mondale said.
One of three Swift County
farmers visited by the Minn e s o t a Democrats , John
Afterward, Mondale told a Hughes, said 1,100
acres of his
Farmers
Union
Minnesota
1,700-acre farm have been too
meeting in Alexandria: "What wet and muddy to plant .
WASHINGTON
(AP)
a terrible predicament they
Hughes said he would be Farmers still are keeping most
(the farmers) are in. Most of helped if the Agriculture
De- of their 1971-crop corn tied up
what they've planted has been partment would allow addition- under the government' s price
drowned out. What they're al acreage to be set aside from support loan, program rather
planting now has a 50-50 production for diversion pay- than releasing it for sale on the
chance.
ments. And he said farmers cash market.
"They just can't understand would be helped even more if Corn irom last year 's record
that when they're working so Presiden t Nixon would declare crop still under loan as of May
hard and trying so hard , they the 23-county area a federal 31 totaled 749.6 million bushels ,
have a government that doesn 't disaster area , making them eli- down only about 50 milion
care about them."
gible for emergency low-inter- from a month earlier , says the
In remarks prepare d for the est loans.
Agriculture Department.
meeting, Mondale said parity
Altogether , about 169,3 milhas dropped to 13 per cent dur- Mondale and Berglond have lion bushels of 1971-crop corn
ing the Nixon administration received a negative response has been redeemed by farmers
and questioned the credibility from the Agriculture Depart- under the loan program. That
of claims by Agriculture Secre- ment on the diversion-payments Is grain which originally was
put under price support protection but lat er released whon
farmers paid off the loans.
A year ago, when corn market prices were much higher ,
farmers had less than 251 milCranston Office Machines has Iwen serving the Rochester |lion bushels of 1970-crop corn
Are a since 1936 and has now added Winonn County for Sales |tied up in the price-support proand Service of office machines.
|gram .

Report farmers
still keeping
price supports

PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT 3
FOR WINONA COUNTY
I

The following are the mokes that Cranston's service
and sell:

\
|

0 Royal Typewriters

>;

• Clary Adding Machines
• SCM Calculators, Electronic and Mechanical

p
1

Dentist omitted
from Yellow Pages
to recover income

DENVER (AP) - A dentist
whose name was omitted from
| the Yellow Pages in 1908 should
SCM
Portables
I
be paid for lost Income by the
•
telephone company, the ColoraAt Cranston Office Machines we say "After the sale, & do Court of Appeals ruled .
i
The court reversed a lower
it's the service that counts. "
court
decision in the case of
Anyone desiring service or information please call or write |
Robert L, Irish , a specialist In
?;um diseases and root canals
rom Lakewood . a Denver sub119 FIRST AVE. N.W., ROCHESTER , MINN. 55901
| urb.
Irish aald he lost nearly $18,PHONE 507-2BB-RUA
1
000 in business while he was
mteitammm^m?m^iiim;m^m^^mmmammmsmtmmmm
left out^of tho phone book.
• Canon Electronic Calculators
• Dictaphone Dictating Systems

CRANSTON OFFICE MACHINES
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CORONATION CEREMONIES . . . To finish her reign
as Strawberry Queen, Dawn Kearney, pictured second from
left , places the crown on the 1972 queen Arlene Hart. Maureen

Pokorney, left , was selected second runner-up and Joanne
Thomas , righ t , first runner-up. (Jean Anderson photos)

Arlene Hart
queen of Alma
Center festival

Winona Daily Newt "t
Winona. Minnesota '¦'
MONDAY , JUNE 19, 1972
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Mondale says Nixon has
done little for farmers

ALEXANDRIA, Minn. (AP )
— The Nixon administration 's—
farm
program has been
"strong on public relations but
weak in helping farmers ," Sen.
"Walter Mondale charged Sunday;
Mondale , Rep. Robert Bergland and Gov. Wendell Anderson made an aerial inspection
of some of the million acres of
cropland in the west-central
part of the state that were
damaged by the wet spring.

, *- ¦

Art Buchwald
float ,, a UPI photograph ot
Jackson addressing a crowd
from an orange box in Florida
and an autographed picture of
Golda Meir.
There are also some great
bargains in Sen. Vance Hartke
memorabilia ,, including 6,000
"Hoosiers For Hartke" posters,
2.510 "Hartke Has Heart" stickers and a letter from Di.ta
Beard telling Hartke he can't
have the ITT company plane.

cattle fattening
race continues

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Texas-Iowa cattle
fattening
race continues, with the lead
changing hands again on June
1, according to Agriculture Department feedlot inventories.
On June I, the USDA figures
show , Texas had 2,045,000 head
of cattle being fed . for slaughRARER STILL are Sen. Fred ter, compared with 1,819,000 for
Harris souvenirs listed for sale. Iowa. A month earlier Iowa led
These include 250 bills from 2,003,000 to Texas' 1,848,000.
printers, television stations, Early l a s t y e a r Texas
storefront owners, airlines and jumped ahead of Iowa for feedball-point pen manufacturers. lot cattle honors and remained
Also listed are Indian head- in the lead for several months ,
dresses and three copies of the urttil the big 197; corn crop
song. "Happy Days Are Here gave the traditional big MidAgain."
west feeding area a boost,
The Democratic National The feedlot race was inCommittee is offering in the dicated in an inventory report
same catalogue "The Best-Lov- for half a dozen major beef-proed Poems of Gene McCarthy As ducing states. The total . inSelected by Him ," "Dump John- ventory for those on June 1 was
son" posters (from McCarthy's more than 7.9 million head , up
'68 New Hampshire campaign) more than ' 100,000 from May
and "Come Clean With Gene" and 12 per cen t or more than
aprons.
800,00 head above a year ear•
Mayor Sam .Yorty is included lier.
in the fire with sale "Stand Up Texas cattle feeding showed
America For Yorty" banners, a 22 per cent boost from June 1
"Yorty Will Win In Vietnam" last year while Iowa numbers
billboard signs and 160,000 tie were up only 3 per cent.
clasps of the American Flag
with "Yorty-" printed in gold Others in the six-state inventory included: Nebraska 1,across the stripes
363,0000 head feed lots on June
"Vote For Terry Sanford" 1, up 10 per in
cent from a year
beach towels, and "Chisholna In earlier; Colorado
1,020,000 up 12
'72" bar coasters are -also be- per cent; Arizona 546,000,
up 10
ing offered for sale.
per cent; and California 1,132,One million copies of "The OOe up 16 percent..
Congressional Record of George Kansas, which did not show
McGovern " have been donated up in year-earlier inventories ,
by the Humphrey people , and had 1,150,000 head in feedlots
1 million copies of "The Con- on June 1, making a seven-state
gressional Jtecord of Hu bert total of 9,075,000 cattle on the
Humphrey " were turned over date.
by the McG-overn camp.
The McGo-vern people are also
selling their political polls in Named to board of
California at bargain prices.
famil
lanning group
CHAIRMAN Lawrence O'Brien maintains this is the greatest sale of primary material in
the history of the Democratic
party. Each one is a collector's
item. He said that they were
expected to triple in value. A
"Wilbur Mills for President"
shopping bag which sells for 10
cents in the catalogue could easily be worth 25 cents 10 years
from today.
Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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WHITEHALL, Wis. - Mrs.
Ronnie Bjorge , Strum Rt. 1, has
been named to the board of
directors of the Wisconsin Family. Planning Coordinating Council , Inc.
She will represent Western
Dairyland Economic OppoiLun
ity Council, Inc., Whitehall, tn
her two-year term.
The coordinating council was
recently organized to promote
high quality family planning
services throughout the state .

SMC summer
program begins
Classes began today for an
estimated 230 summer students
at St. Mary 's College. Courses
on both graduate and undergraduate levels will be ottered
from now until July 28.
The summer program , in operation since 1950, offers three
masters' programs: a master of
science in biology , the newly
created master of arts in counseling and psycho-logical services, and a master of arts for
teachers in religious studies,
communication arts , modern
languages, and interdisciplinary social studies. The master
of science program hi biology
is supported by grants fronn the
National Science Foundation.
Religious studies ami biology
are the two* most popular areas
in the summer, program. Geared
primarily for secondary school
teachers, these p rograms act
as in-service training laboratories as wpll as serv« to Increase
the educational background of
the teachers.
The nowly created master of
arts program in counseling and
psychological services is receiving a good initial response, ac-

cording to Thomas McCarvcr ,
director of the summer program. The goal of this area is
to provide good background to
those secondary teachers who
have been placed in a counseling situation with little or no
qualifications. This often happens, says McCarver, in schools
where, caught in a financial
squeeze , a faculty member is
named to a counseling post simply to fill a void,
The heart of the program will
bo (he practicum or actual application of theory to real life
situations, The practicum is
done at the student's school and
allows him tho opportunity to
work with his major professor
in an attempt to resolve ongoing problems.
During this summer , classroom lectures will be supplemented by trips to Mayo Clinic
In Rochester and surrounding
state hospital adolescent rehabilitation programs.
Additional information on lectures and films open to the public will be made available
throughout the summer .

THE WINNER . . . Lori Kay Edwards, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. barrel! Edwards, Alma Center, Wis., had the
winning float in the kiddies parade held Saturday as a part
of the 27th annual Strawberry Festival.

Trees , shrubs cut
noise from traffic
By DILLON GRAHAM
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Agriculture Department says
that studies show that planting
of trees and shrubs , in combination with hills, embankments and other land-forms,
can cut traffic noise levels "by
half , and ; even more in some
cases.
It says this is the indication
from a study on noise abatement which is taking place at
the University ot Nebraska under a two-year "U.S. Forest
Service grant.

the situation would improve as
the trees matured.
Tlie studies are being carried
on by Prof. David Cook of the
Universi ty of Nebraska and Dr.
David Van Haverbeke of the
Forest Service. They say that
the continual increase in the
community noise level during
the past 20 years indicates a future noise problem comparable
to the air pollution problems of
large industrial centers.

ALMA CENTER . Wis. —
Miss Arlene Hart has been selected the 1972 Alma Center
Strawberry Festival queen and
will reign as the village goodwill ambassador until the 1973
Strawberry Festival.
. The 16-year-old daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hart of
Alma Center , will be a senior :
next fall at Lincoln High School
rr- '" ' y:
here. Dawn Kearney, 1971 queen ,
assisted with the Saturday night
coronation ceremonies.
Joanne Thomas, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs . Ed Thomas of
Alma Center , was chosen first
runner-up . and Maureen Pokorney, daughter o£ Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Pokorney, Merrillan, wa»
second runner-up.
Sky diving was again a . feature on both Saturday and Sunday afternoon.
The 72 unit parade on Sunday afternoon attracted an es*
timated 3,000, persons, Entr ies
in the parade included area
bands, American Legion units
from neighboring communiti«s,
many reigning queens and
their courts, .and numerous co mmercial floats
A FALL COMEDY
NEW YORK (AP ) - "Steelyard Blues," a comedy starring
Jane Fonda , Donald Sutherland
and Peter Boyle , is set for an
early fall release.

The stud y deals with use of
trees and shrubs in combination with solid barriers and
natural land features to dampen irritating outdoor noise levels.
The study concerned determ i n i n g proper placement ,
heights and widths of trees and
shrub belts to achieve the best
noise filtering for parks , picnic
areas , and housing developments near highways and industrial areas.
It said tiie optimum noise filtering occurs only after a considera ble amount of time while
the trees and shrubs grow. Continuing research is designed to
overcome this time-lapse deficiency with artificial landforms which can be built In a
few days. The land-form or
barrier would muffle noise and

Connally claims
vice presidency
not best position
HONOLULU (AP) - Former
Treasury Secretary John B.
Connally says that tho vice
presidency isn't the best job
around.
Connally, midway through a
multination tour on behalf of
President Nixon , was asked In
an interview about speculation
he might replace Vice President Spiro T. Agnew on thc
Republican ticket this fall.
"It's not tho best job around ;
you 're just the vice president ,"
he said. "It's a good job if you
want to be president ," Connally
later added,
¦

Papal commissio n to
revise canon law code
VATICAN CITY (AP) Pope Paul VI has Instituted a
27-mcmber pontifical commission lo revise tho canon law
code for tho Eastern-Rite Catholic Churdi.
The
Vatican announced
that the new commission , which
is to act in lino with the rules
of tho Ecumenical Council regarding tlio revision of canon
law , is headed by Joseph Cardinal Parecattil , archbishop ol
Ernakjlam , India.
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Hawaiian prints! Vibran t , sun drenched ,
color happy prints. Warm weather will l>o
a comfort in (his beautifu l fabric. lOOVo
cotton . , . 45" wide.

$ 259 I $ 300 ,<
FABRICS — SKCO.ND PLOOll
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Golf pairings
Your horoscope — Jeane Dixon announced for
CC play
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'Monkey business '
not deduGfible

CLASSOF 1922 ... . More than .0 persons dents extended greetings and letters were
were on hand Saturday eviening at the Oaks, read from those unable to attend the event.
i Minnesota City, when members of tbe class Mrs; Harold aiackell, Winona, the former
of 1922 of Winona Senior High School and Alice Underwood and a former teacher, was
their spouses celebrated their 50th school introduced. Mrs. Leona (Kukowska ) Wieland ,
,
DEAR ABBY: A friend and I have been sharing a misanniversary. Members of both the January Hollywood, Md., was awarded a prize for
tress for the last year. It's been a good arrangement for . all
and June classes of that year were present. making the first reservation. The following
through
city¦)¦ Monday morning
of us as 1 am ¦there ¦ (another
,
' ¦. r . y i ¦ ¦: ; Wednesday
From left, Harry Burns, Tacoma, Wash., members were recognized for having travel• . ' ¦. ¦. - ¦ . .; - ;, 7
¦ ¦ • . ¦ ¦ —~~ ~1 noon, a n d
—
. . ' '. .
president of the June class of 1922; Beth ed the greatest distance: Mrs. Olive (Muller)
my
friend
Millam, Buffalo City ; Mrs. Violet (Kuklinski ) Heglmeier, New York City; Mrs. Evelyn
y¦
;
is t h e r e . '• .; Frederlckson, Winona , and Mrs. Delpha
( Ronke ) Roseneau, Visalia, Calif.j and Mrs.
• ¦ '. - .;.
Wed
frM
(Seidlitz) Paine, Gardens, Calif. Mrs.
Lucille
¦
¦
?
Mitchell,
Winona,
Abigail
Van
Buren
committee
members
for
the
¦
¦
¦By
- a . ¦ - . ¦; ; ¦ ' - ..- . ¦ ::¦ I nesday noon
- ¦'
Mitchell
was mistress of ceremonies. (Daily
reunion,
and
Carl
Gernes;
Winona,
president
t h r u . Fri¦
Photo)
News
two
presiof
the
January
class
of
1922.
The
off.)
day. (Then she has the weekend
We pay all the expenses and give her spending money.
The cost is about $40O a month from each of us. We are
Centerville TOPS
Lewiston club
both salesmen and we have on hotel and meals.
The problem: She wants to report this for income tax. It
LEWISTON, Minn. -: The CENTERVILLE, Wis. (Specomes to $1,518 per year, and we will have to give her extra
Lewiston Garden Club will meet cial) — Centerville TOPS will
money to pay it. We are both on salary, and pay the full
Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. at the meet tonight at 7 at the Town
rate and can't deduct her or any of our. expenses as they are
Hot Fish Shop, Winona , for Hall here. New members are
7
paid in cash ahd we have no receipts. Besides, our wives
lunch. Following lunch , the welcome. Mrs. Julia Gillies
would find out.
group will tour the Winona: Rose was queen for the month of
HONEST TAXPAYER
What do you advise?
May.
Gardens.

Dear Abb :

DEAR HONEST: Since you travel for business, you'd
be ahead to stay in hotels and eat out. Business expenses
are deductible. But NOT monkey business.
DEAR ABBY: A mailman offered the following information in your column: "If someone receives something through
the mails which he did not order and does not want, all he
has to do is write, 'Refused. Return to Sender ' on it and
drop it in the mail. If he has opened it, he should simply tape
it shut , and return it in the aforementioned manner."
This is only partially correct. Anything sent through the
mail which has been opened by the addressee, cannot be reentered into the mail without being properly re-addressed
and new postage affixed.
Please correct that mailman's original statement. ; He
INFORMED IN PHOENIX
should have known better.
DEAR INFORMED: I should have, too. But it' s been
a long tlme since I've played "post office. "
DEAR ABBY: I have a problem which I have been unable to solve, and I'm hoping you can help me.
The September before last I loaned one of my precious
books to a member of our social group. Three members of
oiir group had read it and returned it, but this person refuses,
to return it to me although I have asked her no less than a
dozen times.
The last time I asked her for it, she said , "Ob , do I stilt
have that book? I'll have to look around and see if I can
find it." That was six months ago and I haven't heard a word
about it since.
What can I do, Abby ? I really want that book !
BURNING IN AUBURN, ILL,
DEAR BURNING : It's a pretty good bet that your
friend (a) misplaced it; (b) let someone else read it,
and she can't remember who ; (c) just plain lost it.
You could call on her and offer to wait until she locates the book. And if that fails, you will have learned a
valuable lesson. Precious books are not for lending.
CONFIDENTIAL to "The Lovely Young Couple Who
Recently Moved into an Apartment in Erwin, Tennessee": Your neighbors inform me that your bed squeaks!

TH E LOCKHORNS
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Mrs. Myrtle Cordes, Houston, Minn., announces the
engagement of her daughter j Mary Ellen, to Clark
W. Cords, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Everett Cords, Rochester, Minn.
Miss Cordes is a graduate
of Rushford High School and
Lutheran Deaconess School
of Nursing, Minneapolis. She
is employed at Lutheran
Deaconess Hospital, Minne-.
ajolis. Her fiance is a graduate of John Marshall High
School, Rochester, and . attended Rochester State Junior College- and Winona
State College. He is a graduate of "Winona Area Technical Institute and is employed as a surveyor for
Hennepin County.
The wedding is planned
for Sept. 30 at St. Mark 's
Lutheran Church , Rushford ,
Minn.
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CARPET YARNS . . .

a Tiiinimtnn amount of care.

p.m., July 11.

Vacuuming contributes lo thc wear-life of a carpel bi/
eliminating soil and dirt that have an abrasive effect on
the p ile . A regular vacuuming schedule should be established daily and weekly. Wc at LYLE 'S don 't think you can
over-vacuum, ln most cases ihe problem is undcr-vacuuming, causing carpel lo wear oul faster Hum necessary! All
reputable carpel mills and results of laboratory testing
show thai upright vacuum machines with brush action
provide more effective so it remount, The action of the
brush disturbs and agitates the pile, surface and brushes
soil particles off the fibe rs. The strong suction of thc
¦vacuum motor removes ihe particles from the carpel.
Wand type or canister machines , on the. other hand pr ovide
only suction arid a. minimum of fi ber agitation. LYLFAS
sells only upright vacs by Eureka and Hoover.

TRUIWBO ON WEEKEND
NEW YORK (AP) - Dalton
Trumbo , whose Hollywood career spans 30 years , has been
signed to write tho screenplay
for "The Osterman Weekend ,"
The story will be a film version
of a suspense novel by Robert
Ludlum.

LYLE'S wants you to know wc don 't just sell thc carpe ting and leave you on your own. We suggest colors , quality
for your needs and g ive care and maintenance advice . See
LYL E 'S for all your carpel needs! We have all qualities and
price , ranges. We carry stock on hand and gladly specia lorder whatever your needs at no extra charge. LYLK'S
is air-conditio ned , has free parking and is open evenings
\ , b\f appointment ~ open Friday aveninqs and Saturdays till

I 4:00.
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Highway 61

¦M«e» West of Red Owl

m 4S4 .3105

• HO/ME FASHION CENTER •
DRAPERIES • CARPETING • LINOLEUM • CERAMICS
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- I have disposed of •
of
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|majority
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CLEANERS
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CLEANERS
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Houston auxiliary
elects officers
HOVSTON , Minn. (Special) Officers for 1972-73 were elected
at the June meeting of the Houston American Legion Auxiliary.
They are: Mrs. Charles Carrier, • president; Mrs. Leona
Moen, first vice president;
Mrs. Margaret Flatten, second
vice president ; Mrs. Virgil
Benson, treasurer ; Mrs. Donald
George, chaplain; Mrs- Henry
McCune, sergeant - at - arms;
Mrs. Norman Norris, historian ,
and Mrs. Lyle Briggs and Mrs.
Leighton Jenson , executive
board,
Installation will be at the first
fall meeting, Sept 11.
The recent rummage sale
brought in a total of $400 plus
a truckload of clothing for the
Satisfactory perfor mance of carpeting depends on thc colSalvation Army . Poppy sales
or, proper construction , and fiber content. In the long rurt, tot aled $71.
however , ive at LYLE'S feel that careful maintenance, pro The unit has been cited by
cedures will determine the appearance of the carpet and
national , state and district units
greatly influence its lif e span. // the construction is of
for reaching a record high in
sufficient weight /densit y to toilJistatirl the anticipated num.. membership.
ber of foot traffics , and the color is compatible to the geoThe annual picnic will be
graphic soil conditions , the carpet can be maintained with
held at tbe village park at 7
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TEMPORARY CARE
DORTMUND, Germany (AP)
— Dortmund' s Labor Office has
added a nursery for the care of
children whose mothers undergo job interviews.
The kindergarten , first of its
kind in West Germany, is separated from the interview room
by a glass wall so that mothers
can keep an eye on their offspring

0PEM 9 TO 9 MON. THRU SAT. NOON TO 6 SUN.
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Team 1 — Mn. H. J. llberi, Ui Mrs,
W. C. Llnilun, is; Mrs. M. A. Ocldbiro.
ID Mn. f. t. Ultcht, J^Ttem 3 - Mn. J. A. Ltat,13; Mn. i.
A. Alirnpl, U T Mr». J. W. Arneld, »;
Mn. D. M. Peterson. 2<;
Team 3 - Mr*. C. E. Klagge, IJ;
il Mr*. R. J.
Mn. a. E. Howard/ ;
Harkinrider, 23i Mn. R. J. Clover, Ui
Team 4 — Mrs. W. S. L. chrlitara;
il Mrs.
ten,Hi Miss Merg* Woodworth,
S. E. sorm. 23; Mrs. J. J. Fakler, 25;
;
ll
Team 5 — Mrs. T. H. Undardahl,
Mrs. J. J. Martin, 17; Mri. J. L. P«it;
31;
Mrs.
C.
W.
Blesini,
tenan,
Team t — Mrs. Warren Wunderllch,
11; Mrs. Robert Grlasel/17; Mrs. J. L.
Jeremlaison, 21; Mrs. Lewis Oaslnk, 2t;
Team 7 — Mrs. Alicia Grower, «t Mrs.
C. W. Lever, IB; Mrs. S. H. Goldberg,
20; Mrs. Jerry Papentuji, 33;
;
I Mrs.
Team 8 — Mrs. S. F. Roach, :
Ted Blesant, IB; Mrs. J. J. Carroll,
20; Mn. N. D. Werner, Hi
Team 1 — Mrs, D. B. Robinson, li
Mn. R. F. Potratz, 19; Mrs. 0, A.
Friend,20; Mrs. J. C. Pendleton, ' !
.»;,
Team 10 — Mrs. John Jeremiaisen,
7; Mrs. Brute McNally, 1*) Mrsi R. P.
Roehl, 20; Mra. H. R. Kilbrener. Ji.
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Mary Ellen Cordes

A horserace tournament is
scheduled Tuesday at the Winona Country Club and will be
played by members of the Women 's Golf Association of the
club. Pairings are:

Your Birthday Today: Your path is clearly marked on
many issues, both by your past choices and by the straightforward pattern of your personal environment. Maturing
changes you, lead you out of some relationships, past the
need for some possessions. Today's natives are more determined than most Geminians, good at following examples,
improving on another 's style.
Aries (March 21-AprU 19): The news is told again and
again and again. Your patience wears thin. Pick up the pieces
for somebody in need, offer reassurance.
Taurus (April 20-May 20): Take responsibility for what
you do, following no advice against your subconscious perception. There can be no excuse for passing the buck.
Gemini (May 21-June 20): If you have it in writing, use it.
If not, do what you can, avoid new obligations. Spend time
with loved ones, listen for messages beyond spoken words.
Cancer June 21-JoIy 22): Afternoon plans are sufcject to
displacement, be ready for changes. Be calm while people
reconsider -- opinions may be unfavorable.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Now is the time to hold your own,
rather than go adventuring. Well-tneaning people may be
persuasive in urging fresh spending.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): The sensible thing under today 's
stress is the minimum that will suffice. Creature comforts
are emphasized.Let inhibitions go.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): There is an obstacle in your
path you don't fully understand. Divert yourself with social
pursuits, letting career concerns run idle.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Be sure of your strength and
your weak spots. Make necessary decisions, then stick with
thern. Precision is essential.
Sagittarius ( Nov. 22-Dec; 21): Triumph in argument for
the moment may be defeat in losing a friend or a future
opportunity. Think, forgive, rather than clash needlessly.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Talk displaces action again
today, and it may be just as well. People are not always
consistent, muBt have time to come to terms with problems.
Aquarius (Jan . 20-Feb. 18): Much of the interference you
encounter is of your own making. You may have invited competitors into action by showing off.
Pisces (Feb, 19-March 20): Being willing to go halfway
with those you care about is half the achievement now. Home
life takes more time than usual.
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Many liberal resolutions dralted

Wisconsin Democrats re buff
attempt to amend leadership

COURT OF HONOR . . . Court: of honor winners in Sunday's Rose Show at the Winona National and Savings Bank
received trophies and certificates for their winning entries.
From, left: Mrs. Joseph Hewlett whose Queen Elizabeth arrangement won prince of the show; Pr, C. A. Rohrer, princess of the show for bis specimen of Pinocchio as tie
best floribunda ; William Mann, who won queen of the show;

Mrs. R. M. Thomson, who won king of the show for her
specimen "White Knigit;" Mrs. Hiram Bohn, winner
of the Joseph K. Kern Perpetual Trophy with her specimen,
"Roger LambelLn;" and Mrs. Rohrer, who won with Dowager
Queen, best old garden rose of a variety grown prior to 1867.
Her "Cinderella'' also won the best miniature. (Daily News
photo)

^

annual rose sho\A/

Dr. C. A. Rohrer, governor
of Region 5 of the American
Rose Society, cut the ribbon for
the L2th annual Rose Show held
Sunday at the Winona National
and Savings Bank.
. More than 1,000 people viewed the 500 entries made by 33
members of the rose society
and . 18 non-members, 12 of
which had never exhibited before.
Tables of horticultural specimens started with white and
ranged through yellow and yellow blends, orange, orange
blends, orange red, pink and
pink blends, light and medium
red to dark red.
Chairman of this year's rose
show was Mrs. Joseph Hewlett,
with Mrs. Hiram Bohn as cochairman . Judges for the show
were Mr. and Mrs. Jerome
Mountain, Mankato ; Mrs. Karl
Lipsohn, Stockton, and Mrs.
Clarence Bbrg, Minneapolis,
who is. a Federated Garden
Club judge. All are accredited
American Rose Society judges.
COURT OF HONOR, winner
in the horticulture section of
the show was William Mann,
who won queen of the show.
He will receive the Milton Spencer Memorial Perpetual Trophy
and the ARS Gold Certificate
for his rose, "Miss All American Beauty." Mann is president
of the Winona Rose Society.
Another court of honor winner was Mrs. R. M. Thomson,

who won king of the show for
her specimen, "White Knigbt. "
She will receive the George R.
Modjeski Memorial Perpetual
Trop hy and the AKS Certificate..' - . ' ¦ .
Dr. C. A. Rohrer -will receive
the ARS bronze certificate ; as
princess of the show for his
specimen o£ Pinocchio as the
best floribunda. Prince of the
show was Mrs. Hewlett with
"Queen Elizabeth" She also had
the best climber, "Don Juan
Dowager queen, best old garden rose of a variety grown prior to 1867, was won by Mrs.
C. A. Rohrer with Danascena
bifera and her "Cinderella" -won
the best miniature. Mrs. Bohn
won the Joseph K. Kern Perpetual Trophy with her specimen. "Roger Lambelin.".;. .
The Winona National and Savings Bank Perpetual Trophy
was won by Mrs. Howlett ( Royal Highness, Pink Favorite,
Montezuma, and Eutin). She
also won the Hiram and Marcella Bohn Perpetual Trophy,
(a new trophy this year given
for climbers) with, the rose,
"Joseph's Coat."
The Clay and Helen Rohrer
Perpetual Trophy was won by
Mrs. Bohn (Roman Holiday,
Golden GirL and Peace Glow);
Mrs.Archie Lackoie won the
Palma Thomson Perpetual Trophy (Miss All American Beauty
and Mr. Lincoln). The StocWon
Perpetual Trophy was won by
Don Wolfe, Fountain City,
¦¦

committee.
The McGovern camp concentrated its assault against the
reelection of Peterson, chief of
the state's 1968 Democratic National Convention delegation
and a man with political reformist credentials of his own.
Peterson's chief challenger
was Michael Bleicher of Madison , who had argued the organi z a t i o n ; should elect a
McGovern representative to the
committee because of the South
Dakota senator's victory in
Wisconsin 's April presidential
preference primary.
Another contender, Thomas
Holier , withdrew from the contest and threw his backing to
Peterson , declaring his distaste
for Uie McGovern faction 's passion to capitalize at ihe expense
of a committee incumbent.

A supporter of Sen. Hulj ert H.
Humphrey's presidential pitch ,
Janette Swed of Shorewood , described Bleicher as "just too
far to the left to be representa-

1972 death toll now 322

(Chipper and Starina), and the
A. F. Shira Memorial Perpetual Trophy by Dr. Rohrer (Mister Lincoln).
COURT OF HONOR, horticulture for non-meanbers w e r e ;
liest novice entry — Kea Poblockl (Garden Party), best
rose in the division and best
floribunda — Miss Ethel Kreutz
(Peace and Yellow Pinocchio,
and the best grandiflora —
Mrs. Jacob
Pielmeier (Pink par'
fait).
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"Happiness Is" was the arrangement theme. Queen of arrangements was won by Mrs.
Thomson "Rose Sunday " —
who will receive the silver ARS
certificate. The artists' award
was won by Mrs. Harry Repinskd, who will receive the ARS
bronze certificate. Princess of
the arrangement class was Mrs.
Joseph Howlett. She will receive the gold ARS certificate.
The Tillotson Memorial Award
was won by Mrs. Rohrer and
Mass Karen Steiner won the
Mini-Royalty Award.
Blue ribbon arrangement winners were "Memories" and "Nature's Treasures," Mrs. Bohn;
"Rose Sunday," Mrs. Thomson,
"Sweet Hour oE Prayer" and
"Loving thy Neighbor," Mrs.
Harry Repinskl; "Saying it
with Roses and "Some Small
Delight," Barbara O z m'.ii n;
"June, the Month of Roses,"
Mrs. Howlett ; "Vacation " and
"Counting Your blessings,"

Mrs. Jacob Pielmeier, and "Doing Your Thing, " Karen Steiner.;inners of blue first-place
American Rose Society award By THE ASSOCIATED PHESS
ribbons in the WRS member diWeekend traffic accidents In
vision for horticultural speciMinnesota
claimed 16 lives, inmens were:". Mrs. Howlett, matcluding three young couples;
terhorn, eclipse, American heri- The
1972 death toll climbed to
tage, flaming peace, Sarabonde,
322,
compared with; 384 a year
angel face, Queen Elizabeth,
ago. . . : * . ' ¦;
Apricot nectar, Don Juan and
In one of the fatal accidents,
salei; 7/.
a
CBS Television news correMrs. Thomson, Pascali, white
spondent
en route to visit Sen.
knight, Irish spice, lemon
Hubert
in Waverly,
Humphrey
Amerspice, peace, bewitched,
Mann.,
was
seriously
injured .
circus
red
icana, white bouquet,
Irish
pinocchio; Marge Koster,
Two couples in their ZOs died
gold, pink parfait , golden girl, in a two-car collision Sunday
heat wave ; Else Paulsen, sara- evening on Minn . 55 near Kimbonde and circus; Mrs- Lack- ball. The Highway Patrol idenore, summer sunshine, kings tified the victims in one car as
ransom * first prize and tiffany; Donald Ertl, 22, and his wife
Alice Erickson, Irish gold; Mrs. Carol, 20, of St. Cloud and in
the other car as Dale Hewitt,
Louis Walther, tropicana;
22, and his wife Barbara Ann,
Mrs. Bohn, command pre- 21, of Kasota. Three persons in
formance , royal highness, con- the Hewitt car were injured.
fidence, ivory fashion, pink par- A headon crash Sunday on
fait , triomphe de V exposition ; Minn. 75 near Breckeiiridge
-Arthur Moore, Roman Holiday; killed two persons and injured
OBill Mann, Miss All American five others. Dead at the scene
Beauty and Etiropeana; Mrs. were David Vannet, 27, aid his
James Werra , pink peach, wife Martha , 24, of Beardsley,
Christian Dior and angel face; Minn.
Carlyle Cory, Granada and wo- T h e couple's 2-year-old
iurn abbey;
daughter Sharon , was hospiDr. Rohrer, Chicago peace, talized at Breckenridge in
Gene Boerner, Pinocchio and
condition. Also hospiMontezuma; Don Wolfe, cen- serious
talized
were
the four persons in
tury two, dwarf king, chipper the second car—Jacob Graff ,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gale
and Jana;
his wife Patricia , 28, and
Bunn, peach and pink rosette; 29,
Mrs. Francis Jilk, aquaris; their two young children , of
Mrs. Rohrer, Cinderella, June Sioux Falls, S.D.
time, fairy moss, red imp, Five teenagers died in sepa<iwarf king, Mary Adair, gold- rate mishaps Sunday.
en wings, r'damascena bifera , Michael Classe, 16, Clar.salet, rose Rescht, and blue rib- brook , Minn., was killed in a
bons on the English box and single-car accident on Mian. 92
miniature English box; Bar- about 12 miles south of Bagley.
bara Ozmun, starina; Hiram Greg Ckiden, 17," Granite
Bohn, lambelin, and Mrs. Louis
Albert, grootendorst supreme;
BLUE RIBBON winners by Pick Minnesotans
non-member exhibitors were :
Ken Poblockl , garden party ; for reelect the
Ethel Kruetz , yellow pinocchio
and peach; Mrs. Michael Wom- President orou p
ble, apricot nectar; Randy
Gady, circus; Mrs. A. L. Win- MINNEAPOLIS , Minn. (AP)
czewski, tropicana , Comtese — The national Reelect the
Vondel, Queen Elizabeth , Ele- P r e s i d e n t Committee has
anor; Esther Schaller , Mr. Lin- named John Mooty and Rhod a
coln and faberge ; Mrs. Robert Lund to head its Minnesota
Peters, Miss All - American chapter.
Beauty, and Mrs. Pielmeier , Mooty is a Minneapolis attorpink parfait.
ney and former president of the
Special prizes were awarded Citizens League. Mrs. Lund,
through the courtesy of Winona Edina , is outgoing GOP nationRose Society commercial mem- al committeewoman.
bers and other interested peo- Meanwhile, thc Minnesota
ple in the community and sev- Republican Central Committee
eral nationally known rose grow- announced that state Sen. Kelly
ers. Special rose arrangements Gage of Mankato and Carolyn
flanked the court of honor ta- Ring, a vice chairman of the
bles.
state GOP from Richfield , will
Roses from the Lake Park cochair the 1972 state party
Memorial Gardens were on dis- convention beginning Thursday
play.
in Minneapolis.

Falls, was killed when the car
in which he was riding left a
Renville County road five miles
south of Sacred Heart .
Kevin L. Oliver, 14, Minneapolis, was killed and a com.
panion injured when they were
struck by a car while trying to
cross Minn. 118 in Shakopee.
Walter M. Jensen, 18, rural
Austin, was fatally injured in a
collision between a car and a
motorcycle on which he was a
passenger. The accident occurred on a Steele County road,
five miles south of Owatonna.
Jo Ann Fromm, 17, rural
Sleepy Eye, was killed when
she was struck by a car while
walking on Brown County road
one mile east of Sleepy Eye.
Among four deaths Saturday
was that of David Brown , 22,
Montrose, Minn. The headon
collision on U.S. 12 near Delano, about 25 miles west of
Minneapolis, seriously injured
CBS Television news correspondent Bruce Morton.
Morton was hospitalized in
fair condition. Brown 's wife
Joanne, 24, also was injured .
Edward Hamlin, 19, rural
Walker, was killed when he
was struck by a car as he tried
to cross Minn . 19 at the state
hospital entrance in Brainerd.
A three-car accident on U.S.
2 about one-half mile west of
Ball Club in Itasca County took
the life of John Smith, 54, Ball
Club.
James R. Olson , 20, Minneapolis, was falally injured in a
collision at the intersection of
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RIBBON CUTTING ... Dr. C. A. Rohrer,
governor of Region 5 of the American Rose
Society, cut the ribbon for the opening of
Sunday 's annual Rose Show held at the
Winona National and Savings Bank. Looking
on , from left , Mrs. A. G. Lackore, publicity
director for the society ; William Mann ,
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There '* no longer any reason
^o put up with dirty, stained or
colorlesj carpeting in yowr
home. Our new Steam-Gent*
<leans your carpets in your
home, removing ground-in dirt.
wdtor ..' ¦¦« smoke stains. It is
fast, economical and compjeteia
or
01
'^ 'B * a" ^P °* ^abrU«.
Call us today and see how . . .
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SINUS
SUFFERERS
Here 'i oood now« for youl Excluilvt
n«w "Hard-core " SYNA-CLEAR Deconoeitant tabids act InilanNy and
clear all msal ilnua cavities , Ont
"hardcore " tablet olv« up to I
hours relief from pain and pressure
of confleallon. Allows you to tireolhe
easily — stops watery eyei and runny not* . You ten buy SYHA-CUEAR
•1 Gibson Pharmacy without need for
a prescription. Satisfaction guaranteed
by meKer. Try It today!
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elegant

president of the Rose Society, and John
Gernes, president of the Winona National and
Savings Bank, show sponsor. More than
1,000 persons viewed the exhibits following
judging. Theme for the show was "Happiness Is. " (Daily News photo)

Carpet ,

McGovern 's Dairy State support, observers had expected
Peterson to be challenged more
strongly by Bleicher, a University of Wisconsin teacher.
The liberal banner had better
success during the convention
in the field of platform and resolution.
One of the more , spectacular
resolutions was an intraparty
scolding of Zablocki, a 23-year
congressman from Milwaukee's
South Side who has annoyed his
party by defending Nixon's war
policies,
Even members of the delegation from Zabloclri's -•district
participated in the censure. The
measure was approved by the
convention on a boisterous '
voice vote.
Other antiwar resolutions
urged Nison "to halt genocide
and ecocide in Indochina " and
accused him of extending the
conflict "in violation of the
promise to end the war ," ."
Militant delegates annexed to
the party platform a proposal
that Wisconsin "withdraw its
resources from the war effort
ajj d stand behind its residents
who refuse to support the war."
Nearly 2,000 delegates attended the convention. They spent
Cedar Avenue . and asth Street more ¦ than four hours develin Minneapolis .
oping a platform and resolu¦
Also reported was the death tions. . '¦' '
of Lorraine Rosenow , 49, St.
Paul, in a collision EViday night
on U.S. 71 in Sauk Centre.
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tive of a majority -oE Wisconsin
Democrats. ".
Peterson received 610 votes
to 393 for Ileicher and 227 for
Richard Steinberg, a former
Milwaukee County party chairman who has been a supporter
of Sen. Henry M. Jackson 's
White House hopes.
Peterson a former McGovern
senatorial ^ campaign aide in
South Dakota , endorsed Sen.
Edmund S. Muskie in the current campaiRn despite pleas
from the McGovern camp.
: Miss Burg, who bad remained neutral in the April primary, received 912 votes for
another four-year term. Mrs.
Shirley Walker of West Allis received 206- and Mrs. Beverly
Raasdell of Milwaukee got 95.
Gov. Patrick J. Lucey, a
strong McGovern champion , remained aloof from the committeemen campaigns , as did
Seti. Gaylord Nelson , Sen . William Proxmire and other party
leaders .
Judging fro m the vigor of

16 die in state

Show ^

1,000 peo

MILWAUKEE (AP) - The
Wisconsin Democratic party
has accommodated a round of
topical resolutions under the
liberal label, but has drawn the
line at an attempt by reformers
to amend party leadership.
The party concluded its weekend state convention with the
antiwar element playing a leading role in policy-making, including an unusual censure of
Democratic Rep. Clement ZabIocki's frequent support of
President Nixon's Vietnam, tactics,. . . .
Supporters of Sen. George S.
McGovern 's presidential campaign , however, were unable to
dislodge incumbents in a showdown over election of Wisconsin's two members to the party 's national committee.
A coalition of party regulars
made certain Mary Lou Burg
ot West Bend, the national panel's vice chairman , and Donald
0. Peterson of Eau Claire retained their assignments to the
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Permits drawn
for four houses

gelding

BANNED IN JOBURG
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa (AP) —A spokesman for a
British paperback publishing
firm estimated that about 30
Jerry Rusert, Lewiston, Minn., per cent of books published in
Winona's 1972 building permit
valuation increased to $2,238,- drew a 522,251 permit to .con- Britain are banned in South Af«4 last week compared with struct-a ' 24-foot hy 72-foot house rica.
$.1,467,405 at this time a year at 1390 Conrad Dr., Wincrest
ago, according to the office files 2nd Addition. The split-foyer,
ni- George Rogge, city huilding ¦wood frame house will have
two bedrooms and a two-car
inspector.
Alfred Waldorf, 3873 flth St., .garage.
Goodview., drew a $32,682 per- Work, by Erwin Richter, LewJOB or CONTRACT WORK
mit to construct a 65-foot by 34- iston, will be completed in two
PORTABLE EQUIPMENT
months.
house
at
1619
Valley
View
foot
Dr. in Pleasant Valley Terrace. OTHER PERMITS:
Our Service. Also Include:
The two-story, wood frame Richard Seeling, 413 E. Mark
Structural
• Short, Plata and
house, will have central air St., $900, remodel garage; work,
Work
Steel
"duality" Facfory-Bullf
conditioning, four bedrooms by owner, is scheduled for comHomas to fit your budget.
pletion in three months.
and a two-car garage.
• Boiler Repair Work
BUILT
IN
WINONA
Richard
Feuling,
510
E.
HowWork, by owner, is scheduled
* Visit Our Plant
for completion in six months. ard St., $2,900, remodel house;
Plumbing-El
ectrlcal-Heatlng
•work scheduled for completion
Wilmer Larson, 963 Birch
Stata & City Inspected
in
four
months.
Blvd., drew a $45,774 permit to Lee Bosteter
-• MODEL ON DISPLAY —
, 1O10 E. Sth St.,
PHONJS 452-5965
llll East Broadway
construct a house, 76 by 28 feet,
$1,268,
14-foot
by
20-foot
gaPhon* 454-188*
163-167 Wast Front -Street
at 1614 Valley "View Dr. also
in Pleasant Valley Terrace. The rage; work, by owner, schedtwo-story, wood frame house, uled for completion in four
'¦ - ' _ . . . ' A . y y y' _ _ y _ _ _ _ __ ______ ^__
¦
mmm_w
i
1 a
^^^^
will have four bedrooms and a months.
Dale Bublitz, 64 Lenox St.,
two-car garage.
Work by the owner, is sched- 4100, two new windows and reuled for completion in three pair house; work , by owner,
scheduled for completion in six
months.
John Meyers, €73"W. 4th St., months.
drew a $19,805 permit to con- Rapheal Dulas, 463 W. Mark
struct a 30-foot by 48-foot house St., $300, repair and remodel
at 66 Otis St. The one-story, house; work by owner, schedwood frame house will have air uled for completion in five
conditioning, two bedrooms and months.
a two-car garage. Work, by Glen Schlesser, 502 Dacota
Wesley Larson, 759 W. King St., St., $1,980, aluminum siding;
is scheduled for completion in work, by Horner Home Improvetwo months.
ment Co., 109 N. Baker St.,
scheduled for completion in one
Prope rty Transfers month. .
McLaughlin , 420 Wilsie
in Winona County St.,Guy$2,300,
aluminum siding;
WARRANTY DEED
by Horner Home ImproveFred A. Doer r, «t ox 1o Richard D. work,
Stahmann, «f ux— Port of Northeast '/» ment Co., scheduled for comot Southeast V ct Section 30-107-7.
pletion in two months.
Goodwin Scattum, et ux to U»rry Roe-

CONTINENTAL
HOMES

SIMPLICITY is the keynote of this pleasant two-story,
with its authentic touches of the early New England Colonial

WINONA BOILER
S STEEL GO.

bouses, including the narrow, horizontal siding. .

House of the week

Solid des ^

By ANDY LANG
The styling accent is on the
Colonial in this pleasing twostory house. . . .'¦;¦ '
"With its -well-proportioned twostory section, embraced by the
one-story garage and portico,
the structure has a quiet restraint. Its crisp, narrow horizontal siding, reminiscent of
the early New England Colonial,
will look equally well whether
painted or stained.
A red brick chimney on one
side provides just enough contrast of material and texture.
The gabled roof over the second floor with its large overhang, echoed by the lower roof ,
maintains, the simplicity characteristic of the entire house.

FLOOR PLANS: Keeping the living room and dining
room in lire with no dividing wall provides an area 25 feet
4 inches in length. Spaciousness is further emphasized by
the large windows at the front and rear and the two windows
. .. i
at the side,- ¦

Loo
k at your
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ft STEPS...

FUNDAMENTAL principles
of good design have not been
sacrificed by architect Samuel
Paul in creating this home, with
its suitability to a modest-sized
lot. Gimmicks . and cosmetics
have been eliminated, but the
essential features are more often seen in costlier homes.
After passing under the welcoming portico , one enters a
large foyer with two closets, Access to all rooms on the first
floor is cff this gracious foyer. .'
The . living room-dining room
area flows together , giving a
feeling of spaciousness enhanced by the large windows
and the cozy fireplace. The
kitchen is fully equipped and
efficent right down to the welllocated desk. Sliding glass doors
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HOMEWARD
STEP. CO.
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Winona Daily News

Winona , Minn., 55987
of Design No. L-55
Enclosed is 50 cents each for
bab y blueprints
Enclosed is $1 for Ranch Homes booklet
Enclosed is $1 for Your Home booklet
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FREE ESTIMATE

Stole

for your own... or as a gift...
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1 Building in Winona
1972 Dollar Volume ..$2 ,238,484
Commercial
1,297,311
Residential

685 ,680

Public (non-taxable ) 279,572
New hous«s
24
Volume same date
In 1971

$1,467,405

Catherine E. Vondrashek , Deceased to
William M. Vondroshek-Lot 1, Block
5. Riverside Addition to Winona, except
Ihe East 6 teet ttiereof.
Erna Austin, Deceased to Melvin Fred
Praxcl-South 65 feet of Lot 1 Block 4,
Laird's Addition to Winona .
QUIT CLAIM DEED
Earl R. Lohmann to Jeanette L. Luhmann-Lot 5, Block: IJ Mitchell' s Addition lo Winona,
Gary D. Baxler, et ux to Clly ol Winona—Part of Lot 19, Subdivision Seclion 20-107-7.
Stella Zakrzewskl to Stephen J. Langowskl, et ux-Lot 3, Block 6, Hubbard's Addition td Winona.
DEED
Chicago North West Rail Road to
Chlcaoo ond North Westirn Transportation Company—Conveys all Real Property owned by Rail Road.

<A^
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X

John Gensmer, Deceased by Executor
to David E. Geerdes, et al—Lots 7 and
8, Block "1, Bethany.
John J, Zakriewskl, Deceased by Executor to Stephen J. Lanoowskl, et ux
—Lot 3, Block 6, Hubbard 's Addition
to Winona.
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JET PUMPS PRICED LOW AS *59

PDLACHEK
: ELECTRIC ;

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!The
pumps and tanks are on hand in
our stock room.
EXPERT ASSISTANCE! Our
salesman has been factory-trained
to help you select the pump best
for your needs.
FREE ESTIMATE! No obligation to
buy..-, .just phone or stop by today.

963 W. Fiflli

Phone
452-9275
k
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AHD AT SEARS, WE SERVICE WHW WE SELL
Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back
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57 on Tht Plara East, Winona, Minn.

LOW LUSTRE House Paint
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Give you r home a distinct persona '"y with your choice of tlrase appealing fade-resistant colors. The
modern,low shoen of Low Lustra
beautllies- , as It protects . . . gives
a uniform appearance to all surfaces; new or painted wood, conor asbestos siding, shlnglo
crMe, brick,
shakes
stucco. Additional cusr
«
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CALL US
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For professional , residential or commercial
wi ring wo can givo you an esfimofa for
your needs.

mtuun; GLASS HOUSE
.

SAVE .AS MUCH AS $35 ON OTHER SEARS PUMPS
NOW ON SALE ... . FOR WELLS UP TO 450-FT. DEEP

Don't >ettle> for second best.

-
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SAVE 530 when you buy
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mer, et ux—Part, of* Soulh Vi of Northvest V* of Section 11-107-8.
Robert J. Schutz, ot ux to Leo P. Orllkowskl, ef ux—Northerly AD feet of Lot
12, Block 8, Riverside '. Addition to Winona; Part of Lot 3; Block 13, Fairfax Addition to W/nona.
James tA. Arnsten, »t use to Kenneth G.
Blanco, et ux—Lot 5, Block 4, Blrges
First Addition to St. ChsrlM.
Ralph F. Schafter, et ux to Frank J,
Budnlk, Jr., et ux—Pert of Lots 3, 4, 9
and 10, Block 6', Richmond and land
Northeaste rly
thereof
to'
Mississippi
River.
George L. Kukowskl, et ux to James
W. Sheets, et ux—West t9 feet of Lo!
13 end East 5 teet of Lot 12, Block 1,
Hilke Heights Subdivision In Winona.
Stanley L. Shearer, et ux to Richard
N. Gevlrtz, et uxr-Part of Lots 7, >, 9,
«nd 10, Block 5, Homer.
Oils M. Reynolds, et ux to Thomas P.
Sf. Merlin, et ux—Lot 2 and North '14
feet of Lot 3, Block 11, Original Plat
of St. Charlei.
Leonard S. Brown., et al to Irwin H,
Hill, et al—Part of Lot 13, Subdivision
of Section 7-10S-4.
Aloysius R. Moore, et ux 10 John R.
Mollanen, et ux—East Vi bf Northeast
Vi, Southwest. '/«' of. Northeast Vi and
part ot Southeast V« of Northwest VA
of Section 26-I05 J.
Twalten
Gunderson Evans ' :. Develop
ment Co. 1o Stanley L. Shearer, ef ux—
Parts of Lots 7, S. 9, and 10, Block
i, Homer.
Joseph t. Merchlewltz, et tne to Gerald J. Cook, et ux—Part of Southwest
VA of Northwest V* of Section 26-107-8.
F. P. Frederlkson , et Ox to Norman
Hanson-North 157.83 feet of West Vt
feel ct Lot 19, Subdivision of Section
30- 107-7. ' "
Allyn R. Hoppe, et ux to Larry A. Hoppe, et ux—Part of Southeast Vi of Southeast '/4 of Section " 27 and of Southwest 'A of Southwest V. of Section 26104-7.
Jack C. Cornwall, tt vx io ¦ Paul J.
Kuuslsto , «t ux-Part of Lo*t 7, Burns
Acres Subdivision.
Michael W. Jelfery, el ux. to William
Teegarden, et ux—Lot 1, Block 13, Mitchell's Addition to Winona.
Frank G. Millard, et ux to Gordon G.
Burgdorf, et ux—East 'A of Lot 2 except
the North 10 feet thereof and Lots 3,
t, 7 and 10, Block 36, Original Plat of
St. Charles.
:
Thelvln L. Solem, et ux to Dennis M.
Carr, et ux—Part of Outlet 3, Nathan
Brown's Second Addition to Dekote.
Marvin "Witt , et ux to Earl R. Luhmann, et al—Lot 5, Block 13, Mitchell's Addition to Winona.
Arthur H. Neitzke , et ux to Donald
A. Wall, Jr.-Part of Lot 16, Subdivision of Section 35-107-7.
Bernard N. Walsh, Jr., et ux to Llndon
S. Semllno—80 teet by 110 feet In Lot
7, Rudolph's Plat.
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Design I>55 has a living
roorn, dining room , Kitchen
and foyer, totaling 902
square feet of habitable
area. The mudroom , laundry, lavatory and the twocar garage add 619 square
feet to the first-floor total.
On the second floor are
three bedrooms and two
bathrooms , t o t a l i n g 902
square teet,

MI study pla n Information on this architect-designed
House of The Week is obtainable in a 50-cent baby blueprint
which you can order with this coupon.
Also we have available two helpful booklets at $1
each:
'Your Home — How to Build , Buy or Sell It" and
¦
'Ranch Homes," including 24 of the most popular homes
that have appeared in the feature.
The House of the Week
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THE BEDROOM area upstairs
is reached via the attractive
staircase , also off the foyer.
The center hall upstairs leads
to all bedrooms and to the family bath. The master bedroom
is on a corner with double exposur e, equipped with own full
bath, two closets and an additional closet ior linens. There is
another, linen closet off the hall
to service the other bedrooms.
The two other bedrooms are
also corner rooms with cross
ventilation. There is easy access to the second bath.
The two-c ar garage has a
large storage space in the rear
to the right. There is access
from the garage to the lavatory
and mudroorn , which also leads
to the patio.
Design L-55 is compact and
energy-conserving, yet circulation is free, and -easy to all
parts of the house.

More detailed plans

Everyone else does!
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lead to the rear patio, making
outdoor meals convenient and
easy. There is plenty of space
for family dining in this spacious kitchen,

PHONE 452-2513
. .
. ^^
. . .

Acl soo n.

BAUER ELECTRIC
517 41 st Ave.

INC.

454-5564

Goodview

Store Hours: 7:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday thru Saturday
OPEN FRIDAYS UNTIL 9:00 P.M.

WINONA PAINT & GLASS CO.
276-278 East Third Street

"LOOK FOR THE VALSPAR SIGN"
Phone 452-3652

Convenient Parking on 3rd & Kansas Streets

Wo Deliver

Premiumfate
for Medicare

take City
centennial
fete planned

to gotip

The basic premium Tate for
the medical insurance part of
I Medicare will go up from $5.60
j to $5.80 beginning July i, ac| cording to Victor E. Bertel , So
| cial Security district manager
¦ ¦
.
liere. . .
The medical insurance part
of Medicare helps pay for doctor bills and . a variety of other
s medical expenses for people 65
j and oven The program is funded by individual premiums
matched by the federal government. :' •
;
"The 20-cent increase in the
I premium in July compares to
I 2 30-ceot increase in 1971 and
I a . $1.30. increase in 1970." Berf. te\ said.
I

| "THE LOW increase this
year reflects savings in the administration of Medicare as
well as lower anticipated medi
cal costs because of the Price
Commission's guidlines . limiting
physicians' fee increases to an
I average Vh. percent a year ,"
he said.
The Medicare law requires
an annual review of the cost
of the iriedcal insurance program . The premiumrate is adjusted to cover ' the estimated
medical expenses of Medic
care patients during the 12
months beginning July 1.
"The cost of. the prgram was
j
i $35 million under estimates
j made last year," Bertel said .
I Yet without the Price Commis
]• sion limit oh physicians" fees ,
! it would have been necessary
I to increase the premium to at
i least $6 a month."THE MEDICAL insurance
part of Medicare paid $2 billion in7 benefits on behalf of 9te
million people in fiscal 1971.
Almost everyone 65 and over
is enrolled — . about 20 million people , according to Ber'
. . tel The medical insurance supple
ments Medicare hospital Insurance, which is funded by social
security contributions and helps
pay for hospital bills and certain follow-up care of people 65
and over .
Medicare is administered by
the Social Security Administration of the U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare,

President gives
surprise present
to small boy
¦ KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. (AP)
- ' — President Nixon has given a
surprise birthday present to a
small boy.
The President , who flew to
his Florida White House on
Sunday after spending two days
at Grand Cay Island in the Bahamas
had received an invitation to attend a birthday
part y for 6-year-old Paul Motta.
When the birthd ay part y got
under way aboarc his father 's
yacht, a gift arrived from Nix
on. There was a card with the
White House seal. Inscribed on
one side was "Congratulations ,
Paul, " and on the other "Happy Birthday. '' It wa-= signed
"Richard Nixc®"
A ball point presidentia l pen
with Nixon 's name on it accompanied the card.
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Horsepulling
draws crowd at
Fountain City

FOUNTAIN CITY,; Wis. (Special) _ The perfect weather
Sunday drew more than 2,250
persons to the Fountain City
softball field to watch the sta tewide horse pulling contest.
Members of the local Rod and
Gun Club, sponsoring the event ,
served 1,100 quarters, of barbecued chicken and
¦ 50 pounds of
bratwurst. . ".' ;. '
Phil Hortman , Black River
Falls , Wis., was presented the
horsemenship award .

Division winners, first through filth
place respectively: ¦- . .
Heavywelflht: Billy Rohiendnhl, Elmwood, Wis.; Johr» Konlno, Barron, Wit.;
Ron Miller, Prairie Farm , Wis.; Tony
Halverson, Blair, Wis.; Etf Sabotta, Arcadia, Wit.
';
Medium: Chuch Schaaf, Chetek,. viir.
i '
Roily Drost, Rice Lake, Wis.; Florlan
Regret, Arkansaw, Wis.; Rodney Johnson,
Osseo, Wis.; Dan Waldera, Arcadia, Wis,
UghlwelBht: Chock Sctvaaf; Leonard
Tosstesson, Houston, Minn.; Clyde Drust,
Rice Like, Wis.; Ken Drosl, Rice Lake,
Wis., and Clarence Miller. Chetek. Wis.

WSC graduate
gets honor as
biology teacher

_

Builder

¦
<.* /^8fek '., • R* c - Roomi

Quie predicts
passage of
revenue bill

THIRD PLACE WINNERS . . . Ron Miller , Prairie Farm ,
Wis., broug ht his team in for third placement in the heavyweight division.

Sta te unemp loyment
rate rises slightly

Elderl y acti vists
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m Kitchen Ciblnon » Formica Tops
• Wardrobti • Tappan Appliance!
• Slora FUturei • Desks • Vanlllai

, FREE ESTIMATES
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TEAMMATES . . . This team entered by Chuck Schaaf ,
Chetek,7 Wis., won first in the lightweight class, 2 ,800 pound s
and under, at the horse-pulling contest held at Fountain
City, Wis., Sunday. Schaaf also won the medium weight
division. (La Croix Johnson photos)

A Winona State College graduate , now a member of the
faculty of Rosemounl High
School, Rosemounl, Minn., has
been named "Outstanding Biology Teacher of Minnesota" by
the National Association of Biology Teachers.
He is Bernard Kennedy , son
of Mr. and Mrs. B. J. Kennedy,
Lewiston, Minn., who holds
bachelor's and master's degrees from Winona State .
The award was made in recognition of his "willingness to
share his ideas of biology education with others " and he was
cited for an article, The Biochemical Oxygen Demands of
Various Compounds , written by
him and published in the American Biological Teacher.
Kennedy was presented a
binocular microscope which was
given to the high school biology
department.

phone 451-3134

(Btuli

City Sunday. Pictured is a team in the heavyweight division.

JIM LARSON

267 West
Belleview
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HOBSE POWER . . . That people llie
horse pulling was evidehc ed by the more
than 2,500 watching the contests at Fountain
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Published in Ihe past by this
newspaper. ($5 Value).

ed unemployment rate stood at
6.1 per cent in May, compared
to 5.8 per cent the previous
month , according to the Department of Manpower - Services.
The adjusted unemployment
rate in May 1971 also was 5.8
per cent.
Total number of unemp loyed
in Minnesota during May was
101,400, d own 30,600 from April
but up 5,600 from a year ago.
REJECT STRIKE
KENOSHA , Wis. (AP ) - A
proposal to arm grievance negotiators with a strike authorization was rejected Sunday by
United Auto Workers members
at American Motors Corporation 's main assembly plant.

NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES!

I Condon*

Mail Orders 25c Extra
601 Franklin Sf.

P.O, Box 70
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QUALITY SHEET
METAL WORKS , IMC.
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(AP)
PHILADELPHIA
First Pennsylvania Banking
and Trust Co. has established n
special type of bank account
for the aged as the result of
meetings with the Gray Panthers , an activist group of elderly persons.
The special account was
sought to enable the elderly—
often the target of mugger s—to
carry less cash.
The account provides that the
bank will automatically pay
standard bills , such as utilities ,
to the companies, In addition ,
the hank will offer fre« of
charge four money orders *
month to account holders.

W Train Now for
Job Opportunities
|^
V In Today's
r Printing Plants
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Winona Daily & Sunday News

LAKE CITY, Minn. - A nostalgic Fourth of July week'
end, featuring a mammoth
parade and a giant fireworks
display over Lake Pepin , has
been scheduled at Lake City
from July 2 through July 4 this
year, in celebration pf the city's
centennial.
The event also will comment
orate the golden anniversary of
water skiing, which originated
on the waters of Lake Pepin at
Lake City, in 1922.
At 12:30 p.m., the festivities begin with the dedication
of the brorae water ski memorial plaque from the Minnesota
Historical Society. The plaque
is located near the government
pier on Highway 61.
The centennial parade will be7
gin at 1:30 p.m. July 2. Sponr
sored by the Lake City Jaycees,
it will include many centennial
floats and bands representing
Southeastern Minnesota's organizations and communities,
antiq ue cars, fire engines and
other attractions.
Grand Marshal of ..th e . pa"
rade will be Twin Cities TV personality, Barry ZeVan. Among
other nota bles expected to be
on hand for the event are Ralph
Samuelson, the "Father of Water Skiing," Miss. Minnesota ,
and Rep. Albert H. Quie.
There will be a canoe regatta , sponsored by the Faribault
Chamber of Commerce, and a
water ski show following . the
parade , to be put on by the
Bald Eagle Water Ski Club of
White Bear Lake, Minn .
The Brothers of the Brush
beard jud ging contest is scheduled for the evening of July 3,
at Anchor Inn in Lake City. A
dance will be held in conjunction with the contest.
The fireworks display, expected to be the biggest ever seen
in this area , is slated for the
evening of July 4. Sponsored by
the Lake City Chamber of
Commerce, .it " will take place al
dusk , near the Lake City marina .
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ROCHESTER, Minn. - At
the Friday final noon luncheon
of the Minnesota League of Municipalities , First District Rep,
Albert H. Quie predicted quick
House passage of the federal
revenue sharing, bill, although
he expressed doubts about Senate passage.
A co-sponsor of President
Nixon 's original revenue sharing proposal , Rep. Quie announced that he would vote for
thc current bill which involves
distribution of $1 14.1 million to
Minnesota governmental units,
A total of S3.5 billion will be
appropriated nationally for local governments under the
bill.
Under its complex distribution formula , the congressman
noted tha t Minnesota would
fare very well — local governments would receive $62.4 million while the state government
would receive $51.7 million the
first year.
According to one computation , said Rep. Quie , each Minnesotan would receive $13.30
under the state allocation and
$29.37 under the local government share — per capita figures which rank sixth and ninth
highest In the nation respectively.
"The concern is so great that
services for the people can be
performed on the part of local
government ," Rep. Quie said ,
"that we need to provide revenue sharing now. That's my
feeling; I don 't see how you
can squeeze any more blood
out of the turn i p — the property taxpapcr. "
The congressman also spoke
at a testimonial dinner in his
honor at St. Paul Friday evening which raised about $0,O0O for his reelection campaign.
Over .300 supporters heard Secretary of Labor James Hodgson address the $20-n-plate dinner , saying "no one in Congress exceeds Quie ln moral
strength. "

WATER WEIGHT

PROBLEM?

ROYAL COURT . . . Miss Julie Hanson,
1972 FUlmore County Dairy Princess, flanked
at left by Kathy Anderson, and at right by

Fillmore Co. Dairy
Princess starts reign
RUSHFORD, Minn. (Special) — Following all day judging which included being featured in a parade , the 1972 Fillmore County Dairy Princess began her reign Saturday.
She is Julie Hanson , 19, Peterson, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs, Eugene Hanson. Princess Julie was sponsored by Jan 's
Doll House.
Attendants, who along with the princess will rep resent
the county at the Regional Contest, are Miss Cindy Peterson ,
18, daughter of Mr. and Mrs .. Kenneth Peterson , Lanesboro,
and Miss Kathy Anderson, 17, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Anderson, Preston.
The naming of the princess was the highlight ol ther dairy
banquet held at Montini Hall, Rushford, with Don Boyum ,
Peterson , as master of ceremonies.
Miss Betty Blahnik, Spring Valley, 1971 queen , and Miss
Linda Pine, Lime Springs, Iowa , named Region 10 Dairy
Princess in 1971 and runner-up in the Princess Kay contest ,
told of their year as royalty.

Excess water in (he body un b« uncomfortable, E-LIM will help you k>M
«xcess wtlii weight. We it...
Gibson Pharmacy
ncommend It.

Only «pl«JV

Gibson Pharmacy
Waitgot* Shopping CinUr

Cbanhassen man
pleads guilty in
refrigerator case

CHANHASSEN, Minn. (AP)
— A presentence investigation
has been ordered after a Chanhassen man pleaded guilty to
violating a state refrigerator
law in connection with the suffocation deaths of two young
boys.
Prosecution of Robert Schiller, 26, on the misdemeanor
charge came even though one
of the boys' father had intervened in Schiller's behalf.
"I know the stress the gentlem a si
has
already
been
through ," said Mark Neal,
"He's suffered almost as much
or more pain as I did. I felt
there was no need to have another life ruined. "
Schiller pleaded guilty in
Chanhassen Municipal Court
Friday. He was charged/with
bers Vernell Jackels and Mrs. failing to remove the door of a
refrigerator he had left outsida
Harry Losinski..
Nelson said that the session his three-plex in Chanhassen.
was devoted mostly to discus- Kent Neal and . David Dear-sion of what items in the teach- born , both 4, suffocated . May 31
ers' proposal were economic after they climbed into the reissues subject to negotiation , frigerator and its - door closed
He said there was agreement behind them. Neal, his wife and
that consideration should be two children had moved from
given first to those which both New Hampshire to the threeb 0 a r d representatives aii d plex in Chanhassen the day beteachers agree are economic fore the accident.
matters and that later those Russell Larson, Chanhassen
items on which preliminary village attorney, said the vilagreement was not reached lage decided to prosecute dewill be studied again.
spite Neal's intervention beAnother meeting is expected cause "a law has been vio->
to be called when the full five- lated."
member council can be present.

Teachers, board
discuss contracts
Representatives of the School
Board and teachers bf Winona
Independent District 861 were
engaged for about an hour Friday in an exploratory discussion of the proposed master
contracts for public school
teachers for 1972-73 and 197374 submitted to the board earlier in "the week by the Winona
Teachers Council.
Attending the meeting were
Frank J. Allen , board president, and Superintendent of
Schools A. L. Nelson and Winona Teachers Council mem-

A griculture Dept.
to publish fa!!
Deere pla ns expansion Ground broken for
industry in Beloit
gardening booklet of plant in Horicon
W A S H I N G T O N (AP) —
¦"Landscape for Living" is the
title of the 1972 Yearbook of
Agriculture which will be published in time for fall gardening.
The Agriculture Department
said the 416-page book on how
to improve the environment
with plants will include many
taw-to-do-it chapters for home
gardeners.
Copies can be obtained after
publication from the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printin g Office , Washington , D.C. 20402, for $3.50 each.
Chapters or practical home
gardening will cover shrubs ,
perennials,
annuals , lawns,
vegetahles, fruits , herbs , plant
propagation , greenhouses, fertilizing, mulcting, and composting. Other chapters willi
deal with container gardening,
landscaping
limited
areas ,
ground covers, minimum-care]
plantings , controlling erosion ,
brightening neighborhoods, and
attracting birds.

MOLINE , 111. (AP ) - Deere
& Co. says it plans a 53 million
expansion of its Horicon , Wis.,
plant , which produces snowmobiles and lawn equipment.
Employment has increased
from 800 persons in 1971 to
more than LO0O. ..
The latest expansion is aimed
at producing more snowmobiles
in time for the 1973-74 market.

BELOIT, Wis. (AP) —
Ground has been broken la a
Beloit industrial park by FritoLay food company for a -$1.6.
million potato chip plant , expected to employ 275 persons.
George A . Hormel & Co. has
also announced plans for a canning and warehouse plant at
the park , expected to employ
200 persons by August , 1973.

Advertlscmenl

FtWayneMan FindsWayTo
Relieve Burning Itch Of
Hemorrhoidal Tissues ForHours
In Many Cases Medication Gives Prompt , Temporary
Relief from Pain , Itching in Such Tissues .
Ft. Wayne , Ind ; — M r . Jack
Prehola of thi s city states:
"Preparation H docs my itching
Rood and it sure stopped the
itch for hou rs."
(Note : Doctors have proved
Preparation H" in many cases
gives relief f or hours f rom pain

nnd itchin pr in hemorrhoidal
tissues, It also actually helps
shrink painful dwelling of such
tissues caused by inflammation
and infection. . .
There 'll no other formula lika
doctor-tested Preparation H.
And no prescription is needed.)

Let Us Power Vacuum Your
Furnace & Air Ducts!
j
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Cindy Peterson, attendants. The three will
represent the county in the Re giohal Contest.
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CALL US TODAY FOR FREE ESTIMATE

JOSWICK FUEL & OIL CO.

901 EAST SANBORN

P HONE 452-3402

Pesky To var
boosts Twins
over Of/o/es

With one-under par

Confident Cleveland
cops Westfield title

When Dennis Cleveland dropped in a 25-foot putt from off
the edge of the green on the
•ninth hole of his first round in
the 39th annual Westfield Open
Golf Tournament Sunday afternoon, there -was little doubt in
the minds of any of the other entrants as to who should be tabbed the favorite to win the title.
Cleveland, who . holds the
course record over the ninehole ; ' layout at the Westfield
Golf Course of 33, and has
achieved it three times, measured up to the expectations of
his fellow entrants by claiming
his second Westfield Open title
with a one-under par score of
71 for 18 holes.
A vice president at the Merchants National Bank in Winona , Cleveland last won a Westfield Open tourney in 1958. John
WalsM , the defending titlist,
competed in the same foursome
with, Cleveland , but fell off to
an 80 after a first round 38.
Cleveland's hot putter helped
him ward repeated challenges
by one of his playing partners,
Dick Jones , time and again. On
the first nine holes, when he

carded a two-under par score of
34 which turned out to be the
best single round of the tournament, Cleveland dropped in a 15foot putt on No. 1, an 18-footer on
No. 3, and the convincing 25^footer on No. 9.
.
He - also sank his chip shot
from just off the green on No.
5.' '
Jones, a former Winona State
College golf team standout as
was Walski , wound Tip in a
three-way tie for second place
in the championship flight with
a score of 73. Bill Randall of
Lake City, and Girard Janikow-
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Lockwoodstarsr
Brewers 7os/rig
streak ha

By MIKE O'BRIEN
MILWAUKEE (AP) - Skip
Lockwood may never be a model of consistency, but the timing of one of his infrequent
pitching gems was fa ultless.
The Milwaukee righthander ,
who had hurled a one-hitter
against the New York Yankees
May 30 but had done little
since, treated the season's largest crowd at County Stadium to
a five-hit, 3-0 shutout over the
Kansas City Royals Sunday.
The Brewers broke a nine
game losing streak in the process, and bunched their eight
hits with an efficiency that may.
induce many ol the 26,735 Bat
Day customers to return. Club
management, which has been
finding customers as elusive as
victories, was delighted.

¦
bald. " ' .' ;

¦
- , - ' ;. .

Scott struck out in the sixth ,
but went all the way to second
when
catcher Jerry May
diopped the third strike pitch ,
then hit Scott with the ball trying to throw him out at first ,
Scott stole third and scored on
Ellie Rodriguez ' second double.

Rodriguez went two for three
to raise his batting average to
.360, compared with his final
1971 figure of .210.
The sixth inning ended when
Rick Auerbach tapped to the
right of the mound and was
tagged out by Hooker . The
Brewer shortstop took issue
with the force of . the tag and
had to be restrained by Coach
Roy McMillan from charging
Rooker , who has a 30 pound
weight advantage and a reputation
as a fighter .
Lockwood, recording his second shutout but only third vic- "It's hard to tag a skinny guy
tory in 10 decisions , said he had like Rick and not hit him in the
better control in his last outing, backbone, " Crandall chuckled.
a 4-0 defeat by Texas.
' "He (Rooker) took the ball
"I can 't explain it," he said. and stuck it in my gut with
"Pitching is an intangible both hands ," Auerbach said.
thing, a feeling. It's con- "He knocked the wind out of
sistency, game after game and me, I gat mad and called him a
inning after inning. It's also an name you couldn 't print , but
intuitive thing—being smart that was all there was to it. "
enough to react 'to. situations.
There may have been quite a
Like if something 's working, bit
more—all of it in Rookcr 's
you should react and say, 'Hey,
favor—had
not McMillan interman , let's keep using this."
vened .
Manager Del Crandall said
"You picked on the wrong
Lockwood had good breaking guy man , "
outfielder Dave
pitches and was able to keep Ma y, told
Auerbach. "1 know
the hitters from pulling the ball Rooker from Puerto
Rico. You
into the air.
know what ne gets for kicks?
"We can 't get carried away He wrestles steers ."
Several players and coaches
with
a one-game winning
streak , but there's nothing like charged onto the field , but dispersed quickly with no further
winning. " Crandall said .
"We got some breaks today, incidents.
The Brewers plan to send
the kind that have been going
,
against us , but we earned it , Jim Lonborg .3-3) to the mound
against
the
Chicago
White Sox
too," he said . "An example was
John Briggs, coming through and Wilbur Wood C11-4 ) here
night. Brett had been
with thnt sacrifice fly against a Tuesday
scheduled to pit ch , but Crandall
Icfthandec l pitcher. "
Briggs , whom Crandall has said the soufh psw would be
withheld a few days because of
decided now will play against a stiff
back.
all types of pitching, filed to
The
center in the fourth inning to 15,000 Brewers said they gave
Litt le League bat s to
score George Scoff , who bad
youngsters 14 and under ' and
singled and advanced to third cert ifi ed 1,
000 more to be give n
on Bill y Conigliaro 's double.
at a later date.
That wa.s all
Lockwood
needed , hut tho Brewers added Kansas Cly (o)
Milwaukee (3)
ob r h b l
. ,
«br2hbi
single runs the next two innings _PMck.si
4 0 o 0 Theobeld,Jb 4 0 2 1
4
off loser Jim Honker (3-4 ) ,
4 00O
2
Vl ,.
° " ° °M«V><:<
Plnlella.lf
$co||,ib
4 no
JBoh Heise beat out an infield Klrkpatrkx 43 00 20O0 BCnolaro
,rt 4 0 1 0
Koouoh.ph
1 0 0 0 HrlOBs.lf
hit in the fifl h and came JMay.c
3 80 1
3021
around on a sacrifice , a wild Sclinblura.rl 4M0O1O0 ERoDroei.c
Helio.lh
3 12 0
r y , l b i 0 1 0 Au<Tbach,si 3 0 0 0
pitch and single by Ron Then- MtiYbnr
Ro|«j,2h
3 0 1 0

Watch Your

FAT-GO

Loso uply nxceu wnlght wllh lh<! sensible
NEW PAT-GO diet plon. Noflilno sensational |uit slendy weloh' loss lor those
thnt renlly wnnt lo lose.
A lull 12-dny iupply only H.50. Tht price
ol two cups ol COllM
Ask Gibson Phurmncy nbout Ihe F A T - G O
reducing plan and tlarl losin a welalu
this week.
Mono/ bock In full II nol completely
satisfied w ith , ivolaht loss Irom III* wery
(lnl pnekn a *.

DON'T DELAY
get FAT-DO today.

Oniy $2.60 st

Gibson Pharmacy
Wtstgnia Shopping Conttr

,

ski of Galesville also posted 18hole totals of 73, and after splitting a deck of cards between
them , Randall drew for the second-place prize, Janikowski
third , and Jones fourth. . ':
"I only was able to one-putt
one green on my second round ,'*
Jones remarked later as he explained his efforts to keep pace
with Cleveland. "I hit the ball
well all day, but I hurt myself
on the greens; I missed a tenfooter on No. 7 and an eightfooter on No. 8."
Cleveland, who came in with
37 for his second round , noted
that he was aware of the scores
that Janikowski and Randall had
finished up with and only, had to
concern himself with what Jones
was shooting over the last few
holes7 After he and Jones both
bogied No, 8 (Jones three-putted
the green) , Cleveland had a twostroke lead with just one hole remaining to be played*,
"I really thought a par score
(72) would have won this tournament ," Cleveland commented
afterwards, "This is a good
track out here now, and with the
way they had the pins placed today, I'm quite satisfied with my
performance."
Cleveland also won the Twig
Valley Open Tournament in
North La Crosse earlier this season and has been the Westfield
club champion four times in the
past .
Bill Ward , who won back-toback Westfield Open titles in
1951 and 1952, emerged as the
First Flight winner with a 75,
Second! Flight honors went to
Tom Knopp of Rochester , with a
78, Gene Kohlmeyer of Galesville won the Third Flight with
a 78, Winona's Bob Hogenson
took the Fourth Flight with a 78
also, Bill Ward Jr. shot an 85
to win the Fifth Flight, Lou
Bisek of Winona took the honors
in the Sixth Flight with a 86,
and former Winona mayor Rudy
Ellings won the Seventh Flight
with a 93. ¦¦' .. '
CHAMPIONSHIP FLIGHT
bonnis Cleveland . . . . . . . . . . . 34-37—7 1
34-37—73
Bill Randall . . . . ; . . . .. .
3<-37-73
Girard Janikowski
Djck Jones . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . : 34-37—73
Jerry Vm Hoof . . . . . . . . . . . . 37-3B-75
1ST FLIGHT
1. Bill Ward . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39-34-7S
,
lt-39— 78
2. Dennit Bo/e
3. Jim Miller Jr. \, . . . . . . . . . . . 39-3?—78
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A. Kent C0W9HI
I.
J.
3.
4:
J.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.
4.

. ¦ ¦ • ¦ • - • ¦ • • ¦ ¦ 3J-40-7-7I

1ND FLiGHf
Tom Knopp
'... ..'
Miko Anderson .-.
Dennis Johnson .
Barry Pederson
Red Sines
3RD FLIGHT
Gene Kohlmeyer
:..;...:...
Dave Sabolta
.
Ken Wa llon
Gerald Blaha
.... ..:..
Bob Ives .'.
4TH FLIGHT
Bob Hosensori .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Paul Haugen
..,...:.
Dave Hammer
Dean Brown ..
.........

J. George Batman

. I

STH FLIGHT
1. Bill Ward Jr
2. Dave Nortolle

3. Joe Poblockl .

...

5. Don Leo

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Locl(woo<l,p 1 0 0 O
Hanson ,Jb
3000
Tol«|
30 J « 3
Roflker.ti
5 000
Hnviny.ph
1 0 0 0
RNol»on ,p
o ooo
Tolel
J? 0 5 0
KANSA S C ITY
000 000 000-3
MILWAUKEE
0 00 III 00X-3
E-JJ, M«y, OP—Kansas City 1. LOB—
Kansas Clly s, Ml IwauKea 5. in — E.
Rixlrlgum 2, Is, Conlqlro. SB-Scott. I—
Lockwoo d . SF—B rlsm,
IP H R ER BB SO
Rookfr U.,3-4)
1
, 3
2 0
*
R . Nelson
1
0 O 0 0 2
Lcrkwootl (W ,]-;|
»
5 O 0
0
*
WP—Rooker, 1-1:01, A-14,nj,

mmtmmirmirmamm HmmwMmmmmw.

TTH FLIGHT
Rudy Elllngj
Roy Krisncr
.....:
Gary Gerdei
Jim Schewe
Vic Franer :

40-36—78
41-40^-81
41-40—81
41-40—81
-4J-40—82
43-35— 78
43-40—83.
43-41—&4
43-41—84

4J-4I— 8

45-40-85
45-41-86

:,. 45-4J-J8

4. George Hubbard
5. Bob Klagge
4TH FLIGHT
1. Lou Bisek
...
2. Bill Jacobson
3. Lee Malhias

4. Jim DeBer

40-38—78
40-38—78
40-38—78
40-38—78
A0-39—79

44-44—68
44-44—88

45-40—8«
48-39—87
48-40—88

.... 47-43—90

41-41-90

¦
. 51-42-93
50-41—94
50-44—94
51-45—94
50-44-94

STEADY PERFORMER . . . Dennis
Cleveland gets set to display his consistent
putting form during his second round at the
39th annual Westfield Open Golf Tournament
Sunday. Cleveland put together rounds of
34 and 37 for an 18-hole total of 71 to win

the titl e, edging Dick Jones, Girard Janikowski , ard Bill Randall all by two strc-kes.
Cleveland also won the Westfield Open back
in 1908.. (Dail y l^ews Sports photo by Stan
Schmidt)

Winds up two over par

Nickiaus daims Open,
halfway to Grand Slam

By WILL GRIMSLEY
PEBBLE
BEACH ,
Calif.
(AP ) :— Jack Nickiaus stood
like a blond colossus atop the
pinnacle of all golf , today—beside the late Bob Jones and
halfway home toward an . a 1most unthinkabl e Grand Slambut the experience isn't exactly
what he had imagined .
"Bob Jones always was my
idol and , as I was growin g up. I
talked about equalling his
record of 13 major championships," the powerful 32-year-old
shotmaster from Columbus ,
Ohio , said after winning his
third U. S. Open title and his
13th major crown in gusty
Pebble Beach winds that blew
down all other challengers.
"I thought about it and I
worked for it but 1 never expected it to happen ," he continued; discussing Jones' proud
record set in the Golden
Twenties. "Now that I've got if ,
I have a funny feeling.
"I am proud to be in his company. "

Ocean was played in conditions
too foul for man or beast.
The winds whipping off the
ocean reached gusts of 30 miles
an hour. The postage stamp
greens were bard as; concrete
and slick as marble . All of the
competitors, including Nickiaus , found themselves playing
out of craggy canyons and off
of. rocky beaches. .
Twenty-eight , of the 70 survivors - tailed -to . break 80. Twotime champion Bill Casper had
a score of 300. Two other past
winners. - Orville Moody and
Julius Boros ,. were at 201 and
305, respectively.
F o r m e r Masters champion
George Archer shot an. 87 for
312. Tony Jacklin , the Briton
who won both the British and
U. S. titles in the space of a
year in 1969-70, had a nine on a
par four hole , needing three
strokes to move the ball four
inches in the rough.
Even Nickiaus had a double
bogey on the 10th—in shooting
a final round 74 for 290, the sec-

iid-piace finish
frustrates Palmer

ROBB

BROTHERS

STORE, INC.

0
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¦ IM «. 4lh J|.
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"He hits fastballs, he /hits
curves. He hit s 'em if they're
high or if they're lo*."
By not getting Tovar out, the
Orioles feS out of a tie and one
game behind Detroit in the
East Division of the American
League. The Twins remained in
third in the West, seven behind
leading Oakland.
Tovar singled with one out la
the third and scored from first
on Harmon Killebrew's single
io tie the game. Rick Renick
-walked , and Bob Darwin gav«
the Twins the lead for good
with a run-scoring hit.
Then , in the fifth , Tovar
opened with a single, moved to
third on Danny Thompson's hit
and scored on Killebrew's second straight single. Eric Soderholm capped the inning with
run-scoring
single.
another
After his third single of the
game, he stole second.
Tovar credited Oliva with a
batting tip to help him with twa
of his hits off Oriole starter
Mike Cuellar, 4-6.
"Tony noticed 1 didn't swing
the bat hard against his screwball," said Tovar. "That's what
I do, and I get the hits."
Tovar 's key Juts helped winning pitcher Jim Perry , 6-5,
take a 4-1 lead.
But going into the eighth inning with a two-hitter, the Orioles drove Perry out when he
walked catcher Johnny Gates
and Bopg Powell ripped a
single to right.
¦' .' ¦ B r o o k s Robinson , whose
single drove in Baltimore's
unearned run in the first ,
greeted reliever Wayne Granger with a double that delivered Gates home, ferry Crowley singled in the second run of
the inning but was thrown out
at second base trying for a
double;
Granger got Dave Johnson on
a fly to end that threat and retired the Orioles 1-2-3 in the
ninth to post his llth save of
the season.

Crampton and Kermit Zarley
¦with Palmer and young John
Miller two strokes back at 218.
At one stage in the early going, at the fifth hole) after consecutive bogeys by Nickiaus,
Zarley and Palmer pulled into
a brief tie with the leader,
Palmer having sunk a 30-foot
putt for a birdie at the third .
Mcklaus, dressed in a yellow
sweater to match his unruly
blond locks, stood up against
the elements like a stanchion of
steel—increasing his advantage
to three strokes—until . he
It was Minnesota 's first victoreached the 10th, which wind a ry against the Orioles at Metrozig-zag course along Carmel politan Stadium in eight games
Bay.
during the past two seasons,
and broke the Twins' threeThere Nickiaus took a double game losing streak.
bogey six and suddenly it apThe Twins, trying to improv«
peared that a battle might be on a lackluster 5-11 June
in the making on the trea- record , were scheduled to open
cherous finishing holes.
a three-game series at Met Sta"I was hit by a gust of wind dium this afternoon against
on the backswing," Jack said. Cleveland. Dick Woodson, 4-5,
"I came off the ball and sliced was to pitch for the Twins
into the bank , chopped out to against Vince Colbert , 1-4.
unplayable lie. j hit my third
Manager Bill Rigney said
into the banu, chopped out to Perry pitched "the best I've
within ten feet and missed the seen him this season. I took
him out because it looked like
putt.
Palmer said he realized that the pitch Boog hit didn't have a
.
Nickiaus had gone over the thing on it."
Rigney said he was pleased
bank and he took encourwith his all-right handed hitting
agement.
lineup
that started against
"I thought I had a chance,"
Palmer , 42, who hasn't won a Cuellar.
major crown since the 1964 Baltlmor* (3)
Minnesota U\
hbl
ab r h bl
Masters, said. "Then I missed Buford.lf stor
5 0 0 0 Tov«r, rt
413 o
3 J 0 o Thomp«n,i» 4 1 1 0
an eight foot putt at the 14th. Oalei.c
Rettenmd.cf 0 0 0 0 Kllltbrew .lb 3 1 1 1
That , for me, made the differ- Blalr.cl
3 0 0 0 Reese,1b
tit 6
JPowell.lb 3 0 2 0 R«n]ck,ll
ence.
10 0 0
Salmon,! b 0 1 0 0 Brsun.ph
"I made too many mistakes, BRoblnsn,3b 4 0 2 3 Jellies,II lt oi eo *t
especially in driving. I missed Leonhard,pr 0 0 0 0 Darwin,cf 4 1 ) 1
0 0 0 0 Soderhlm.lb 4 0 1 1
my drives on six holes, five of GrlclUb
Crowlel.rl
40 1 1
Momo«Ub 3 0 0 0
them on the back nine which in DJolmsorUb 3 0 0 0 OllvB.ph
10 1 0
Balangcr.is 3 0 0 0 Kaal,pr
OOOO
the earlier rounds I had played Baylor,ph 1 0 0 0 Rool.c
0oo 0
cuellar.p
5 0 0 0 Mlllerwld .c 3 0 0 t
better than the front nine.
0 0 0 0 Carew.Jb
10 0 0
Nickiaus hit his climactic Alexandr.p
Shopay,ph
1 0 0 0 JPerry.p
3 0 0 0
shot on the hazard-pocked . 218- Harrlaon.p 0 0 0 0 Gringer .p 1 0 0 0
H»ndrcks,ph 1 0 0 0 Total
31 A 10 4
yard 17th.
Total
33 3 i 3
1O0 000 010 J
The ball cut through the air , BALTIMORE
003 030 OOx—A
hit the pin , almost dropping for MINNESOTA
E-Monion. DP—Baltimora 1. LOB—
a hole-in-one, and spun six Baltimora 7, Mlnneiota e. IB—SoderJ. Powell, B. Robinson . SB-TOinches away. Nickiaus had only holm,
var.
IP H R ER BB SO
five inches to putt for a birdie
Cuellar (L,4«)
.4
7
4
4 1
1
that slammed the door . He Alexander
1
1 0
0 t
0
1
1
t
O I
]
played the picturesque , 540- Harrison
J. Porry (W,4-3)
7H 3
) 3 1 4
yard 18th casually, three-put- Granger
Wi 1 0 0 0
•
Save — Granger (11). HBP—by J,
ting for a bogey to still win by Perry
(J. Powell). WP-Cuellar, J. Per,
three shots
ryr.-T—2|43. A—1»,4]3 ,
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•TURF BUILDER
• HALTS PLUS
I1UDD

ond highest winning score in
the Open since 1935.
He won by three shots over
Australian Bruce Crannpton ,
who shot 76 for 293 with the resurging but frustrated Arnold
Palmer a disappointed third
with a 76 for 294. Defending
champion Lee Trevino , only
five days out of a hospital,
played in a two-some with the
awesome Nickiaus and finished
with a 78 for 295, tying another
Mexican-American ,
Homero
Blancas , who closed with a 75.
"I can't recall a day when we
almost were not playing golf
out there ," Nickiaus acknowledged afterward. "Skills were
almost totally eliminated. The
greens were dead. Ther-e was
not much , if any, water on
them and they had been rolled.
"The greens had different
speeds . If you made a putt, it
was luck. It was a matter of
avoiding three-putt greens;"
Nickiaus, at even pax 216,
started the final round with a
one-stroke lead over Trevino,

Winner of the Masters and
the U. S. Open , the first two
legs of the unprecedented professional sweep which no man
has accomplished , Big Jack
now must set his sights on the
British Open at Muirfield July
1.2-15 and the American PGA at
Oakland Hills in Birmingham ,
Mich.j Aug. 3-6.
The final round over tbe 6, And his third place finish
Calif.
PEBBLE
BEACH ,
812-yard , par 72 Pebble Beach ( A<P ) —.- Arnold Palmer called Sunday added to a personal
course that snakes along the it "probably the toughest Open record of frustration that incrashing waves of the Pacific Tve played in, '"
cludes four xunner-up spots
since winning the U. S. Open
crown in 1960 for the only time.
The 42-year-old Palmer was
briefly tied for the lead in Sunday's final round of the 72nd
Open , after holing a 30-foot
birdie putt on the third lole of
the windswept Pebble Beach
course and generating cries of
"Charge!" from his Army of
fans.
But there were two earlier
birdie putts that stopped within
inches of the cup. A last chance
to draw even with Jack Nickiaus, who was on his way to
victory, trickled to a stop a few
spins from the cup at No- 14.
"Fourteen could have made
all the difference in the world ,"
Palmer said later of the 8-foot
birdie attempt. "If I'd made it ,
I'd have taken a different look
at the whole thing. "
"Im always on the defensive
as far as my putting goes ,"
said Palmer. "If you havo confidence in your putting, it takes
some pressure off the rest of
your game. "
Right now Palmer lacks that
confidence , hut "I don 't think I
have the yips yet ," he added ,
using Sam Sncnd's term for
shaky nerves on tho green.
Pebble Beach itself , along
with winds that made Lt even
more treacherous , made thc
1972 Open "the toughe-st" in
Palmer 's rating, He closed with
a fotir-over-pnr 76 and a 72-hoIe
total of 294 . four behind NickInns.

For a Better Lawn Us*

• TURF BUILDER PLUS J

By PAT THOMPSON
ST. PAUL CAP ) - It's the
littlest Minnesota Twir who
presents the biggest puzzle to
the Baltimore Oriols.
- Before worrying about stopping Harmon Killebrew or Tony
Oliva, the Orioles concentrate
on checking 5-foot-9 leadoff
man Cesar Tovar.
The Orioles held Tovar to
only one hit in the first two
games of the weekend series,
won both of Jiem and stretched
their winning streak to nine
games.
But Sunday, Tovar banged
out three hits , triggered two
scoring flurries and scored two
runs as the Twins survived a
late raUy to post a 4-3 victory
and stop the Oriole -winning
streak.
"That little guy is really a
pain ," said Baltimore Manager
Earl Weaver. "I've been in the
league for four years now, and
I still haven't figured , out how
to pitch him.
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FREQUENT FOSE . . - Jack Nickiaus
holds the trophy emblematic of his victory
in the U.S, Open golf tournament nt Pebble
Bench , Calif, , Sunday. In winning the Open ,
lie notched the second leg of his bid for

professional golfing 's "Grand Slam, " Now
the winner of (he Masters mid Ihe Open , ho
must capture titles in tlio British Open and
tho American PGA. ( 0 comp lete the slam.
(AP Photofax)

ATLANTA (.AP) - Orlando
Copetl a , suspended by the Atlanta Braves over the weekend,
meets today with cluh officials
in nn attempt to resolve the
slugging first baseman 's twoday walkout,

Call ut lor caih raiarvatlona up t» H,O«0, Dial AH-un and your money
can ba ready whin you Hop by 01* termi you arranga, Or if you have
any quaitlona walghlnt on your mini) — about loam, paymanli, rain,
anything relating to money mallen. A»k ui. We'll answer them. Whataver your financial need, wt want to help,

Minnesota Loan & Thrift/ 166 Wain ut St Winona

Brye s return to pose problems

Scoreboard
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
L. Pet. GB
W.

CHrMt .
Baltlrncr. .
Naw York :...,, ..
Clavoland ........
Boston . . . . . . . . . . .
MilwauKM

it
30
it
13
22

31 -i»S
23 .5*4 1
ll .ti. 7
28 .451 7
21 .440 VA

17 34
.333 13
' WEST :
¦
Oakland
:. -. .. « 17
tr*
•
¦;. 33 21 4.4U
3\.
Chfcaso - . .- .
. . .. 21 23 Mi
7
MINNESOTA
Kansas City . . . . . . 23 V .443 11>4
California
. . . .... 23 31
.«4« 12W
"Ttxaa
33 32 .411 14
SATURDAY'S RESULT S
Kansas City i, Mltwaukti l
Baltimora 4, Minnesota 1
New York 2-3, Texas W
Oakland X, Cleveland 3
Chicago S-l, Bolton 4-10
Detroit 3, California 2
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Chicago I
, Boslon 4
Texas at Mew York, rain
Milwaukee 3, Kansas Cily t
Minnesota 4, Baltimore 3
Oakland *, Cleveland 0
Detroit 2, California o
TODAY'S GAMES
Cleveland (Colbert 1-4 ) at Minnesota
(Woodson 4-3)
Texas (Haond 3-4) at Boston (Siebtrt
«-J>, N
Detroit (Nelkro J l ) at Oakland (Hunter 4-3), N
Baltimore (McNally 7-» at Californi a
(¦Wright t-31, N
TUESDAY'S GAMES
Detroit at Oakland, N
Baltimora at California. N
Cleveland at Minnesota N
Kansas City at New York, N
Chicago »t Milwaukee, N
Texas at: Boston, N
LEAGUE
NATIONAL
¦
• '¦ : ¦ EAST
VV.
L Pit. OB
New Yorlc
it 5}
.*«
Pittsburgh
.. 35 20
i
.5*3 ¦' .
Chicago
. . . . . . . . . . 32 22
5M 3
St. Louis
24 31 .42* 12
Montreal ...
23 32
.418 121V
.357 U
Philadelphia .. .. 20 34
•

WEST
........ 35 11

Cincinnati

' . '. - «
Houston . . '
Los Angelas ...... 32
Atlanti . . . . . . . . . .; 27
.' ii
San Diego
San Francisco .... 31

"
25
3»
37
42

.423

.5*2 IVi
-541 3>i
.482 I
J3) 1414
.333 ,- IJVi

SATURDAY'S RESULTS
Chicago 7, L« Angeles 2
St. Louis tr Sen Framcltco J, 11 Inninffs
Cincinnati I, New York 1
Atlanta 3, Montreal 2, It Innings
San Diego 4, Atlanta 0
Houston 10, Philadelphia I
SUNDAY'S RESULTS
Chicago 5. Los Angtlas 4, 11 innings
Montnil 2, Allinfa 1
San Diego 1, Pittsburgh 0
New York 2, Cincinnati 1
Houiton 10, Philadelphia O
San Francisco I, SI. Louis 3
TODAY'S GAMES
San Francisco (Stent 1-7) at Chicago
(Hands 4-2 )
Los Angeles (Sutton l-l) a! Pittsburgh (Ellis 3-3), N
Philadelphia (Nash II) at Atlanta
(Kelley 4-J), M
Montreal (Stoneman 5-5) at Cincinnati
(Bllllngham 4-4), N
New York (Millack 71) at Houston
(Dlerker 5-4), M
San Diego (Orelf 3-10) at St. Louis
(Gibson 4-S), N

ST. PAUL (AP) — A decision Dempsey, George Mitterwald
will not be made until late this and Phil Roof has a combined
week on what personnel moves runs batted in total of nine.
will be made by the Minnesota
Twins when outfielder Steve
Brye returns from two weeks of
military reserved duty.
Calvin Griffith, Twins presi- j
dent, said he will meet with !
Manager Bill Rigney before the]
club leaves for a four-game ,;
WABASHA. COUNTY
weekend series at Kansas City. '
W L
W L
S I Zumbr» Palls I 3
When Brye departed , out- :I Kall»99
I I Pltlmltw
0 4
fielder Tony Oliva was acti- W.namlnjo
Llkt City
4 2 Orwioco
I S
vated after spending the first BillichMter J J
two months of the season on Four costly errors caused
the disabled list with a sore Kellogg to drop its first game
of the Wabasha County laseball
right knee.
There also has been specula- league season Sunday, and
tion that catcher Glenn Berg- Wanamingo grabbed a share of
rnann, a 6-fooM second-year the lead with an 11-4 wis. Home
professional, will be called up runs led Lake City to a 21-5
from Tacoma of the Pacific rout of Oronoco , and BellechesCoast League. Bprgmann is hit- ter evened its season mark at
ting more than .300. Min- 3-3 with a 6-5 win over Zumbro
nesota 's catching trio of Rick Falls/

Kellogg drops
1st WCt tiff

#¦ ¦. ¦'¦ — ¦ ' ¦ ;
.

i

"I know there's been a lot of
talk about this," said Griffith,
"but what a lot of people don't
realize is that to send certain
players down, you have to ask
waivers and options on them."
In other words, if the Twins
were going to lose a player to
rival contender they might
7
withdraw waivers.
Besides personnel worries,
the Twins are worried about attendance. Through 22 dates, the
Twins have drawn 233,693. Unless tlie average of about 10,600
per home game ls Increased,
the season total could fall below 700,000—an all-time low.
Seven home games were wip- .
ed put during the strike and
two postponements have been
rescheduled as doubleheaders.
Winona Dally New* JQ ¦
Winona,Minnesota ¦•* ". •
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BOX SCORES
Albert Lea (1)
ab r h
ab r h
(t o
Rendahl.rf
l o V Pichi,2b
Bestul,rf
2 0 0 Johnsrud.ss
30 1
3 0 .4
Oora.Jb
2 0 0 Haase .cf
IVrlghMs .
t fl oA R t n i t h l M30 0
Lunde,ss,3b>
3 1 2 Larson ,p
302
Zaborowski.rf 1 0 0 Brandt,c
311
Case.ll:
4 0 2 Dahl,lb
3 0 0
LtVBsswr.tt 2 0 ) Oooi'Brnon.rl 3 0 0
-1 1 0 Prltchard,lf
Kreuzer/rt
10b
Wise.lb
212
Meyerslf
50 2
Hamernlk,lb 2 1 1 Totals
28 1 4
Stolpa,p
3 10
Ahr»ns,2b
210
SchultUo
00 0
Rohn,e
200
10 0 ¦
Mueller.e :
Totals
2? 4 »
LEJETZ
.
...
. . . . . .. 031 002 0—4
A L B E R T LEA .
....
000 COO 1—1
E—Wright, Picha, Johnsrud, Brandt ,
Pritchard. RBI-Meyers, Sendahl, Case,
LcBasstur,. Stolpa, Mueller. SB — Rendahl, Wriglif, Lun<|e 2, Case, Kreuier. DP
—Winona C2). Lilt: Winona 5, Albert Lea
1. '
Stolpa (W.2-11
7
4 1 0 1 *
9 4
4 3
2
Larson (L) . . . . . . . . 7
LeJetz (4)

ELUSIVE RUNNER . ". . San Francisco
Giants' Garry Maddox sidesteps the glove
; of St. Louis Cardinal's catcher Ted Simmons
as he scores in the eighth inning of Sunday 's

game in St. Louis. Maddox came in on a
single by pinch hitter Ed Goodson to tally one
of the Giants ' eight runs in an 8-2 win over
- the Cards . (AP Photofax)

Dodgers skid continues

P^

for 2nd day in row
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
Associated;.-.Press ' Sports AVrlter
Jerry Reuss and Steve Ar lin
gave Philadelphia and Pittsburgh the old 1-2 Sunday while
Tom Seaver delivered his
knockout punch on Cmciniiati.
Reuss, 23-years-old today,
came within three outs of giving himself a birthday to remember. He held the Phillies
hitless for eight innings before
Larry Bowa ripped a leadoff
double in the ninth, then finished with a one-hit 10-0 victory
that enabled the Houston Astros
to close in on the Reds in the
National League West.
San Diego's Arlin fired 1-0
two-hitter, at the hard-hitting
Pirates, the second straight
shutout for the lowly Padres
over baseball's world chamjnoris, and dropped thern into
second place in the NL East,
one-half game behind New
York.
The Mets slipped back into
fi rst place when Seaver checked the Reds on five hits for his
first complete game since April
26 to become the NL' s first
nine-game winner and also
slammed a tie-breaking home
run in the seventh inning. The
defeat sliced Cincinnati' s margin over Houston to 1% games.
Elsewhere, the Chicago Cubs
edged Los Angeles 5-4 on Don
Kessinger's llth-inning single,
Montreal's Mike Torrcz tossed
a two-hitter to beat Atlanta 2-1
and San Francisco trounced St.
Louis 8-2.
Reuss allowed only four baserunners , all on walks , until
Bowa ripped a 1-1 pitch down
the third base line to end his
no-hit dreams.
"It was a good pitch ," Reuss
said , "a low fast ball. I kind of
had mixed emotions, but it did
take some of the pressure off . I
just said to myself it was over
and I had to get the next three
men out. "
The A.sho.s backed Ittuiss
with a 14-Wt attack , including
two doubles and a home run by
Cesar Cedeno.
San Diego has had lillle
enough to cheer about 'this season but it was Pittsburgh that
had a lost weekend.
"Whon you beat (he Pirates
two out of three it's got to be a
heck of a weekend ." chortled
manager Don Zimmer.
Clay Kirby blanked the Pirates on nine hits Saturday
night and Arlin limited thorn to
singles by Vic Davalillo in the
fourth and Richie Hcbner in the
eighth. Jerry Morales led off
tho game for the Padres witii a
double off Bruce Kison and
came aroimd with tho only run
on infield outs by Fred Stanley
and Leron I*ce.
New York' s Scnvcr , who 1ms
been struggling of lntc despite
a 9-3 record , walked the firs t
two Cincinnati batters sind surrendered a run on Tony Perez '
infield hit , then slamnied the
door on the Reds.
The skidding Dodgers took a
4-1 lead against the Cubs' Ferguson Jenkins on two-run
homers by Frank Rolilason and
Hilly (Jrnbnrkew itz. Hut Randy
Hund ley 's t wo-run homer In Uie
s e v e n t h started Chicago's

comeback and doubles by
Glenn Beckert and Jim Hickman tied it in the eighth.
In the decisive llth , Ron Santo singled with one out, Hundley walked and with two out
Kessinger delivered his gamewinning single off Pete Mikkelsen.. .
Montreal's .Torre? held the
Braves hitless until Earl Williams beat out a bunt in the
fifth' .:'. Meanwhile, Mike Jorgen-

sen and Boots Day delivered
run-scoring singles for the
Expos before Atlanta scored Its
only run in the sixth on Felix
Millan's triple . and Ralph
Garr's sacrifice fly.
Rookie Ed Goodson lashed a
tie-breaking
pinch
two-run
single in the eighth inning and
Dave Kingman rocked a tworun homer in the ninth as the
Giants rallied tb beat the Cardinals. - *

LeJali (I)

Albert Le* (3)
Picha.Jb
16 C
Mcgcr.lf
3 11
Malheson.c
3 10
FrydcUJb
. 2 2 1
Haise.lf
11 0
Johnsrud,is
3 0 1
Brandt,rf
3 0 2
Dahl.ib
200
3 0 0
Lester.p
33
S 5
Tola's

¦

ab r h
Rendahl.cf
4 12
4 11
Gora,3b
¦ ' • ¦«
0 O
Bestuliir ,
Lundo,ss,3 b
4 2 2
3 12
Case.ll.P
LeVasstur.c
3 0 0
Hamtrnlk, c
010
Wlse,r!
4 0 2
OOO
Kreuier.rf
Stolpa.lb
4 0 2
4 1 1
Ahrens.Jb '
200
Smllh.p
:. . . 0 0 O • ' .
a-Rohn
b-Wrlghf
010
Totals
32 8 12
. 000 - 101 4—t
LEJETZ : . : ¦ ,:. ' . . ,
!..
000 302 0—5
ALBERT LEA .. '
E—Rendahl 2, Lunde, Smith 2, Picha,
Johnsrud. RBI—Rendahl 2, Case 3, LeVasjeur 2, Wise, Stolpa, Haase 2, Johnsrud, Brandt. 3B—Lunde. SB—Rendahl 2,
Case. SF—Casi. Left: Winona 4.
IP H R ER BB SO
5
3 O 3
7
Smith (vV,l'.» . . . i
Case (Save) . . . . . . 1
0
0 O 0 2
,
7 12
8 2 2
4
Lester (L) .,.
HBP-Rohn (Lester)
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In HVL action
;
, Merchants \
Athletics
post wins over Dakota \
HVL

Athlellci
Merchants
Dakota
West Salem

W
J
3
1
0

L
2
1
*¦
4

Tlr-Satt a
Winn. Valley
Bangor
Lansing
Caledonia

W
5
4
1
1

L
1
1
3
A

The Winona Merchants and
the Winona Athletics remained
deadlocked for the Hiawatha
"Valley League lead after Sunday 's play, while Dakota , once
tied with the two leaders, fell
to two games below the 500
mark at the hands of the Winona nines .
In a regularly scheduled
game Sunday afternoon , the
Merchants dropped Dakota 3-1,
then in a game previously
scheduled for this Wednesday,
the Athletics drubbed the out of
towners 11-3. The A's were slated to take on West Salem, but
a scheduling conflict left them
without an opponent until Dakota agreed to move up this
week' s came.
The Merchants got the day 's
action off to a fast start in Dakota behind winning pitcher
Fred Beck who sent eight Dakota hitters down on strikes and
issued just one free pass while
scattering six hits.
While Beck held the hosts in
check , Larry Papenfuss did the
same to the Merchants for five
innings.
Until tlie fourth inning the
Merchants couldn 't get a man
past second base, and it took
them until "the sixth to break
into the scoring column. Papenfuss struck out five while giving
up six hits and walking two.
In the sixth , Mike Schultz led
off with a ground ball to the
shortstop and reached on the
ensuing error. Jeff Youngbnuer kept things going with a single, only to be forced out on the
end brother Steve's fielder 's
choice. Youngbauer then stole
second and boUi he and Schultz
romped home on Loren Benz'
second hit of tho afternoon.
The two runs were more than
enough for Beck , but the Merchants added one more In the
seventh. Miko Scmling opened
with a double nnd Dick Sauer
chased him toward the plate
minutes later with a single —
unfortunately for the Merchants , Scmling was <ut down
on a throw from J ack Arnev in
c e n t e r f i e l d . Bob McGilPs
around oat put Sauer in scoring
position and Beck saw to it his

lead was a bit larger with a
run scoring single,
Dakota managed to get on the
board in the eighth inning when
Papenfuss led off with a hit,
followed by another single from
Tom Thesing. A fielder 's choice
put men on second and third
with a ground ball off Arney's
bat pushing the run across.
In the nightcap, played at Winona's Gabrych Park , the Dakotans- jumped to a 2-0 lead in
the second inning off winning
pitcher Jon Kosidowski. Bob
Janikowski opened the second
with an error and appeared to
be stranded until he jog ged
home ahead of John Redalen 's
home run.
After getting off to the good
start , the Dakotans faded as
the Athletics came to life and
the visitors managed just one
more run in the eighth , where
another error and one of Jack
Arney's three hits accounted for
the score.
Kosidowski , going seven innings before giving way to relief help from Gene Schultz ,
gave up five hits and all thre*
runs while walking jus t one and
notching five strike outs.
The Athletics bunched their
scoring into four inni ngs, with

Matzdori clears
seven-foot mark

MILWAUKEE (AP ) - Pat
Matzdorf , try ing to shake a
series of injuries in time to
make the Olympic team , has
exceeded 7 feet in the high
jump outdoors for the first time
this season .
The University of Wisconsin
slar, who set tho world record
of 7 feet , 6'A Inches last July,
jumped 7-1 Saturday night in
the Wisconsin Amateur Athletic
Union track meet at Marquette
Stadium.
"fto looks like the Pat Matdorf of old ," BndRor Coach
Bill Perrin said.
Matzdorf , whose most recent
problem was a toe infection ,
was encouraged.
"I felt I was actually getting
off tho ground ," he said. "If I
cun stay beaJUjj ', everything

looks good. "
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will give you credit for mileage not received on the purrhnae of new Cuatom Power Cushion Polyateel tires,
based on G o o d y e a i 'i " P r « - d ot c r m l n e d Price forA djuihnent".
A small scrrlce charge may be added.
Copies o£ thla policy nre available at nil Gn< . ,. r
locations.
'

(; .. ( ii ) ye.ir builds il wilh two bells of steel cord for long-lasting resistance
¦ to impact and penetration. (You wouldn't run over steel cleavers
the way
we did here- but the demonstration Illustrates how tough the steel belts
r^nll y nre.) Then Goodyear makes the long mileage easy 1o take , with a
flexible pol yester cord body to seal up the shocks.

}

f

.^M.

4Q00OMileTreadLife Expectancy Policy

With proper core ond normal dri-vlng, you will get at
kast 40,000 miles of tread wear from new, flrst-cla»«
Custom Power Cushion PolystccI tirej on your car.
If you don't get 40,000 miles-and provided yoa wera
the original buyer of the tirci and they are still on llie
original r.or-hringthc tires and the policy booklet (wilh
recorded mileage readings) to any Goodyear Service
Store or Dcoler In the United Statca or Canada. Th ey

Wil ^^

?

A' l (11)
ab r h
Orob,If
)2 I
Notion,II
ooo
Schultl,u,p
s % 2
Kosld' skl.pl.cf 5 I 4
4 I 0
Ra<t«r, tb
Anderson,!
4 2 J
Welch ,3t>
4 2 1
Usher,ib
3 0 0
3 0 0
Y*hnkc , ct
Bay.c!
1 0 0
Austin,rl
3 I 0
Kofoed .rf
2 0 0
Tolals
39 I) 10
DAKOTA
030 000 010- 3
WINONA A'S
. , . . O0I J3C 50x—11
B-N«lson, Schultl ], Jorslad , 2, Boyrr, RBI—RertoUn 1, Arnoy, Welch 3.
Grob i, Koildowikl J, Anderson, Loshek.
Bay, HR—Redalen, Qroh 1, Walch 1.
Ltlt-D.koti I, Winona 7
IP H R ER BB SO
4 S
\
t
Heytr |L)
A
»
3
4
3 0
Jurgensen
'> 1
3
I
Army ,
.
l '/i 1 0 0
3 ) 0 1 3
Kosidowski (W.3-1) 7
.
1 0
0
0 2
Schultl (Save) ..
T-1:M.
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0 I
I 0
ti
0 0
I 0
0 0
0 O
0 0
1 1
0 1
0 O
3 4
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Steel belted tires so tough
Goodyear backs themwith
aAOj OOOtxM
expectancypolicy

two m each of the third through
fifth and five big rims in the
seventh.
The first four Winona runs
came in the same manner Dakota scored. Rollie Austin opened the third with an error and ^
waltzed home on Gary Grob's ^
homer. In the fourth Dave An- 4
derson opened with a single and ?
Bob Welch pushed him along ?
with a homer. In the fifth , a ?
walk to Grob and singles from ?
Schultz and Kosidowski account- ?
ed for the fifth and sixth runs.
Control trouble plagued losing pitcher Clele Heyer in
the fateful seventh , as he gave
up one single to go with three ?
walks and a wild pitch. His re- ?
lief help didn 't do much better , »
with two more walks issued before the dust cleared.
J
In other action over the week- T
end , Pepin played host to the
Merchants and sent Uiem home
on the short end of 1-0 and 7-5
scores. In the 1-0 decision , Winona Stale College ace Lee
Boettcher set the Merchants
down with just two hits , while
his opposite , Paul Rader , set
Pcpindown with Just four hits.
In Tri-State league play Caledonia notched its first win of
the campaign , beating Lansing
19-10 with Al Rommes getting
the win , while Bangor handed
Winnebago Valley its first Joss
with a 9-6 finish. Bangor put together a three-run burst in the
last inning to give Jerry Hundt
the win.
1
The Merchants next game is
Sunday at Bangor , while thc ?
Athletics next loop game is
also Sunday ns thoy host Lansing.
Dakota (31
ab
s
Thislng.rf
Lalhrop,?b
5
Arn«y,cl,p
A
Boy«r ,3b
J
Janikowski ,lb A
JoriUd.ss
2
]
BoMh.c
Nlssalkt.ir
4
Rad.len, err 4
3
H»y«r ,p
Jurganaon,p,cf 1
Tol11
34

?
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Monday through Friday —7 :00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.,
Saturday —7:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

NELSON TIRE SERVICE
(INDEPENDENT GOODYEAR DEALER)

SHO Service Dr., Hwy. 61 West - Courttty Car Available PllCHC 454*5181
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At Mustache Day \

As provide support.
Blue notches 1st win

By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
It was Mustache Day in Oakland and , for a change, things
didn't get hairy for Vida Blue.
Treated to only one run in the
first 25 innings; he pitched this
season, Blue had begun to wonder whether he was wise to
abandon the steel business and
end his six-week holdout for a
return to baseball.
But his faith was restored by
an encouraging 16-bit attack
that gave the A's a 9-0 romp
over Cleveland Sunday. For his
part , Blue allowed just four hits
and came away with his first
victory of the season after
three losses.

The combinati on of Blue on
the mound and free admissions
to anyone wearing a mustache 7

lured 33,277 fans to the ballpark
in Oakland. More than 7,000 of
them showed up with hair under their ngses and were ushered in to watch Blue operate
for no charge.
Elsewhere in the American
League Sunday, Chicago rapped Boston 8-4, Milwaukee shut
out Kansas City 3-0, Minnesota
edged Baltimore 4-3 and . Detroit
shut out California 2-0. Texas'
game at New : Tork was rained
out. .
Watching Bine operate was
certainly no charge for the
slumping Indians, who've now
lost 18 of their last 23 gaines.
Mike Epstein's ninth homer
of the year and George Hendrick's No. 3 helped the A's build
a 3-0 lead in the first five innings. There were two out in
the sixth when the roof fell in
on Cleveland.

Larry Brown walked and
Blue fojlowed with an infield
hit . An error by Graig Nettles
scored one nm and Joe Rudi' s
hit brought home another. After
a walk to Reggie Jackson
loaded the bases, Sal Bando
doubled for three more runs
and the A's added a sixth run
before finally.being retired. .
Rick Reichardt hammered a
three-run homer capping a fiverun Chicago rally in the fourth
inning as the White Sox routed
Boston.
Detroit took over first place
in the AL East as Mickey Lolich shut out California for his
llth victory of the season.
Homers by Jim Northrup and
Norm Cash accounted for the
Tiger runs and Lolich made
them stand up with a masterful
seven-hitter.

Winona markets
Frocdtcrt Malt Corporation

Hours » «.m. to 4 p.m.
Submit sample beiore loading.
Barley purchased at prices sublcct to
change.

Bay State Milling Co.

Elevator A Grain Prices
No.: 1 northern spring whoat . . . . 1.52
No. 2 northern . spring . wheat "„ 1.50
No. 3 northern spring wheat .. 1.46
No. 4 northern spring wheat .. 1.42
No. I hard winter wheat . . . . . 1.51
No. 2 harl wlnler . wheat . . . . . .1.4?
. ..No. 3 hard: winter wheat ...... 1.45
No. .4 hard winter wheat . . .; . , 1.41
.. . . . .- , . . . . . , . . 1.00
No. 1 rye . : .
Buckwheat, cwt;
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .98 .

¦

Eggs
EGG MARKET
CHICAGO WHOLESALE
Grade A large while . : . , . .'
.26
Grade A medium white . . . . . . . . . . . .22

LEWISTON, Minn . — The
Lewiston - Rushford . American
Legion baseball squad took a
, pair of victories from a Legion
contingent from La Crosse Sunday with a 6-2 win in the opener and a 14-0 margin in the
nightcap.
Bud Britt set the pace in the
opener for the hosts as he sent
13 La Crosse Legionnaires down
on strikes and walked just three
while scattering three . hits and
collecting a pair of singles himself. Roger Olson led the hitters in the opener with a pair
of doubles and a single, while
Bruce Ferden added two sin.;: . gles.
In the nightcap Dave Krenz
pitched the route, striking out
eight. The Lewiston - Rushford
bats were thundering from the
first pitch as Roger Johnson collected a single and triple; Gary
Bartelson a single and threerun homer; Olson two more singles; Jeff Karson a triple and
single and Phil Tufte a triple.
Now 4-3, the Lewiston-Rushford nine takes on La Crescent
tonight at 6 p,m. in La Cres:' cent.
'
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MEXICO CITY (AP) - The
U.S. Davis Cup team's 5-0
sweep of Mexico in the North
American Zone finals has sent
the Mexicans away talking of
rebuilding their team and the
cool, confident American squad
into the American Zone finals
against Chile.
The United States completed
the sweep Sunday as Stan
Smith of Sea Pines, S.C., and
Harold Solomon of Silver
Spring, Md., captured their singles matches. Smith beat the
top Mexican , Joaquin Loyo
Mayo, 6-0, 6-3, 3-6, 6-4. Solomon
defeated Octavio Martinez 64,
6-1, 6-2.
"We'll have to rebuild our
team after this shocking defeat ," said Yves Lemaitre,
Mexico's non-playing captain.
The Mexicans won only one
set out of four singles matches
and one doubles. Smith accounted for two singles victories , and teamed with Tom
Gorman of Seattle to -win the
doubles on Saturday. Gorman
won his singles Friday.
The U.S. team , the defending
Davis Cup champion , is scheduled for the American Zone final against South section champion Chile beginning July 21 in
Santiago.

CHASING BIRDIES . . . Jack Nickiaus
waves a bird out ot the way while walking
down the sixth fairway at Pebble Beach
during Sunday's final round of the U.S. Open

— he found the golfing variety of birdies hard
to come by, but managed to chalk up a
win, three strokes better than nearest rival
Bruce Crampton. (AP Photofax)

In June Sprints

Major League Leaders

Hansen foiled by
ignition trouble
ELKHART LAKE, Wis. (AP)
—Ignition trouble all but put
heavily favored Jerry Hansen
out of contention Sunday, allowing Pete Harrison to cruise to
easy victory in the 100 mile
large production sports car feature of the annual June Sprints.
Harrison , Atlanta , averaged
94.054 mileg per hour in his
Lola Ford and finished one
minute , 13 seconds ahead of
Bill Barber of Detroit in a
Chevr on Ford .
Bill Cooper , Racine , Wis.,
was third in a Ferrari 412 with
Johnnie Crear, Mission Vigo ,
Calif., fourth in the Chevron
Ford. An estimated 29,000
watched one of the nation 's
largest amateur racing events

ll ANNOUNCEMENT
We are very happy to
announce the association of

AL BERG

With

First Selected Secu rities

502 E. Broctdwny

Prices tumbletrading dull

NEW YORK (AP) - Stock
market prices slipped today in
dull trading, responding to general investor uneasiness but no
specific news developments.
The Dow Jones average of 30
industrials at noon was off 4.59
at 940.47.
Declines held a slight edge
over advances on the New York
Stock Exchange.
Analysts said the market vias
falling in the absence of buying
support. Many traders were on
the sidelines, they pointed out,
awaiting news developments
concerning a possible new Soviet-North Vietnamese peace
initiative, though, hopes appeared to be dimming.
Rails , airlines , chemicals,
metaJs, utilities , electronics,
and rubber issues were off.
Mail order-retail and oils were
up, while aircrafts and steels
were mixed.

Want Ads
Start Here
'

.

NOTICE

Thli newspaper will be responsible for
only one Incorrect insertion of any
classified advertisement published In
th* Want Ads section . Check /our ad
and call 452-3331 If » correction must
be made. ..
BLjND ADS UNCALLED FOR —
B-79, I
I
, 90, .91, 11, M, M, 100.

Card of Thankt

Phone -454-3931

Tax Exempt Bonds, Tax Sheltered Limited Pmlaiorships ,
Self-Employed llcliremenl Prosr/ims, Corporcilo ProfitSharing Plans , List ed nnd Over-Tlie-Count cr Spciirillos ,
1 Mutual Funds, Life Insura nce, Financial Planning ,
I

at the four-mile Road America
course.

wvwvwvw

Winonan Jack Nankivil , running his C Sports/ racer for the
first time this seasor , encountered engine trouble at Elkhart
Lake, Wis., Saturday, and failed
to start hi s race in the June
Sprints on Sunday.
Nankivil' s Lotus 23 had been
completely rebuilt prior to this
season in an attempt to make
it more reliable, but a bad bearing in , the 1300 cc Cosworth
Ford engine caused a severe
loss of oil pressure and Nankivil was able to complete only
one full lap of timed practice on
Saturday .
Hansen , Minneapoli s stockbroker after his fourth feature
crown in five years , was the
pole sitter and had a 45 second
lead after 11 laps before trouble
developed . Hansen -was forced
to the pits^lhTee^time: and had
tnjsettle for a fifth place finish.
Harrison took thc lead on the
12th lap ater Hansen 's fi rst
slop and held it the rest of the
way.
Jerry Rosbach , Minnetonka ,
Winn., was running second the
first fou r laps before he spun
out and quit several laps Inter ,
Winner^ in Sunday 's preliminaries , nil fio mile tests , were
Mike Hall , Chicago , in a Brabham Ford for formula A , R , C
and Super V machines; Turner
Woodard , Cicero , III., in a Saab
in the H production and D
sports racin g class; John Kell y,
Falls Church , Va,, in a
Triumph f>0O for classes F and
G production and C sedan , nnd
Brian Furstenau , Fa lls Church ,
in a Triumph GTfi Inr J) nnd E
production and B secinn.

BOWLIMG

LAOS 1 LASSES
Woitgata
w.
Jacobson Sloliman
13
Andrewi-Myer
IB
Olowlrowskl-V/alby
t
Plnrtrops
. .,,
I
Chucfcna-Ludwllike
7
FlitMn-Sommer
T
Moeska-Olesler
t

Babler-Iagt

t

L.
a
5
t
;
a
»
J
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AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (1 15 at bats) — RuHi, Oak,
,110; Plniella, KC, .327. . .
RUNS—Harper. Bsii, 4J; Tovar, Min,
36; Rudl, oak , 3i.
RUNS BATTED IN-D- Allen, Chi, 41;
R. Jackson, Oak, 38.
HITS— Alomar, Cal, 71; Plniella, KC,
70.
DOUBLES—Rudl, Oak, 15; Four tied
wllh 12.
TRIPLES-Blair, Bal, 4; Fisk , Bin, t;
McCraw, Clt, A; Rudl, Oak, A.
HOME RUNS—R. Jackson, Oak, 13;
Cash, Oct, 12.
STOLEN BASES—D. Ntlson, Tex, It;
P. Kelly, Chi, la.
PITCHING <S Decisions) — Fingers,
Oak, 5-1, .833, .l.l»i Burgmeier , KC,
t-\, .800, 2.35.
STRIKEOUTS — Lolich, Del, IH, G.
Parry, Cle, n.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING—(115 at bats) — Ccdeno,
Hln, .338; Sanguillen , Pgh, .338.
RUNS—Morgan , Cln, SS; Bonds, SF,
43,
RUNS BATTED IN — Bench, Cln, SO;
Stargell, Pgh, At.
HITS-Brock, SIL, 75; Garr, All, 72.
DOUBLES — Bonds, SF, 14) Fuentcs,
SF, 14; Maddox, SF , 14,
TRIPLES — Cardenaly Chi, 5; Bowa,
Phi, S.
HOME RUNS—Bench, Cin, II; Kingman, SF, l i .
STOLEN BASES - Morgan, Cln, 111
Brock, StL, 21.
PITCHING
(5 Decision*) — Blass,
Pgh, «•!. .lit, l. tli Sutton, LA , B ) ,
•IBS, 1.2S.
STRIKEOUTS — Carlton, Phi, 134;
Stavar, NY. 84.

Parsenals

Hire the Vet!

(lit Pub. Date, Monday, June 19, 1972)

Chris Evert
eyes Wimbledon

WIMBLEDON , England (AP )
_ ¦"Wimbledon?" echoed Chris
Evert , 17-ycar-old heroine of
the United Stales' V/ightman
Cup triumph. "It doesn't worry
me. But I don 't expect to win
it. "
The young tennis prodi gy
from Fort Lauderdale , Fla.,
passed her first big test on
Wimbledon 's grass courts and
now has a week to prepare for
the Wimbledon tournament Itself .
She won tliree matches—two
singles and a doubles—in Ihe
United States ' 5-2 triumph over
Britain in the Wightman Cup
scries wliich endul Saturday on
Wimbledon 's Mo. 1 courl,
"Since I don 't .expec tn win
Wimbledon this year anyway, I
won 't be. aware ci( any picssure. All I hope is thai , I play
woll enough to justify my
sending, " sho snid .
Miss Evert defeated Virginia
Wade C-4 , (i-4 find Joyce Williams fi-2, 6-3 in Wightmnn Cup
singles.

Celebrities enter
Lomba rdi Classic

Pub. Date , Monday, Junt 19, 197J)
Stale ol Minnesota I ss.
Counry ol Wlnonn
) |n probale Courl
No. \7.A6t,
In Rt Estate Of
Cells While, a/k/a
Cecilia Jane white, Decedent
Order lor Hearing on Final Accounl
and Pellllon (or Distribution
The representative of ihe above named
estate having (lied her final account and
petition lor settlement and allowance
thereof and lor distrib ution to Ihe persons thereu nto entitled ;
IT IS ORDER ED , That the hearing
thereof ba had on July 13th, 1972, al
10:15 o 'clock A.M., before this Court
Mi Ihe probale courl room In Ihe courl
house In Wlnonn , Mlnnesola, and that
notice (won! be olven by publication
of thi s order In the Winona Dally News
and by mulled notice as provided bv
law.
Dated June l i , )p;j.
S. A. Sawyer,
Probale Judge.
„ .
( Probnle Court Seal)
Siren ler. Murphy,
Drosnaltan & Landlord
Attorneys (or Petitioner
list

<ls|

Puh, Date , Monday, June 19, 1977)
Slate ol Minnesota ) j n,
County ol Wlnonn
) In Probate Courl
No. 14,939
In Re Estate Of
Oeorae Nichols, Decedent
Order lor Hearing on Pinal Accounl
• nd Petition for Distribution.
Tho representative of the above named
eslnt«i hnvlng filed hit duel account
and petition for selllernent and allowance (hereof and for dlslrlbulfon to the
persons thereunto entitled;
IT 15 ORDERED , Thai the hearing
thereof he hnd on August 1, 1972, at II
o' clock A.M., before Ihls Courl In fhe
prolmlo court room In the court hnusa
In V/lnona , Mlnnesola, and thai notice
hereof b« give n hy publication o» this
order In Iho Winona Dnlly News and
hy mailed notice aa provided .by law.
Oared June Id, i m .
S, rt. S.twyrr ,
,
Probata Jurlo*.
(Probnle C.nurl Seal)
Marv in J. Olilrnng
Attorney for Petllloner
Chill le 1.1, Mlnnesola

CLASS RING L0ST-1 974 Cotter High,
blue stone. Initials R.W. Tel, ASl-nu.

Male—jobs of Int-ereit— 27

on May 30th ¦on E. 7O0 block. Tel. tsl- OVER THE ROAD truck driven, ooo*
• ¦- . ., ' ¦; BEYERSwages. Tel. 454-5457 or «J-28M. : :
-. '
. 3764. . . ' '
. ,
.
Wt wish- to thank all who helped ui
during our bereavement, the loss of our
dear Mother and Sister. Thanks to Or.
John Tweedy, the nurses on 2nd Wesl
at
Community
Memorial
Hospital,
Priests ol ttie Cathedral, pallbearers, REDUCE SAFE and fast with GoBese
Tablets and E-Vap "water, pills" at
Degree of Pocahontas, those donating
your nearest Ted Maier Drug.
food, flowers, masses and memorials;
also all who assisted In any other way.
HAV E YOU "Picked Tha Price Of Your
God bless you alll
Drink"? Featured dally Irom 4:3« on
Mr.rs, Mrs. Philip J. Hofmann
In th* Safari Bar & Lounge ot the
L Sisters &.Brothers
WILLIAMS HOTEL. Say "HI" to your
host Innkeeper Ray Meyer.

State of Minnesota ) ss.
County of Winona ) In Probafe Court
No, 17,550
lit Re Estate Of
Mirjaref Gertrude Van Schaack Ida
Margaret Ross, Decedent
Order for Hairing on Petition for
Administration, Limiting Time ta
File Claims and for Hearing Thereon
Francis A. Le|k having filed herein
a petition for general administration
staling that sold decedent died Intestate
and praying that Tha Winona National
and Savings Bank be appointed administrator;
IT IS ORDERED, That the meellng
thereof be had on July 13th, 1972; at
SOUTH ST. PAUL
10:15 o'clock A.M., before this Court
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — in the probate court room In the court
(USDA) —' Cattle 4,000; calves 500; house In winona, Minnesota; that the
slaughter steers . and heilers rather time wllhin which creditors of said
slow Monday and weak to 2S lower; decedent may file their ' clainns be limited
load hloh choice and prime 350 Ib to sixty days from the date hereof,
slaughter Sleers 38.50; other choice 950- and thaf the claims so filed be heard
1,300 : lbs 37.0O38.-2S; mixed high good on August 22nd, 1972, at 10:30 o'clock
and choice 34.50-37.00; choice 850-1,050 A.M., before -this Court In the probate
lb slaughter
hellers 35.75-37.00; few court room In the court house in Winona,
loads mostly , high choice 855-1,015 lbs Minnesota , and that- notice hereof be
at ., 37-0O; mixed high good and choice given by publication of this order Jn
35.25-35. 75; cows weak to 50 lower; util- the Winona Daily News and by mailed
ity , a nd commercial :¦ 2S.50-J8.00; cutter notice , as provided by lew. .
24.00-27.00; bull steady;
utility
and
Dated June 15th,. 1972.
commercial 30.50-33.50; good 28.00-31.50;
S. A. Sawyer ,
vealers steady; choice 53.0O-57.00; prime
Probate Judge. .
up to 61.00.
(Probale Court Seal)
Hog s 5,500; barrows and gills fairly Darby 8, Brewer, Chartered
active; weights under 240 lbs 50-75 high- Attorneys for Petitioner
er; 1-2 1890-2.40 lbs 27.00-27.25; 1-3 190240 lbs 16.75-27.00 ; 2-3 240-260 lbs 2«.25- (1st Pub. Date, Monday, Junt 12, 1972)
26.75 ; sows active, 50-1.00 higher; 1-3
270-400 lbs 22.00-23.00; 2-3 400-6OO lbs State of Minnesota ) ss.
County ol Winona
) In Probata) Court
21.00-22.25; boars 'slealdy, 19.00-23.00.
.
No. 17,225
Sheep 600; trading moderately active;
In
Ra
Estate Of
priceis steady.- choice and prime 85-110
CTkrtnce J. Prudoehl, Decedent
lb spring slaughter lambs 32.00-33.50;
Order for Hearing on Final Account
good and choice . 30.00-32.00; choice and
and Petition for Distribution.
prime 90-110 lb shorn old crop No. 1-2
The representative of the above named
pells .30.00-31.00; good and choice 28.00estate
having filed its final account
30.00; utllily and good slaughter ewes
5.00-6.50; choice 60-15 lb. feeder lambs and petition for settlement , andl • allow27.00-28.00; 85-110 . lbs 24.00-27.00;, ship- ance thereof and for distribution to the
ment choice near 60 lb spring feeder persons thereuiito entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
lambs 31.00.
thereof be had on July *, 1972, at »:45
o'clock A.M., beiore this Court in the
probate court room In the court house
In Winona , Minnesota, and that notice
hereof be given by publication of this
order In The Winona Dally Ne-ws and
by mailed notice as provided by law.
Dated June 8, 1972.
S. A. Sawye r, ,
Probate Judge,
. (Probale Court Seal) .
Harold J. Libera
Attorney (or Petitioner

MILWAUKEE (AP) - Six
more show business personalities have been announced as
signed to compete in Saturday 's
second Vince Lombardi Memorial Golf Classic.
They are television producer
William Armstrong, television
host Peter Marshall and actors
Joseph Campanella , Ja ckie
Coogan, Tige Andrews and Tom
Kennedy.
Each celebrity will play in a
threesome with two amateurs
in the program at North Hills
Country Club . The show will be
open to the public, with the $3
ticket and entry fees earmarked for the Colon Clinic of
the Medical College of Wisconsin and the Vincent T. Lombardi Cancer Research Center
at
Georgetown
University,
named for the former Green
Bay Packer coach who died of
cancer in 1970.
Sports figures entered include
27 present and former Packers ,
who will join such names as actors George C. Scott and Greg
Morris , Marquette basketball
Coach Al McGuire , former basketball star Bill Russell and
Lombardi' s son . Vincent H

Local manufacturer has an
immediate opening for a
secretary in Industrial Relations, Applicants should
have a minimum of 8 years
experience as a secretary
including excellent sRills in
typing and shorthand. Duties
¦will include maintaining emLost and Found
A
ploye records, handling
group - insurance as well as
A. FREE FOUND ADS
other normal secretarial :
AS A PUBLIC SERVICE lo our readan,
functions. Excellent benefit
free found ads will ba published when
programs are available.
- a person finding an article calls tha
Winona Dally t> Sunday Ntw* ClassiSalary is commensurate
fied Dept. 452-3321. An lS-wordl nollct
with ability and experience.
will bt published Iree for 2 days In
an effort to bring finder and loser
Apply in confidence to
together.
E-98 DAILY NEWS
LOST—Metal framed prescription sun. Biases In L»k« Park W. of Huff. WARN"We Are An Equal
ING: don't wear line* harmful -to ayes. ¦
' ,. Opportunity Employer ".
REWARD. Tel. 452-2«5 after 5.
FOUND—RamMtr pin 1rom CeH»r Hlsh

Livestock

US. netmen
blank Mexico

Hurting,
WANTED: Assistant Director of
placement
an RN or LPN. Immediate
NursCrecent
Lai
for the right person.
Tel.
ing Center, La Crescent, Minn.
Mrs. Rodvik 195-4445.

EXECUT IVE
SECRETARIAL
OPENING

Lewiston posts
6-2r 14-0 wins
in Leaioii olav

-

=emal«—Job* of 1n1»rtit—2C

By Ed Dodd

MARK TRAIL

(1st Pub. Date, Monday, June 12, 1972 )
Slate of Mlnnesola ) ss.
) In Probata Courl
County bt Winona
¦
No. 17,392
In Re Esfala Of
Ephralm S. Mot, alio known as
E. S. Moe, Dtcedent.
Order for Hearing on Final Account
and Petition for Distribution.
The representative of the above named
estate having (lied her final account
and petition for settlement and allowance thereof and (or distribution to thl
persons thereunto entitled;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on July 6, 1972, at 9:45
o'clock A.M., before this Court In thl
probale court room lr» the court house
In Winona, Minnesota, and that notice
hereof be given by publication of this
order In The Winona Dally News and
by mailed notice ns provided by law.
Dated June B, 1972.
S. A . Sawyer,
Probate Judge.
( Probale Court Seal)
Harold J. Libera
Attorney tor Petitioner
(1st

Pub. Date, Monday, Junt J, 1973)

Slate of Minnesota ) as.
County of winona
) tn probata Court
No. 17,543
tn Rt Estate Of
Verna R, Pelowski, Decedent
Order for Hearing on Petition lor
Administration, Limiting Time te
Film Clalmi and for Hearing Ttiereon
Mary Ellen Myren having filed herein
a pellllon for general administration
stating that said decedent died intestate
and praying that Winona National and
Savings Bank be appointed administrator;
IT IS ORDERED , Thai the hearing
thereof be had on June 27 , 1972, at 10:30
o'clock A.M., beiore this Courl In the
probate court room In the courl house
In Winona, Minnesota; that the time winIn wMch creditors of said decedent may
file their claims be limited to sixty
days from Ihe date hereof , and that tht
claims so filed be heard on August I,
1972, at 10:3O o'clock A.M., before this
Court In the probate court room In the
court house In Wlnono, Mlnnesola, and
lhat nollce hereof be given by publication of this order In the Wnortt Dally
News and by mailed notice as provided
by law.
Dated June 2, 19)2.
t. A. Sawyer.
Probale Judge.
( Probale Court Seal)
Slrenler, Murphy,
Brosnahan & Landlord
Attorneys for Petllloner
(lit

Pub. Data , Monday, Junt

5, 1973)

Slate ol Minnesota ) ss .
) In Probati Court
County of Winona
No. 17, 541
In Rt Estate ol
Orval Hilke, Decedent
Order lor Hearing on Petition lor
Probate tt Will, Limiting Tlmt to Fill
Claims and lor Hairing The reon
Lorraine G. Hilke having tiled a petition for the probale ol the Will of said
decedent and (or tho appointment ot
The First National Bank ol Wlnoni as
Executor, which Will Is on flit In thli
Court and open to Inspection;
IT IS ORDERED, Thai the hearing
thereof be hnd on July 13, 1972, «l 10:00
o'clock A.M., beiore this Court In the
probate courl room In the courl house
In Wlnonn , Mlnnesoln, and thnt objections to tht allowance ol said Will, If
any, be filed helore snld time ol hearing; that tht time within which crediton of said decedent may till their
claims be limited to slx ly days (rem
Ihe dnlt hereof , and (tint Ihe claims so
filed be henrrt on August 1, 1972, al
10:45 o 'clock A.M. belora this Court In
the probate courl room In tha courl
house In Winnna, Mlnnnsota , nnd lha! notice hereof be given hy publlcallon ot
thla order In the Winona Dally News and
by mailed notice ni provided hy low.
Dated May 31 , 1973,
S, A. Sawyer
Probate Judo*
(Prntinle Cm/rl Seal)
C. Stanley McMahon
Attorney for Petitioner
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LET US power vacuum your furnace and
air duds. Your home will be fresher,
cleaner and mora enjoyable to live In.
¦
Call us today for free - -estimate! ' ..
JOSWICK FUEL t OIL CO.. Wl I
.
Ith. Tel. 452-3402.
HAVING A DRINKING problem? For
experienced. CONFIDENTIAL aid to
help min and women stop drlhklnfl
Tel. tlAUlt , ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS, tor yourself or a . relative. -

Transportation

8

HOT SPRINGS, Arkansas and vicinity.
Leaving for 1 week , 7-14. Share expense, J65. Tel. Fountain City M7-47H,
N.W. TOUR, Corn Palace, Black Hills,
Old Faithful, Calgary Stampede, Kakabeke Falls, Leaving July J. $300. Tel.
Fountain City 487-4762. :

Auto Service, Repairing

10

DON'T GAMBLE with your life ! Have
TAGGART TIRE SERVICE specialists
rebuild your brakes. Price $34.95 most
cars. Tel. 452-2772.

Business Services

14

LAWN MOWERS, scissors, sawa sharpened. Rlska's Sharpening Service. 759
E. Front St. Tel. 452-7211 .
FLOOR SANDING and finishing. Tal.
James A. Kangel, 452-3791 for estimate.
TRASH HAULING-WIII hall anything.
Very reasonable. Tel. . 452-1341.
CEMENT A ND CONCRETE work a!
reasonable rates. Tet. Arnold 454-4110.
S.E. CARPENTER SERVICE. Home*, remodeling, additions, garages er lust annual rapalrs. Tel. 454-3270. ,
POWER
MOWER; tiller and . elhir
small engine repairs. Howard Larson,
old Minnesota City Road. Tel. 454-1412;
. If no answer, Tel. 689-2334.

Painting, Decorating

Steady employment. Excellent fringe benefits, profitsharing program. Call for
interview appointment 507r
452-2694. .'

Ma intenance

Electri cal, mechanical and
welding experience required. Night or day shifts
available. Company has
excellent fringe benefitsprofit sharing programs.
Call for interview at Winona
452-2694

Maintenance

Electrical , mechanical and
welding expierience required. Must furnish own tools.

WINONA
MONUMENT CO.
652 E. 2nd St. ;
See Mr. Richter

THE VET:
His first on-the-job training was with a tough outfit.
Train him now for yoursr

20

PAINTING .DONE-outdoors or Indoors.
Previous experience, Tel. 454-3273.
NEED YOUR housi painted? Rates very,
very reasonable. For free estimates
Tel. 454-4030.

HOUSE PAINTING
Interior & Exterior
Roof Coating
All Work Guaranteed.
Fully Insured.
TeL 454-2133.

Plumbing, Roofing
21
"
SEPTIC TANK 6Y
DRY WELL PUMPING
Val Kowalewski, Mlnnesola City
Tel. Winona 454-2431

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
for clogged sewers and drains
CALL SYL KUKOWSKL
Tel, 452-9509 or 452506 1-year guarantee

GRAB YOUR PHONE this Instant If
you're planning to remodel your kitchen
or bath and ask us about our Package
Plan. Plumbing, heating and carpentry
are all Included.

Fran k O'Loughlin

PLUMBING (, HEATING
Tel. <52-6340
7*1 E. «lh

PLUMBING BARN

We have on display a
Caravelle Bidet In Kohler 's
new color, Black-Black.
Tel. 454-4344
154 High Forest

Famato—Jobs of Intarert—26
DENTAL ASSISTANT—Job requires high
ichool or
college physical science,
chemistry or biology background. Report from school required . Art training
desirable. Apply In long hand Indicating occupational goa l and lamlly status,
Give references . Write A J Dally News ,
WOMEN, GIRLS—age 14 to ii, make big
money and have tun taking orders lor
Good Housekeeping Approved Studio
Girl Cosmetics, wigs and hair fashions
from our customers your neighborhood,
part-llmi or full-time . Tel. 454-5377 after 1 p.m. 1or lull Information and tree
samples.
NURSING INSTRUCTOR — Opening (or
part-tlms instructor, Practical Nursing
program, Must bi registered nurse with
degree. Must have a minimum ot three
years recent work experience. Salary
based on education and experienca. For
more Information call 4J4-IS0O Winona
Area Technical Institute.

STENO
FOR THE
COMPANY
CREDIT MANAGER
Must be nn accomplished
typ ist. Some office experience necessary. All the
fringe benefits that a growing, progressive company
offers. 5 day week; close
to downtown.

UNITED BUILDING
CENTER
Contact S. E. Knudsen
Sth and Johnson

Semi-DriverSalesman

WE ARE
SEARCHING!
We are searching for th*>
person who has enjoyed success in his present field, but
now greener pastures are
beckoning.
What do we offer such a
person? Expert supervision
and training whe n he starts,
and above average earnings as he progresses. An
annual income in the five
figure bracket is not uncommon in our business.
Our firm is one of the most
respected sales organizations doing business in the
rural areas of Minnesota.
Think about it! If you are
interested in talking about
it , call Jack Cork or Claude
Howard at 454-4390 Tues.
through Thurs.
Help—Male or Fernala

28

MANAGERS for Edina complex , smell
luxury building. Excellent position for
retired or semi-retired couple. Choice 2bedroom apartment , Write E-99 Dally
Newi.
SALESMEN-2 part-time end J fulltime.
Must maintain HOO week to remain
fullllme. Wrlle E-97 Dally News.
BOYS OR GIRLS wauled for strawberry
plcklno . Tel, Ail-Am afler 5,
FRIENDLY AMBITIOUS men or women
earn »4 to S5 hour, 50 hours If you qualify. Tel. S07-875-33H before 10 a.m.

Situations Wanted—Fe m. 29
RELIABLE COLLEGE girl. Jt, would
cara for your child or children or elderly parents In your own home while
'you aro away or on vacation. Tel. LewIston 3962 alter 6 p.m
WILL DO SEWING In rtiy home for children or adult a. Dresses , pant suits, play
clothes. Very reasonable , will pick up
and deliver In Wlnono or La Crescent
Tel, e43 <S859 ,
WILL DO babysitting In my home , day*
while parents work , References available. Tel. A51-7BU.

Situations Wanted—Mala 30
ITARTING YOUNG contractor will da
roofing, masonry, cement work and additions, Professional work and reasonabtt rates. Tal, 4J2-W1I bilora
* p.m.

Business Opportunities

37

FOR SALE , Locker J. Processing Plant
Large trade area , only 20 minutes lo
Rochester or Austin, /Minn. 125,000 Tel
477-B453 nr wrlle Pre-<t Peterson, May'
field, Minn,
SERVICE STATION In Fountain city for
lease , tor man or wo-mon. Self service
car wash. Immedlutp occupancy. Tel.
Cochrane 348-2J02 .
RELOCATE IN BEAUTIFUL LA CROSS E
Standard Oil Service Center now available for lease In La Crosse, w is, Hloh
volume Colonial lb-a y with stoma*
rooi«. Locnted In prime business eren
Annual warnings poionllal of *?o,ooo
plus. Paid training, For mor Inlormetion, Tel 40J-7I8-72|> evenings .

Business Opportunities

Farm Implements

Distributorship

LIKE NEW 16A green chopper, cut
acres. Tel. C«n**rvl|l« 539-3382.

PART TIME

Earn up to t100O per month (and
more) an wholesale distributor in
your area:
No D irect Selling
Compwny Tralnlfifl
Protected Territory
lnltla.1 Accounts Furnished
Inventory Buy Back
150O required for Inventory, etc. Write
or call TODAY Wm. A. Cook,
41 4 W. Brown Oier Rd.,
Wllwaukee, Wis. 53217.
(414) 35M1» ;

SUPPER CLUB

25

Apartments, FUt»

Auction Salt*

48

FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer ';
Will handle all sizes and kinds, of
auctions.
Tel. Dakota . 4434143

CENTRALLY
LOCATED
2-beOroom
apartment, 4 closets. Heat , refrigerator, hot water furnished. Adults, ho
pels. 143 E. 51b.

SIX SURGE breaker cup milkers wlfh
electric pulsatori. Perfect . condlt lon.
May be used In either milking parlor ANOTHER THORP AUCTION. Farm, CENTER ST,—newly redecorated 3-room
or lUnchlon turn. Allon Balk , Tel,
apartment y»llh privata bath, stove', rehousehold/ Industrial. Milo J. RunningAlma 4M-48M9L5.
. Irlgerator, carpeting, draperies arid
en. Li Crescent, . Minn. Tel. 895-2400.
heat furnished. Air condlliinlng. Adults
INTERNATIONAL—1948 Cub tractor with FOR YOUR AUCTION, use the Boyum
Only. JV3J. Tel. 4S2-1790.
plow, cultivator, digger and snow blade.
System. BERTRAM BOYUM, AuctionAll In good condition. (595, Tel. 452-2132,
eer, Rushlord. Minn. Tel. 844-9381.

'

GREEN CHOP
painted with
wIMiouf <-fOn
Trempealeau.

Suga r Loaf Apartments

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service¦:

bwx, ntw 14*, 2" floor ,
white creosote, with or
wagon. Jerry Stelloflug,
Tel. 534-7703.

Everett J. Kohner
Winona. Tel, 781.4
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota, Tel. 453-2972

OLIVER 420 baler with bal« thrower, 3
years old, good condition, Tel. 685-3241.
TOP facil ities, great potential. Annual
Hll-ary Bautch, Alma, Wla.
gross excess of $500,000, can be IncreasALVIN KOHNER
ed. Located In .thriving, , progressive
AUCTIONEER—City and slate licensed
Minn, trade area. Supervlslonal guid- ELECTRAK Garden Tractors, I to It
and bonded. Rl. 3, Wlnooa. Tel. 452h.p.., runs on batteries (to gas or oil
ance furnished. £40,000 down to quali' 4980. ¦
needed. Free nhower with purchase et
fied Investor group or Individual. Write
traclor.
TRI-STAT
E
MOBILE
HOWES,
News.
A-l Dall"y
JUNE 22—Thurs. 4 p.m. Fencl's Service
3930 4th St. Tel. 454-3741.
Auction, 307 Central Ave., Coon Valley,
Wis.". Russell
Schroeder,
auctioneer;
HOMELITE
Northern inv. Co., clerk.
Riding Mowers, Chain Saws, Pumps
OWNING end operating a N, A. D. Hot
Also Construction Equ ipment
JUNE 22-Tlrurs. 5 p.m. 1 miles N .ol
Food Ve nding Route can put you In the POWER MAINTENANCE 1 SUPPLY CO.
Galesville, Wis. on Hwy. 53. then 2
2nd
&
Johnson
Tel.
452-2571
with
high
profit
anbig profit picture
miles N.E. on Co. Trunk T, Vernon
Young, owner; Alvln Kohner, auctionnual ne» Income potential for yourself
49 eer; Nrothern Iny. Co-, clerk.
and family; plus security, prestige and Fertilizer, Sod

DELUXE
1-bedroom apartment, fully
carpeted, air conditioned, includes heat ,
water and gas. No single students. 351
E. Sarnla. Tel. 452-4J34.

NOW RENTING

Dogt, Vet$, Supplies
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AKC BASSET Hound puppies, extra nice.
Money Creek Ranch, Houston, Minn.,
(Ridgeway). Tel. 507-894-2357.
REGISTERED St. Bernard pups, best
breeding In the Midwest. Terms. Tel.
¦
507-347-475I.
MALE BEAGLE—Purebred with
T year old. »35. Tel . 452-5014.

shots,

PEKE-O-POOS,
Cock-o-pooj,
Poodles,
Cockerai, rerrl-poos, Dachshunds, Bassets and Collies. Don Lakey, Trempealeau, Wis.
GREAT : DANES—13 exceptional brindle
and fa-wn pups, reasonably priced. Tel.
St. Charles 932-3498.
BLUE EYED Siberian Husky and Alaskan Walamufe puppies, AKC) also 1
Bloodhound pups . Tel. Arcadia 323-3090.
AKC BLACK Lab pups, wormed and vaccinated. Priced to selll Tel. Minnesota
Clly 459-2382. . .

Horses, Cattle, Stock
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ANGUS CATTLE—cows and calves. Tel.
' Center-villa 539-3382.
FEEDER PIGS—40, take your pick . Milan
Miller, Alma, Wis. Tel. 60B-685-3208.
SERVICEABLE AGE Swiss bull, high
cow H ouslon County past 3 years. Smith
«. Botdt , Houston, Minn. . 55943.
Tel.
. .507-896-3904. . . .
FEEDER PIGS—30, 8-9 weeks old. Tel.
Houston 896-3914.

Hay, Grain, Feed
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MORNINGSIDE
TERRACE
1116 Mankato, Ave., Winona
JUNE 24- -Set. 11 a.m. Antique & HouseNew roomy 1-bedroom
hold Sale, next to Bunge's Dugout,
Eitzen, Minn. Byron 8, Marie Bunge,
apartments, wall to wall
;
owners ; Schroeder 8, Swe*ney, auction. • ¦'. carp«t. . . . ,¦"
eers; Eitzen State Bank , clerk.
3 rental programs based
64
Furn., Rugt, Linoleum
on income.
CLOSE-OUT PURCHASE, large size loamModerate & low rental ¦".'
padded sola beds in IM"!!) Herculon. $72.
¦
'
rates to qualified appliBURKE'S FURNITURE MART , 3rd a,
Franklin. Open Mon. and Frl. evenings.
cants.
Park behind (he store.
TEL. 454-1950 :
FIVE-PIECE bedroom grouping Including

GOOD, dry ear corn. Grover Morcomb.
Lamoille, (Rldseway).
GOOD, DRY ear corn, 13(tt bu., JI.OJ per
' bu. Tel. Rollingstone 489-2397.

Good Thing* to E»"t
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WANTED: old tiay or slr-aw for mu'ehIng, any amou nt, quality hot Important. ONION SETS. 2 lbs. 19c; seed potatoes,
garden seeds; pint, quart Berry boxes;
Tel. 507-753-23*9 evenings. ¦ ' .
garden dust . Winona Potato Market .
BALED HAY off the field, 25c bale,
STRAWBERRIESr-pick your own, bring
Tel. * Rollingstone MMJW.;
your own containers. Smarting time 3
a.m. F. G. Krlesel, Centervllle.

Articles for Sale
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5c (c 10c SALE. Leaving for Florida Wed,
Everything must sell. Lamps, blankets,
tots of clothes, dishes. Until 8 p.m.,
4120 W. 7th.

SPECIAL SAVINGS on Zenith portable
TV's, color or black and white. FRANK
LILLA ',& SO NS, 761 E. 8th.

REGISTERED HORNED Hereford bulls, GARAGE SALE—Dishes, clothing, .. studio
farmer prices. Southwind Orchards, 'A
couch, chest of drawers, miscellaneous,
Starting Tues., 10 a.m. through Thurs.
mile Irom village of Dakota , Winona
Counly, Minn.
-4ir E. King.
16-MONTH registered beef shorthorn bull.
He's anxious to become a father. Fred
C. Ha-nsen, 2 miles E. of Wyattville.

SET JUNIOR golf clubs, bag, seldom
used. Perfect condlllon. 525. B-flat clarinet, $30. 1108 W. Mart.

PUREB RED and percentage Charolais
bulls; also 2 very good quarter horse
mares. Ready to ride and show. Earl
Dunconson, Lewiston, Minn. Tel. 4872.

TWIN STROLLER—excellent condition,
Tel. 452-4757 after 5 p.m.
BLUE Lustre not only rids carpets ol
soil but leaves pile solt and lofty. Rent
electric shampooer 11. H. Choate eV Co.

INTRODUCING Bus-a-Boo , registered Appeloosa stallion; red roan Boomatech
and Lady-Bug-K bloodlines. He now has OVERHEAD WOOD garage door, 7x14',
4 glass windows, in good condition. Arhis very first show (Illy on the ground ;
nold Rivers, Rollingstone. Tel. 419-2393
also"Holy Smoke" bloodline available,
after 5 p.m.
Michael Waletjki, Rt. 1, Galesville,
Wis. "Tel. 539-2487.
GOLD POCKET watches-, watch chains,
antique rings, lockets, cuff links, hat
BLAC K ANGUS steers, 50 heavy feeders.
pins. MARY TWYCE Antiques 8, Books,
Til. , Rollingstone 689-2694,
920 W. 5th '.
BLAC K BULL-2 years old. David Lee,
TWO TO THREE Family Rummage Sale.
Tel. Peterson 875-2435.
Mon. through Wed. Baby Items, clothing, wigs and miscellaneous. EngageGOOD, SOUND riding horses for sale.
ment and wedding ring set, $40. 724Vi
J Triple R , Tel. Rushford 844-9414.
.
W. Broadwa y.

.

TELEVISION SERVICE
Factory-trained technicians provide
- expert, courteous servlca
. on ALL makes. .
WINONA FIRE & POWER EQUIP CO.
Tel. 452-5065
54-56 E. 2nd

Sewing Machine!
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ALL MODEt Vikings are on sale now
WINONA
Clearance.
during Spring
SEWING CO., 915 W. Sth.

Typewriters
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TYPEWRITERS and adding machines
for rent : or sale. Low rates. Try us
for all your office supplies, desks,
files or office chairs. LUND OFFICE
SUPPLY CO., 128 E. 3rd. Tfl. 452'. 5222.
Wan i r . io

Buy
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TWO-WHEEL trailer for hauling. Good
tires. Tel . 452-3490 or .' 454-3230 anytime.
condition . Tel.
SNARE DRUM-in ¦ good
¦
¦ -' '
454-13B8, ¦
NEEDED AGAIN-used lelly glasses or
B-oz. jars. Tel. Mrs. -Henry Hull 4545431.
WANT Reproducing Grand Piano, Arnpco
or Duo-Art. Also want rolls tor 1hese
pianos. Write Dan Macken, 1105 12th
St. S.E,, Rochester.
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap Iron, metals, rags , hides,
raw furs and wool.

Sam Weisman & Sons
INCORPORATED
Tel. 452-5847

FOR
HORSESHOEING,
trimming or
corrective footwork, contact Jack Wels,
Houst-on, Minn. Tel, 896-3433 .

TEAC Model No. A 4010 S tape deck, |uit
like new. Tel. 452-1241.

PUREBRED HEREFORD bulls , three,
3 years old , Herb WIebke, Mabel,
Minn- Tel. 493-5451.

THREE-FAMILY Garage Sale. Lamps ,
glassware , drapes, clothing, rniscellanous. All clean. Starling Mon., 9-4. 511
E. Sth.

T R A I L RIDING and saddle horses for
rent. Open Horse Show and Games ,
June 25 and July 29. Hlawtlha Hills,
Alma, Wis. Tel. 408-248-2325.

WM. MILLER SCRAP I RON & METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals and raw (ur.
Closed Saturdays
Tel. 452-2067
222 W. 2nd

SALVATION A>RMY Store now on ground
floor, open Mon. through Frl, 9 to A.
112 W. 3rd.

ADVERTISING FOR BIDS

PUREBRED HAMPSHIRE and Yorkshire
boars. Roger Owen , Durand. Wli. Tel,
4»-5ri7.
REGISTERED HEREFORD bulls, serv
Iceable age. Good working condition,
Anxiety 4 breeding. Rush Arbor Ranch,
Rushtford. Tel. 844-9122

S P R A Y TEXTURING ol ceilings or walls.
Brooks 8, Associates, Tel. 454-5382.
MOVING SALE—3-plece antique bedroom
set; boat, motor end trailer; coffee
table; chair; ompllllerr air conditioner.
Tel. 432-3699 alter 9. Clothing, lady 's
size 8-10, small men's, -4120 W. 7th Irom
5-» Frl., 9-5 Sat.

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
CARPET colors looking dim? Bring 'em
A RE/>\L GOOD auction market for your
back, give rem vim. Use Blue Lustre .
livestock Dairy cattle on hand all
Rent electric shampooe r $1. Robb Bros,
week- Livestock brought every , day.
Store.
Trucks available. Sale, Thuts., 1 p.m,
Tel. Lewiston 2467 or Winona 452-7814. MEW STOVE S, refrigerators , dressers,
davenports , -dinette sols . Used Items: I
POLLED HEREFORDS, 1 year old bulls,
h.p. riding mower, used Vi year, 1100,
bred heifers and open helfors. Farmneeds some fixing; wheels and axles
er 's prices. John Klnnebcrg, Rushford ,
lor trailers or to mike your own trailMinn.
«¦ COUNTRY
MOBILE
er . TOW N
HOMES, 43 8, Sugar Loal, Wlnonn. Tel.
FIFTY ANGUS cows wlfh spring calvei.
454-5287 , If no answer -454-3348.
Tel. Mondovi 926-3669 or 924-5231 . .
REGISTERED POLLED Herelord bulls.
Big, rugged, ready for service and
guaranteed herd sire prospects. Peni
Polle-d Hereford Ranch, 2415 Ave. N.E,,
Roch ester, Minn. Tel. 507-288 4442.
SEVERAL REGISTERED Angus 2-yearold bulls and some younger ones. These
bulls are big ond ready (or heavy service. We also hava registered nuarler
horses lor salo . Morken Annus Farms,
Spring Grove, M'na Tel, 498-5455,
HORSE BOARDING-New Insulated, ventilated, environment conlrolled barn,
tile stalls, box sta lls. Indoor arena, 200
mllea trail
rides.
ROLLINGSTONE
Minn. Tel,
STABLES, Rollingstone,
489-2 311 and reser ve your spot now.

Poultry, Eggs, Suppliu
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COSLI NGS - large type, available now,
11.10' each. Pick up here . Herold Rone,
Strum, Wis, Tal. 495-3571.

Wanted—Livestock
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HOLSTEIN hull calves wanted 3-4 dayi
old . Nnrbert
Greden. Altura, Minn,
Tel. 7701.

Farim ImpUment*

43

OLIVER 4-row corn cultivator. EmU Olan,
Peterson, Minn, lei, 844-7125.
TRANSFER SYSTEMS
Permanent or portable.
Ed'i Relrlgerallon I Dairy Supplies
Tal. 453-5532
MS *. 4th
FITZGERALD SURGE
Sales 4. Service
Tel. Lewislon 4301
SCHMIDT'S SALES & SERVICB
So. of 1-90 at Wilson,
Tel, 454-5618
elevelor;
John
NEW
HOLLAND 42'
Deqre sheller altachmnnl lor 227. or 21)
nlckier; Owalonna mill mixer; 2 Pawline cattlle oilers) AAcCulloch power
law, Kenneth Ryan, Arcadia, Wis. Tel,
40I-3U3-3O49.

USED MELROE Bobcels. Tel. Lewiston
5701.

JLHNE SPECIAL

G.E, Retrlgeralor 12 cu. ft.

$188 W.T.

fl 8, B ELECTRIC

155 E. 3rd

ANTIQUE

(urnllure alrlpplna. Free
AND newer
esllmates, pick-up end delivery, Dealers welcome. Tel , 454-5837.

:

NEEDLES
For All Meikes
ot Record PI nyers

Hardt's Music Store
114-118 Plata E,

Fuller Brush

EXPLOSIVE Fuller Brush pre-July, so
get your TNT savins » now l Tel. 4521129 anytime,

M A TL

DAILY NEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
TED MAIER DRUGS
No Telephone Orders
Will Be Taken
Auction Sain
JUNE 20-Ti«s. 3 p.m. Household
830 W. Cl-nrk Ave,, Oalosvllle,
Henry Lovlo Estate, owvnera; Alvln
ner, auctioneer; Northern Inv.
clerk,

450 W. 3rd

FLOO R
RESURFACING
Scaled proposals marked
"Floor Resurfacinp " wil! be
received at tho Administrator's office , Good Shepherd
Lutheran Home, Rushfor d,
Minn, , until 5 p.m. , July 11,
1972, for removing present
tile, preparing the floor ,
and resurfacing with a suitable covering, in the dining
area , lobbies , and corridors.
Details of the proposal may
be received .n,m the Administrator at the Home.
The Board of Directors reserves the right to reject
any or all proposals.
Dated at Rushford , June 13,
1972.
Roomi Without Weal*
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SLEEPING ROOM lor jentleman, pood
location, clean, Gentlemen only. Tel .
•452-6455 or 454-1114 .
ROOMS FOR RENT for working men or
students.
Inquire 252 Franklin,
Tel,
454-IOM.

Aparrtnenti, Plata
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ONE OR TWO-bedroom apartment, henl
and hoi water furnished. No r.lnQle sludonls or pels. Avallahle al once , Tel,
<52-3731.
TWO-BEDROOM apartment above postoltlce In Lewislon, B. J. Kennedy, Tel,
Lewislon 3421.

May Be Paid at

Sale ,
Wis.
Koh.
Co.,

JUNE 21-Wed. 5:30 p,rn. A 8, VV DriveIn, ST H 35, Fountain Clly, Wis. 4 owners; Hli Ouellman, nuclloneer ) Louis ,
clerk ,
JUNE 21-Woil . 4 p,m, Wlenke 's Antique
Shop Auction, 7.11 Rose St., L» Crosso ,
Wis,
Ruis<ell
Schroeder, auctioneer;
Norihern Inv. Co,, claerk.

£t

TWO-DEDROOM deluxe apartments In
new 4-plex. Carpeted , drapes, stove ,
refrigerator, air conditioned , Ceramic
balh, e x t r a storage space. Across, from
Miracle Wall. Tel. 454-J021.

Valley View Apartments
Ultra-modern , furnished or
unfurnished , 2 swimming
pools. 1 bedroom and 1-bedroom efficiencies. Addition
to Lake Park Apartments,
Tcl . 452-0490.
APARTMENT FOR RENT above the
Steak SI»op. Tel. Mr, Cunningham 452
3150.
TWO-U EDROOM
aparlpienl ,
Corpeled
and draped, llvlno room. Reasonable
renl. Available Jul/ 1, Tel. it9-2i?4.
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W!nona Dally Newt -IC
Winona, Minnesota ¦*•
MONDAY, JUNE li , 1972

SIX ROOMS, IVi story, 2 bedrooms, by W A N T E D ; girls' 24" bicycle. Tel. 452sidinp.
9721 beiore 4, ask for Pejgy. .
owner , garage, new furnace, new
¦
well kept. Excellent starter. '. Tel . 454YAMA.HA 19*4 250 Street,! recently over. Used Cars
im.
109
hauled, luggage rack . Tel. Rollingstone
M9-2el.4.
BY OWNER—nearly new 4-bedroom home
PONTIAC-15&7 LeMam 2-door, OHM,
GOOD SELECTION country homes ind
in th« country with 5-10 acrei ol land.
AM-FM, lutomstlc >r»mmlulon, power ¦
farms, laroi and small. Twallen Real2 battij, family room aod rec room in MOTORCYCLE-1 9M 50CG Step-through .
ileerlng. Exctllent condition. T«l. 452ty, Houston, Minn. Tel. BW-ISOO, altar
Good condlllon. 217 Washington. Tel.
walk-out basement . 2-car garage. Over
451-7371.; .
noun ,«?6-3101.
»3S.0O0. By appointment only, Tel. 6872J?5.
CHEVROLET, U69 lmp«la, V-« enfllM,
BSA MOTORCYCLE — t?M Rocket ill,
FARAAS - FARMS - FARMS
4-door hardtop, »ulooiatlc tranjmluion,
MIDWEST REALTY" CO.
750CC. Kyllnder, 4000 miles. Excellent
FOUR-£EDROOAA house for sale, alio 3
poV«r iteerlno, good rubber. 196? Cut. . condition. Tel. 452-2061,
Osseo. Wli.
or 4 loll for sale. Tel . tS7-t0il.
l>» Supremi Oldimobll*, V-J engine,
Tal. Offlc« J97-365«
1-door, bucket seete, power iteerins.
Tel. Res. 695-3157
aulomallc transmHslon. MS W. 5lli
"VA* buy, wm till, w* -Irtee."
St. or Tcl. 45<-2<54 after i p.m.
Sales, Parts I* Service
THE EARL R. BOLLER Estata farm w ill
PLYWOUTH - 1945 2-door Sports Fury,
WINONA
FIRE
&
POWER
EQUIP.
CO.
be sold at auction on Sat., July I at
•ulomatlc, 3*3, power steering, power
54-56 E 2nd Tet. 4B-.504S
1 :30 p.m. Located I miles W, of Winobrakes, excellent
runnlno
condlllon.
na, between Mfnnasota Clfy and Rol INe«lj grill and bumper. Tet. 452-M80.
THE
l»72
HONDAS
AHE
HEREI
Injstorn In Middle Valley. 3410 acres
May be seen at 348 Carimona,
Many . models to chocs* trom.
wllh about 120 tillable; 36x60 bsrn;
See us first tor a great deal on •
30x90 pole shed for cattle) 24x90 comT-BIRD, 196? 4-door Landeiu, air condigreait
machine.
bination machine shed, shop and gation ins, full power. JMOO or btsl oiler.
ROBB MOTORS. IMC
rage; 2 Madison 16XJ0 silos •with unTel. 45i-U91. ..
An affiliate of Robb Bros. Stor*
loader*; round sleel grain bin; 2 corn
'
Inc
and
Jim
Robb
Realty.
.
cribs; older house; good spring near
MUSTANG—I94J, VelloVfr, V-J, automatic
yard. Open house on real estate. Sat.,
transmission, bucket stall, seat belts,
June 24. from 1 lo S p.m. or call Alvrn
1-owner, A-J cond ition. Would make exNow
Car*
Kohner 452-4980
or
Everett
Konner
4S2¦
cellent second car. Alust be seen to ba
¦
7814. • . ' . • ; '
appreciated.
SU S. Grand, Houston. Tel.
KEN'S SALES S. SERVICE
894-3591. :
JEEP , 4 WD Vehicles
¦ ¦ ¦ & Accessories
Houses for Sal*
99
HWY . 14-61 £ ; • ' ¦
Tel. 453-»331
M ACRES—42 tillable. 15 minutes from
Wlnon* In the Witoka area on blacktop
road. Modern 5-bedroom home.' li-SC
silo wllh automatic feeding system. Tef.
454-5636.

nuA

RUPP
Compact Cycle*

Apartments, Furnislied

FOUR-ROOM COTTAGE with screened
porch, 2 dsets, shower,, all modern,
furnished, carpeled, In Merrick . .- .Park
on all wtather road at old park entrance. Year around living. 60xliO' lot.
Carport ¦ and storage space. Tel. 454¦ 1149. ' .-. •
DREAMERS, see), the docri , . , »ee
FIDELITY SAVINGS S. LOAN ftir
home financing. 172 Main . Tel. 452-5202.
NEW HOMES ready for occupancy, 2-J
. bedrooms. Financing available, til,SOO
on up. WHmer Larson Construction.
Tel. -452-6533. .
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FUR* NISHED 8x40 trailer for rent- al
Sugar Loaf Trailer Court. Tel. 4543230 or 452-3490.
WANTED
2 or .3 girls to sJure furnished
¦
first ' floor .apartment ' near WSC. Tel,
452-W22. ' . .
ATTRACTIVE, reasonably priced accommodations for student or working girls.
Room for 2 In 4-unit apartment , 1 In
6-unlt apartment. Tel. 452-2702 for appointment.
NEAR DOWNTOWN-sirl to share apartment, private bedroom . S17 each, Tel.
: 454-2320.
CENTRALLY - LOCATED - 7 1-bedroom,
carpeted, ceramic bath. Tel. .454-5517.
GIRL WANTED to share large 3-bedroom
apartment, , all utilities paid. $40 per
month. Tel. 454-4812.
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS avallaWe
for married couples and students. Available Immediately. Tel. 454-20O9 or 4543941.
FURNISHED 3-bedroom apartment available Sept. 1. Tel. 452-5661 lor appointment. . . ' ' / ¦ • ¦
GIRL WANTED to share furnished apsrtment. Tel. -454-4538 or 454-2305 .

DODGE-19A2 Vj-ton truck, slant t. Aspe«d; Tires and baltery- i months old.
S450. Tel . Lewiston J76I er 452-2U3 b^
. tween I and 5-

LoU for Sal*

IOO

BEFORE YOU buy. ut ftia beautiful 3¦' bedroom and the lovely 2-bedroom
. Townhousei. Tel. 454-I OM for Information.
;

LIVE IN BEAUTIFUL Green Acres, large
lots, underground utilities. Country living In the clly. Tel. 4544231 or 454. 270?.:

im - . . .

.

-.

NEW HOMES for Immediate occupancy ;
or we will build to suit- Need a home
today? "V>e ere geared to do It now."
Quality built homes By Continental
'Homes. Tel. «54-188J or evening*, 4321645.
BY OWNER. H ickory Lane, lovely new
3-bedroom home with large kitchen and
lots of bullt-lns, formal dining room,
large living room, lamlly room on low.
er level with fireplace,, 2 baths. La rge
yard , 2-car attached garage. Tel. *54, 2707 . or 454-4232.
TWO BLOCKS from river In Buffalo
City. 3 lots and 2-3 bedroom house
with fireplace, built-in stove-oven, family room, patio, attached garage , landscaped yard . Will sell separately. Tel
¦
.608-248-2667. . -

TO CLOSE ESTATE
365 E. 8th St.
IVz bedroom ho>me, good
condition , new heating sys. tem, large back yard.
'
CONTACT ¦ ¦ ' ;

KEY APARTMENTS

BOB

LOVEIY 1-bedrcom apartment , Wesl «nd.
Tel. 454-1767 or 687- 7621.

NOW RENTING

KEY APARTMENTS NEWEST
AND FINEST EFFICIENCY
APARTMENTS

. 64 completely furnished unlls. Rental
Includes all utilities. Mcxfel apartment
open for Inspection. Resident mana.
arjcr on thc premises. Tel. 452-77*0.
Inquire 1258 Randall St.

Business Placet for Rent 92
OFFICE SPACE wllh phone answering
service available, In Prolesslonal Building. JIM ROBB REALTY , Tel. 454 5870,
8 a.m. lo i p.m, Mon. through Frl,
WAREHOUSE SPACE-up to 50,000 sq,
tt . Parking , heat and loadlna docK,
Tel. 454-4942.
on the Plata,
Tel, 452-4347,

O F F I C E SPAC E tor rent . Levee Plera
East, Inquire HARDT'S MUSIC STORE.
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LARGE ?-he<lroom, yard, garane, vdth
stora oe area East central, $160. Lease ,
Available Sept. 1. Tel. 452-5438.
AOULT COU PLE or single pereon wanted to rent a 1-bedroom home by July
7. Tel. 454-1190.
REDECORATED cotta ge for single or
couple. All utilities paid, Oft streel
parking. M6 monlh . Tel. 452-7573NEW, IN Goodvlew, completely furnished. 2 balrij, lovel y kllchen, Mediterranean llvlno room. Will rent ro 4
v/orklng or college girls or a family
only. Contact TOWN 8* COUNTRY MO
BILE HOMES , Hwy, 43 8. Sugar Loot,
Winona. Tal, 454-5287 , evenings 454-334 8,
THREE-BEDROOM trailer house , all furnished, located Lewiston frailer Courl .
Write owner, 1671 w. 5th St., Winona ,
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WANTED-3-bcdroom house, Tel, 452-5«6».
LARGE, EMPTY farmhouse In Winona
area . Will do repairs. Tel. 608-687-f9M
alter 6 p.m,
til R E W A R D for Inlormatlon on (arm lo
renl. Writ* E-VJ .Dally News .
COUPLE wants to rent linu»« In country
or farmhouse. Tel, 452-6287.

98

1O0 ACRES. 76 tillable , ','« mlla Irom
Nodlna on blacktop, This farm la tsr
above averaoe. Must be teen t« be
appreciated , Good term« by owner.
Contact
Lester
ileckmen, Hou»tcn,
Minn.
IP YOU ARE In the rnarKei for • farm
or home, or are planning to till rati
estata ot any type conlact NORTH
ERN INVESTMENT COM PANY, R««i
Estate Broker. Independence , Wl» „ or
Eldon W. Berg, Roel Estate tales-man,
Arcadia, Wl*. Tel, ySl-7350.

RIVE R LOT—Wis., Fountain City fd
Genoa. Trade Lake Cily lot. lO0x2M)',
Tel . La Crosse 783-1293.

FARM LISTINGS
WANTEDy
size
, for fall and
Any
spring possession,
* PAUL J. KIEFFER
Realtor. Tel: Altura 6721

E, 2nd CV^S|j

45W141.

Multiple Listing. Service

i

Don't Joe discouraged if a
deal has fallen through.
Sometimes without expert
help you don 't spot problems that can arise. Get
professional assistance. Let
us handle the entire matter
of appraising, advertising,
showing, arranging, mortgages. The costs are small
and the benefits big,

WINONA REALTY
Tel. 454-5141

Ij¦wSttetito
L
ReALTOK

120 CENTER-

WHATEVER YOUR
REAL ESTAT E NEEDS
BUYING
SELLING
APPRAISALS
MANAGE/WENT
OUR EXPERIENCED
STAFF WILL GIVE
YOU PERSONAL
ATTENTION
OFFICE HOURS : 9 to 5
weekdays and Saturdays ;
1 to 5 Sundays and every
evening by appointment.
Office Tel. 452-5351
AFTER HOURS CALL:
452-7622
Laura Satka
Laura Fisk
452-2118
Myles Petersen ... 452-4O09
Pat Magin
452-4934
Jan Allen
452-5139

Mobil* Homes, Trailers

FORD—1971 F-1O0 V4-lon pickup, ^-cylinder, standard transmission, tW Flareside box, license number. Y62-609 . 4,000
' original miles,. Inspect
at Doerer 'i
West End Service. 107O W . 5th: '

Boats, Motor*, Etc.
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ENJOY SAFE booting with family slied
(6 adulU) Alumacraft Deep Sea 15',
seats and steering wheel, open deck,
Mercury 50 h.n. electric molor. A-l con. ditlon. Tel . 453-9740.
INBOARD-outboard OMC, 1964, 17' , reasonably priced . Tel. 454-2865 after 5.
?9' FACTORV PONTOON boat with cabin,
1968 33 h.p. Johnson elecllc motor , wllh
or without motor. Tel. 452-415J.
W A N T E D ; outboard motor, 10-20 h.p. Tel.
452-2230.
IF YOU LIKE to fish, complete T4' Sports
Scott boat with motor, multiple layer
fl bcrpjass hull wllh 3.4" solid core, mnny
refinements. Like new. Southwind Orchards, '/i mile from Village of Dakola .

BO AT HOUSE — Quonset type with well
nnd calwn lk, use as boathousn/b oat
docklna combination. Tel, 45-4-1782 .
WANTED TO BUY-16' nlumlnum tint
boltom boat, wllh or without motor
Tel. Fountain Clly 687-7133 evenlnos.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

10?

YA,MAHA-1967 3(1!; 1967 Su/Ukl 250. Tel,
Rolllnoslonts 689-2695.

WEEK END SPECIAL

YAMAHA, X52-«0 Street , list $1444 , Spa
cial Sal* Price thli weekend only, «1295,
while Ihey lasl.
Quality Sport Center
3rit B. Harriet
Tel. 452-2395

100
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PLUS

NEW FORDS & MERCURYS
Here and On the Way

GET OUR DEAL
TODAY !

T06SLEY F0BB
MERCURY

Miracle Mall ~ Open Mon.-Wed.-FH. Within
"Your County Style Dealer "

TRI-STAT E MOBILE
HOMES Brieif
Acrei Winona on Hwy. 14 4) S. hat tha
(deal home tor you. Come on down and
let Mar* and hla .stall help you find
the home you've been looking tor, . Financing Is available. Low down payment. So where there 's a will there 'a
a way at TRI-STATE MOBILE HOMES.
Open dally 9-9 and Sun. 1-J.

Rent A Camper

Bee Jay 's Camper Sales '
3448 . W. ' tlh . r
Wlnom
Ope n Evenings fc Sat.

.

DELUXE 2-bedroorn, 1971 Award moblla
home. 14x70. Must selll Price negolleble Will sell furnished, partially furnished or unfurnished. For inform*.
Hon Tel. 4J2-9397 or see at 18 Huron
Lane, Lake Village; Goodvlew.

GMC—1968, till sleeper , tandem • drive,
new ' 318 Detroit
engine, 1.5-spced.
Pengra Bros., La Crosse. Tel. 784-1853.

STARCRAFT CAAAPERS—sales, service,
rentals. Dick's Sporting Goods, Durand, . .
Wis . Tel. 715-472-BB73 or 672-5199.

WHITE-1946, tilt sleeper, tandem drive,
33S Cummins, overhauled . Pengra Bros.,
. La Crosss. Tel. 784-1853.
FOR D—196? tt.ton pickup, big i, 4-speed.
33,000 . ml|ei. S1850. Tel. 452-4537 after 6.

Used Cart
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MOBILE HOME TOWING
ICC license. " Minn., Wis.
Dale Bublitz, Winona
Tel. 4S2-9411

RENTALS

BET HANY CAMPERS. Sleep * and B. «
and S10 per day. Tommy 's Trailer Sales,
Hwy. 35-53, 3 miles S. ot Galesvillo,
Wis. ral. 408-5E2-2371.

VOL KSWAGEN—1964 Beetle. Best offer
over 4500 takes. Tel. 452-2675 after 5. . DETROITER. 194? 1-bedroom 12x50' , 1350O.
See at Stockton Valley Camp, Lot No.
1, alter t weekdays* anytime weekend*.
REMEMBER tho lower the charges, the
lower the monthly paYf nenlsl Thai' s
:
why Bank Auto Loans are so popular. M0UL TON'S MOB ILE Court Cn Hwy SS
at Galesville has lots available for ImSe« MERCHANTS NATIONAL BANK
mediate occupancy . Coma ie* us or
ar*d have a hippy day.
¦
- Tel. Galesville 582-<009 . . . ' ' . .
MERCURY-1945 Comet Callenfa, 289, V-»
with ,. 4-berrel, 4-speed
transmission . COACHMEN RECREATION VEHICLES
F. A. KRAUSE CO.
rings end
:- Excellent condition, htew
Breezy Acres
Tel. 452-5151
va lves ground. Tei. Doug Thompson
452-3183 ' or Allure 6772. .

.

Skamper Gdmpers

COMET—1964 4-door, automatic, with new .
289 short block. Tel. Fountain City 487- FOR Immediate delivery. Fold downs,
truck mounls and travel trailers.
4194 . ' .
STOCKTON CAMPER SALES,
.. .
Stockton, NUnn.' Tel. 489-2470. '
POMTIAC-1964 Catalina Station Wagon.
Tel. 452-4552.

RAMBLER—1944 Convertible, 3-speed on
fl oor , Reasonable. Tel. 454-4792 Sundays
- or before 3:30 weekdays .
FORD, 1971 pickup; 1967 Oldsmobile. 1948
Chevrolet Impala 2-door hardtop. * 1970
Toyota wagon. Inquire MERCHANTS
NATIONAL BANK;
DODGE-1968 Monaco, " low miles, good
condlllon. 219 Washington. Tel. 452-7371.
PONTIAC-1946 Lemons 24oor , 4-cyllnder, automatic, power steering. In good
shape. Tel. 454-1197.
FAIRLANE-1966 4-door sedan, V-8, automatic transmission. Excellent condition.
f_arry 's Body Shop, Rushford, Minn. Tel,
business 844-9590 ;. residence 844-7452 .
PLYMOUTH Satellite, 1967, bucket seats ,
automatic, ta pe deck, ' An"n - sprint
mags, polyglas fires. Come see. 315 W.
Bellevlew. . .
CHEVROLET—1968 Caprice Super Sport,
l ight green bottom, black vinyl roof, A-l
shape. Tel, 452-6422 afte r 4 p.m.
PONTIAC-197! Grand
Tel. 454-1184 after 5.

Prix. " Sacrifice I

PONTIAC-1965 Catalina 2-door hardtop,
while with red Interior- 389, 2-barrel,
Excellent
rubber.
.- . ' automatic,
good
. shape . S550 or best offer . Tel. 454-2550
alter 6:30 p.m.
PONTIAC-1969 Bonneville 4-door sedan
v/ith air conditioning, Ttl. 452-1984.
FORD — 1968 F-100, 6-cy llnder, 3-speed.
SI700. Tel. 452-4222, weekends only.

1973 MODELS TN STOCK

.

12x30 BUDDY 2-bedroom, front living
room.
12x32 BUDDY 2-bcdroom, front kllchen.
UxiO BUDDY 2-bcdroom, front and rear
bedroom.
1972 MODELS
14x70 CONESTOGA (slide-out) 3-bedrpom,
family, room, 2 baths.
14x40
CARDINAL ¦ CRAFT
¦
¦ 2-bedroom,
¦ '¦ • ¦
front living room.
12 K 50 BUDDY 2-bedroom, front llvlngj
room.
14x70 STAR 3-bedroom, front kllchen.
14x48 MOVILLA 2-bedroom, front '*' den.'.
14x40 MANCHESTER
2-bcdroom, front
bedroom. .
14x70 BUDDY 3-bedroom, front kitchen
private dining room.
14x40 BUDDY 2-bedroom, Spanish decor .
14x70 GALAXY 3-bedroom, front kitchen.
14x70 AWARD 2-bcdroom, front living
¦ ' '
room. .
-. •
14x48 CARDINAL.' CRAFT 2-bedroom, /Wed.Iterrnnean living room.
14x70
CONESTOGA
3 be<Jroom, front
: kitchen. ¦ '¦ • ¦
.:
!4 X 4B: MOVILLA 2-bedroom, front ¦ kitchen.
)4x40 MOVILLA J or 4-bedroom, itudenf
unit. . .
.
12x24 ADD ON ROOM, new.
GREAT BARGAINS ON USED HOMES
197'1 14x70 ATLANTIC 3-bcdroom, 3 batht.
Used.
197 ) 14x70 PENTOM iDeluxai 3-bedroom.
Used.
1971 12x45 HALLMARK 3-bedroom. Used.
1970 12x45 HALLMARK 2-bedroom. Used.
1968 12x40 VAL IANT 2-bedroom. Used.
1967 12x40 ARTCRAFT, 3-bedroom. Used.
1964 12x40 BELVIDERE (Deluxe) 3-bedroom. Used.
1965 12x40 HILTON 2-bedroom. Used.
1964 12x40 NEW MOON 3-bedroom. Used.
1963 10x55 ATLAS 3-bedroom. Used.

TOWN & COUNTRY
MOBILE HOMES

43 at Sugar Lost - Winona
Tel, 454-52B7) evenings 4J4-3368.
LTD-1971 pillared hardtop, 4-door sedan. Ford's finest ) Green with vinyl
roof, 400 regular tuel engine, all power
lncludlna disc brakes, air conditioning,
dual speakers, plus. A well-maintained
machine In excellent condition. ' Tel. 452- ON some ot our overstocked lines. Laro¦9246.
est savings possible. Hours: 8 a.m. -9
MOBILE
p.m, TOWN - COUNTRY
HOMES, 43 & Sugar Loaf. Winona. Tel,
454-5287.

Starcrcft Camper

CLOSE-OUT PRICES

WANT A NEW CAR
THE OLD WAY?
50,000 Mile or 5 Year
Warranty
Available At
O & J MOTOR INC.

HOUSEBOAT-BxJS', panelled, , wit h bar,
sleeps A, nlumlnum. Make offer. Tal.
4J2-5J1I.
HO USEBOAT-12'x40' , In dry dock. Ideal
colta Be . Mult move. Cheap. Tel. La
Crosse 763-W3.

Ul

INTERNATIONAL• ' . — 1969 CO4070A 335
Cummings, air . condltlojied,
Jacob
brake, air slide filth wheel. 22" rubber,
13 speed Road Ranger. Excellent Condi: tion. Tel. 507-643-6132.

FORD — 1961, new clutch, new baltery,
sf -arter overhauled, runs about SOo mlles
on V qt. of oil. 1741 W. <th. Tel. 4524S3B.

YOUR HOUSE
Winona National &
IS TOG GOO D
TO GIVE AWAY
Savings Bank

BY OWNER. Larga duplex, 3 bedroomai
carpeted dining room, living room and
sunroom i ta rje kitchen, large bath
W;
1752
6th
Tcl 454-49<M
room down. 7-room (3-bedroom l apartment upstairs. Large oouoie garage,
STUDENT APARTMENTS now available.
Under 122,000. Inquire 231 E. 8th of
JIM ROBB REALTY , Tei. 454-5870. 8
Tal. 454 5837.
a.m. to J p.m. Mon. through Frl.

FURNISHED ground floor apartment
with garage, for couple or . 3 girls,
carpeted and panelled, Furnished uppe r
apartment, new carpeting and furniture, for cempie or . 2 girls, utilities 4ur
nished . Just redecorated and carpeled
new furniture, 2 bathrooms, utilities
furnished except electricity* tor 5 work ing girls or students. All available now.
Also 2-bedroom house In Goodvlew ,
carpeted , stove and retrlgeralor ¦furnished, available July 1. Albert' s, Tel
452-3778 or 454-5275.

MODERN I or 3-bcdroom home with
dini ng room, in Goodview or West Central. Tel. .. 452 -77*0.

TRUST DEPARTMENT

Many luxurious fealures,

¦

102

FOUR BEDROOMS, 1V4 baths, family
room, formal dining. Completely remod- SMALL HOUSE wanted in trie vicinity of
the Daily News. Write A-3 Dally News ,
eled. Must be -seen. 316 E. 8lh. . Te|. 4M-

1-Bedroom; Apartments

Farmi, Land for Sale

GENE KARASCH . REALTOR
60MVIain Stre«t
:Tel 7 454-4196

BUILDING LOTS wllh acreage In city
llml-ts. May . be. used . .as large estate
trea. or divided Into lots. Sewer and
water In at property line. TOWN ." &
COUNTRY REAL ESTATE, Tel 4543741 . . .

"NEW"

Wanted t 0 Rant

Offioe Hours: 8 A.M. to 8 P.M.
6 days a week.

DODGE—19S3 2-ton truck, with SSO^al
tank, good running cortditlon, Girtler
Oil Deep Rock , Sugar Lo«l. . .

STOP PAYING the landlord ! You can own
tlils 2-bedroom home, W.> cheaper thin
rent . Full basement , garage. MLS 435.
The Gordon Agency, ' Inc. MLS Reiltor .
Tel. -I52-57W or 432-2551.

COTTAGE FOR RENT, S120 monlh. No
pets. Acorn Motel, Minnesota City. Tel. ELEGANCE IN country Hying describes
6M-2150.
this almost new. ranch style home,
Large lot Ideal for children. Double garage. Full basement. 3 bedroom). Excellent stream nearby. MLS «75. Tel,
Completely Furnished .
Tim Mason 454-2719 or CORNFORTH
:
Beautifully Decorated
REALTY , 452-J474.

Houist for Rent

Trucks, Tractors, Trailiri 108

Wanted—Rcal Estate

ONE MALE student , college or Vo-Tech,
to share furnished apartment, available
now. Tel. 452-9951.

O F F I C E S FOR RENT
Stlrneman-Selover Co ,,

For
PROMPT - COURTEOUS
SERVICE
Ay A Call Us ANYTIME
Day or Night
or "Weekends

propertlei for CHOICE LOTS In Fountain City, with
INCOfAE
PRODUCING
sale. Terms to qualified buyer*, j IM
city sewer . 75x100. Tel. 687-4101. . .
ROBB REALTY. Tel. 4S4-5870 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m., Mon. through Frl.

EQUAL HOUSING
OPPORTUNITY

TWO STUDENT apartments and . one 4PICK YOUR own strawberries, 35c qt
bedroom house at reduced summer
Picking Irom 1-6 p.m.. LahB0wski Farrn,.
rales. . Tel: 689-2113.
Homer Road..

FIVE ROOMS of. quality furniture,. Coppertone Frigidaire, Kenmore automatic
washer;, mah ogany dropleaf table, i
chairs, extends to seat 12, fitted , pad STRAWBERRIES-plcked or pick your
own. Tel, Lewiston 5776 for appointIncluded; 2-plece living room
set,
ment. Homer Mote Farm, .
chairs, slant top desk, tables, maple
bedroom set,, antique commode, basket
chairs, den type suit, dehumidifler.
Machinery and Tools
69
Much morel 534 Westdsle (Sunset Addition).
'
Deere
350
diesel,
CAT FOR SALE-John
bucket loader with teeth , ;Gdod shape,
GOOD BUYS1 Cas, stove, 1st 515; 2 dinmust be seen. Westgate Gardens.
ette sets, guitar , chair, . 2 ironing
boards, 2 knlck knack shelves, clothing,
miscellaneous.- '66 Bulck LeSabre, owner Musical Merchandist
70
going overseas. Evlplnta after 5 p.m.,
1723 . W. 5th..
R ENT MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS from
HARDT'S.
Pianos, violins, - clarinets,
FLAIR FRIGIDAIRE elecrrlc range, comtrumpets, etc. Rental psyments aopty
plete with charcoal exhaust fan; 3
HARDT'S
price,
toward
purchase
large clothesline , poles ,- H4-ton* ' York
MUSIC STORE, 114-118 Levee Plaza E.
air ' conditioner . ' ; AIL ' pe rfect , condition,
Norman Benson, Houiton, Minn. Tel,
71
Radios, Television
896-3757.

FIVE BHOLSTEIN heifers, close-up. 8
beef cows, 4 Hereford, 4 Angus, 6 have TABLE SAW, $35; Skllsaw, used once,
535; Shopmale drill, 2-speed, 3/8", $20;
calves at side. 50 feeder pigs, weight 45
Argus camera, SlOV Tel. 896-3594. 514 S,
lbs. Bulls for rent. Tel. Plainview 534' 2308/
Crand, Houst on.
FORD BN tractor, 4-speed, with plow and
scraper bucket. Good condition. $550.
Tel. Arcadia 323-3090.

JUNE 24-Sat. 1 p.m. 3 miles E. of Arcadla on 95. then 3 miles S. on Co. Rd.
Blaze Schwartz, owner; Krackow 8,
. .' -Duellman," auctioneers; Louis, clerk.

4-drawer double dresser With : mirror ,
chest and bed, Sealy Golden Sleeper
mattress and boxsprlng. SI95. BORZYSKOWSKI FURNITURE, 302 Mankalo
Ave. Open Won. and Frl, evenings.
Easy terms.
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Be Your Own Boss!

the excEtement erf being In a business
CULTURED SOD ,delivered or laid, Park
you kno-w you'll love, But the question
Blue Grass, haul It yourself; lawn
Is, can you quality? Do you have the
mowing contracts. Tel. 454^1494.
background of solid success? A neat
SOD,
LAWN fertilizing, shrubbery, seed;
appearance? A pleasing personality?
ar»d general landscaping. Robert ROrafl
Si .500 to $7,000 total cash Investment?
Landscaping, Lamoille, W.lnn. TeL 45±
2457 after I. p.m.
.
Previous experience "' Is nof necessary
because the Corporation sets up each
BLA.CK DIRT, fill dirt, fill sand, crushed
account completely. Then each person
rock , gravel, cat and front loader,
selected Is trained In all phases of the
VALENTINE TRUCKING-, since 1950.
Tsl. 489-2346.
business. For
complete
Information
about, how you can own your own
CULTURED SOD
N. A. ?. Hot Food Business, Write at
1 Roll or 1.0D0. May be picked up.
Also black dirt- .
once to North American Dlst. Corp.,
AFTER 5:30. Inquire 724 E. Ith.
¦3443 N. Central Ave., 4th floor, Phoenix,
. Tel. 454-5983 or 4J«-4I32
Aril. 8-5012. Include phone number.

9S Houias for Sal*

90 Farm*. Land for Sale

ON ANY NEW FORD CAR
OR FORD PICKUP
WE NEED USED CARS
WE ARE READY TO DEAL
Ford Dealer , St. Charles , Minn.
Open Mon ,, Wed. & Fri . Nights

Rentals

STARCRAFT Campers, openings In June,,
early July, most ol August. S49 week,
. COUNTRY MOBILE
4 sleeper. TOWN i
HOMES, 43 & Sugar Loal, Winona. Tal,
454-5287.
G R E E N TERRACE Mobile Homes, Park
and Sales. New and used homes. Tel,
454-1317.
^
In
new moblla
SPACE AVAILABLE
home park. Large single and double
lols, soma lokeslda . Ott s1rod parking. Close to work, shopping, schools,
churches and recreation. Laka Vlllega
Tel.
Mobile Home Pork, Goodvlew.
452-2844. Aik tor "Rich" . Aflar 4 pm.
Tel. 454-4774.
T R A V E L T R A I L E R — IB', sleeps 8, extra large relrlocralor, stove, oven,
toilet , self-contained, extras. 14} fi.
5lh.

'T
SWEAT IT! |
DON
j

J

m

'69 CHEVROLET Caprice 4-door , Rray, black
vinyl top, air

|

$2295 1

/ '68 CHEVROLET Impala 4-door , black , air
$1750 I
1 '68 CHR YSLER Newport 4-door sedan , black , air .. $1500 /
J
I '67 BUICK LeSabre 4-door uedan , white , black
/
vinyl top, air
$1295 \
/
) '67 PONTIAC Station Wagon , saddle , black
f
viny l top, air
$1495 |
I
I '67 OLDSMOBILE Delmont Bf! 4-door scdnn ,
I
white , black vinyl top, air
$1295 1
# '66 OLDSMOBILE 98 Luxury Sedan , 4-door ,
1
white,
black
vinyl
top,
air
$1200
/
|
I '63 CADILLAC 2-<loor, white , nir
$ 350 I
\ TO US, SERVICE AFTER THE SAI^J IS MORE IM- I
I PORTANT THAN THE SALE ITSELF. LET US PROVE 1
) IT -- BUY WALZ CARS FROM THE WAJLZ BOYS AT \

^~~~ By RdrCrSnT

BUZZ SAWYER

DICK TRACY
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By Cheste* Gould
'
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By M»rf Wafktr

BEETLE BAILEY
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BLONDIE

By Chick Youn«,

¦¦ ¦
. '" .¦Ut ABNER

By Al Capp

By Gordon Beit

REDEYE

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH
By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

By Alex Kotzky

APARTMENT 3-G
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REX MORGAN, M.D.

MARY WORTH
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By Bud Blake

TIGER

—«-»~t—« ^^^t

By Dal CurtU

THE WIZARD OF ID

By Parker and Hart

By Saunden and Ernst
GRIN AND BEAR IT

NANCY

By Fred LaVwell

iI

DENNIS THE MENACE

By E rnie Bushmiller

'"I hope fhe win ding down of Ihe woe doesn't moon
iha government is now going to medrjle in our
•HoirsJ"

Tws isMFRigw. m MiL btmrf io wj f f m Me
mAcmu m&mimNM&£ wm, KK K>
tmRmc.
"

